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The Socialist Triumph in Los Angeles.

We mean precisely that—a Socialist triumph.

Socialists think of it as a triumph, and they a ro

right. With 52,000 votes for their ticket, they

may well smile at all the nervous outeries which

call the election an anti-Socialist “landslide.”

Those outcries sound very much like whistling up

the wind. That the Socialists—with a record of

only 11.000 votes at the previous election (less

than 18% of the total): in the face of the startling

and confusing McNamara episode: with all the

business interests and “respectable” organizations

fused against them, including every political

group but their own ; with no money themselves,

but plenty on the other side; with all the news

papers but one opposing them —that this party

under these circumstances should poll 52,000 votes

(over 38% of the entire vote cast), is no laughing

natter for the side that “won” by getting into

oflico once more. -

+ +

Woman Suffrage in Los Angeles.

A readjustment of the lines of opposition to

woman suffrage is in order in the light of the reve

lations of the women's vote at Los Angeles last

week. For one thing, the argument of the “anti’s”

that only a few women would vote has been

smashed to smithereens. With 90 per cent of the

women voters voting, in contrast with barely 60

per cent of the men, the argument that women

wouldn't vote ceases to be an argument against
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woman suffrage. Its correlative would be an argu

ment for disfranchising men, if there were any

vital principle in the argument at all. Then the

liquor question “Wets” and “drys” must change

places on woman suffrage if franchise rights are to

depend upon how the enfranchised will vote; for

it was the votes of women that defeated prohibi

tion in Los Angeles. Persons of democratic in

clinations may be justly irritated at hearing

woman suffragists plead in proof of its righteous

ness the fact that a great majority of the women

of Los Angeles “voted right” in voting against

Socialism; but this irritation is allayed by the

superior attitude of Socialists who declare that

their demands for woman suffrage have been for

democratic reasons and are not affected by the fact

that a majority of the women have voted against

their cause.

+ +

The McNamara Case.

It is still too early to venture definite opinions on

the sensational termination of the McNamara

cases. Thick-and-thin partisans on either side

may make the venture, for they care more for their

own side than for the truth. Hired lawyers and

detectives may do it, for this among other things

is what they are hired for. But fair-minded and

law-abiding citizens are still baffled by a sense of

mystery.

+

That those two men in San Quentin prison

should have done what they have pleaded guilty of

doing, is not yet very satisfactorily explained.

That they should have done it so incautiously,

with such reckless indifference to discovery as

would appear, is at least curious. Why they were

arrested and extradited with utter disregard of due

legal process, if they were as manifestly guilty as

even their own attorneys (unless Harriman be ex

cepted) now assert, is puzzling. The willingness

of some of the Big Business men of Los Angeles to

impose upon Lincoln Steffens by taking advantage

of his ideals of Christian Christianity is easily

accounted for, of course; they had an election to

win, an election involving rich business spoils.

But what influence was strong enough to bring

forth those pleas of guilty from men who if inno

cent should rather have gone bravely to the scaf

fold than disgracefully to prison, and who if

guilty have by their queerly timed appeal for

mercy committed what is the offense unpardonable

in the estimation of all revolutionary conspirators

since such conspiracies have been known. This

disloyalty to criminal associates is loyalty to the

State, but by what powerful influence were these

two conspirators brought to see it—just in the

nick of time to influence an election involving

financial interests far up in the millions?

+

And what was it that influenced the Judge in

imposing sentence? He professed to act in accord

ance with legal obligations, yet he sentenced a

confessed murderer to life imprisonment when it

was his legal obligation to sentence him to capital

execution. Why did he impose the lighter sent

ence? From scruples against capital punishment?

He gives no indication of it. From considera

tions of mercy? He found no grounds for that.

and said so. Because the plea of guilty saved the

expense of a trial? Apart from its repulsive sor

didness, this course would probably be unexampled

in the history of capital cases. Because the crime

lacked homicidal intent and enormity? The Judge

himself denounced it as viciously murderous; and

in point of enormity twenty-one human lives were

destroyed by it. Yet this Judge imposed the

minor sentence. If he was not party to a bargain.

what could his reason for mercy have been? If he

tras party to a bargain, what was the bargain?

º

The District Attorney was clearly party to a

bargain. What bargain did he make? The at

torneys for the defense protest that their partici

pation in the bargain was inspired alone by their

clients best interest. This is widely questioned.

though not as yet by us. But what was the bar.

gain they made? If they made none, why did

they think a plea of guilty of murder in the first

degree would conserve their clients interests?

How did they come to guess that it would appeal

so effectively to the Judge as to save their clients

lives *

+

The whole case hangs mysterious in the air.

and it will hover there until more of the facts leak

out. Meanwhile we commend a thoughtful rºad.

ing of the address by labor leaders to the public,

which we print in full in our News Narrative this

week. In candor, poise, common sense, fairness

of spirit, strength of argument, legitimacy of ap:

peal, and all else that goes to distinguish gººd

citizenship from bad in such a controversy, it con

trasts most satisfactorily with the editorial screams

from newspapers that have suppressed or emas.

culated it, and misrepresented its tenor. It should

put the spokesmen for business as opposed to labor

interests, to shame. One challenge in it. “blue tº

eiled out” by more than one news editor in the

United States, should not pass unnoticed. We
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refer to the offer of these labor leaders to open all

their books and records to official inspection and

inquiry. They do not make this conditional, but

significantly enough and fairly, too, they ask:

“Will the National Manufacturers’ Association,

the Erectors’ Association and the detective agencies

extend the same privilege?”

. F +

When Crimes Are Not Crimes.

Instructive reading indeed have the many edi

torials of the past week or two been, in which labor

organizations were smugly berated and advised

about the wickedness of crimes like those of the

McNamaras and the moral responsibility there

for of labor unions. We fail, however, to detect

any such pious and patriotic moralizing in the

same quarters over the burning of three Negroes

by white men only two days after the McNamaras

were sentenced for dynamiting. The Me

Namaras say we are in a war, Capital versus

Labor; the white murderers say we are in a

War, Race versus Race. The McNamaras de

fend their act as a class measure; the white men

defend theirs as a race measure. One was reckless,

the other brutal, and both were criminal. But

while the newspapers denounce the former, they

afford cover to the latter. Why?

*

Once it was argued that the burning of Negroes

was a Southern crime. This counted for little on

the vital point, which is respect for life and

obedience to law, for Southern newspapers not only

covered, but shockingly defended it, and Northern

newspapers were as good as silent. But that argu

ment lost all its possible force when Negro burn

ings set in at the North. The whole country, not

one section, is equally guilty of this worst

of all murderous crimes. It was argued,

tºo, that this crime was necessary to stop

the raping of white women by black men—a

"Illeer argument in the editorials of papers that

tolerate no suggestion of palliation for “Labor

Times.” But that argument also fades away as

Negro burnings are extended into the domain of

punishment for other than inter-racial sex of.

ſenses.

+

The instance mentioned above by way of ex

ample was the burning of three Negroes for com

Peting as farmers with white men. One of the vic

tims was a Negro woman, and no charge of rape

Was made against either of the other two. We

Tuote in full the Memphis dispatch as it ap

Peared on the 7th in the Chicago Inter Ocean:

Two Negroes and one young Negress were burned

admirable substance of the man.

to death by a mob of white land tenants who object

to the occupancy of land by Negroes, near Savannah,

Tenn., yesterday, according to meager reports re

ceived here today. The Negroes were traveling to a

gin with a load of seed cotton. They were tied to

the wagon load of cotton, and the mob, after build

ing a fire beneath the wagon, stood guard until the

Negroes were cremated.

Perhaps the report isn't true, but no one has de

nied or explained it: Perhaps it has evoked indig

nant comment from some of the sources that are

flinging incriminations in the disguise of pious ad

vice at labor unions, but in that case our eye has

missed the comment.

+ + +

WILLIAM MARION REEDY.

More widely known by name than by feature,

William Marion Reedy is a fellow of useful wit

and genial humor, a charming and thoughtful

man who does his full share toward making the

world better when he shall go out of it than it was

when he came into it.

Whoever sat under him as Toastmaster at the

Chicago dinner of the Singletax Conference last

month must have enjoyed his brilliancy, and back

of the sparkle must have seen somewhat of the

In St. Louis

he has long been famous as a brilliant Toast

master. He is so now in Chicago. It may well

be said of him that in the Singletax movement

there is only one Toastmaster, and his name is

Reedy. But wholly apart from his extraordinary

ability to serve pleasingly in that capacity, he has

made an enviable record in his daily work.

Whether he be still too much alive for a prophet

with honor in his own city, he is not without that

honor elsewhere, and deservedly so. The reason

may appear in a bit of biography.

+

It is customary now-a-days to exclude the bi

ographical from personal “appreciations.” Nom

inally, this is because a man is what he is, not

what he has been. But, as we suspect, it is a reac

tion from the methods of writers who missed the

great facts of a human life in their microscopic

search for details. Truly, a man is what he

is rather than what he has been ; but

if he hadn't been before, he wouldn’t be

now. Nobody is worth “appreciating” as an

is-er unless he is a has been. It may make little

difference, of course, what kind of a “has-been”

his may appear to be under biographical micro

scopes, as compared with his kind of “is-er” in an

editorial or magazine “appreciation.” Yet the big

facts of every man's past are as necessary to an
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“appreciation” of his present, as are the big facts

of Nature—the fact of land, of sunshine, of water

and of air—to an understanding of economic proc

esses and social phenomena.

Nor need any one with a past of which he has

ceased to be proud, shrink from “appreciations”

that recall it. The repentant criminal on the

Cross might have missed Paradise if he had never

been a thief. So also, reversely, of those who have

cause for pride in their past. Judas might have

had no reason to hang himself but for his having

been one of the Twelve. William Marion Reedy

falls into neither category. His past, the big facts

of it at any rate, make it no more likely that le

should go out of this world a belated repentant

than a remorseful suicide. Regarding the little

facts, he is doubtless as safe as any of us from

pharisaical stone-throwing.

Anyhow, we like the old biographical custom in.

telling about men of worth. As William Marion

Reedy was born, it is interesting, since he is in

teresting, to know when and where; as he has

lived continuously ever since his birth, it is worth

while, since he is worth while, to know where and

how ; and as in his later years he has preached

the gospel he got from Henry George, it is im

portant, since he preaches it well, to know some

thing of where he got it and how he has used it.

+

It happens, then, that this worthy man—this

“has-been” and “is-er”—was born in the city of

St. Louis in the early days of the Civil War. De

cember 11, 1862. His father's first name was

Patrick, his mother's maiden name Ann Marion.

This son of theirs, William Marion Reedy, had

an academy education, on the basis of which he

graduated from the St. Louis University when

he was eighteen years old with the degree of “Mas

ter of Accounts”—whatever under the scholastic

canopy that may happen to be. He did not marry

until 1909, but on the 8th of July in that year

Mrs. Margaret Chambers became Mrs. William

Marion Reedy. Meanwhile Mr. Reedy had pursued

his career as a newspaper man.

For thirteen years after graduating from the

University as Master of Accounts he worked on

the St. Louis papers—not in the counting room,

but as a reporter, his Master's degree having quali

fied him for both places, as Tom Hood might

say were that reckless punster living yet. What

kind of service Mr. Reedy rendered as a news

paper man on the St. Louis papers we are unable

to state. We have to depend for this part of his

biography on one brief paragraph in “Who’s Who

in America.” But as he wrote that paragraph him

self, we may fairly infer from its complex of coll

ciseness, discrimination and accuracy that he must

have been a newspaper reporter of extraordinary

fidelity and skill. There are St. Louis traditions

which lend the color of truth to this inference,

and Mr. Reedy's subsequent career as editor of

the St. Louis Mirror raises the inference to the

level of a reasonable certainty.

Copyright 1905,

by J. C. STRAUSS,

St. Louis, Mo.

It was in 1893 that he became editor of the

Mirror, and in 1896 that he began to add to his

perplexities and the proof of his abilities by le:

coming also its proprietor. Since that time his

perplexities may have lost some of their tangle,

but the proof of his abilities has grown and

strengthened.
+.

The St. Louis Mirror is primarily a local period.

ical, the best of its class in the Middle West.

It is a periodical of art, of literature, of philosº

phy, of satire, of “society,” of broad-gauge re

iigion and high-grade democracy. Some readers
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of its “society” notes might sometimes dispute this

estimate, but all the same they read those notes;

and as they pay for this privilege they get the

rest (which they might not be so keen to buy, al

though better worth the buying) without money

and without price. The rest, which they get as

laniappe, though it be less marketable than the

“society dope,” is as a rule a complete justifica

tion of our high estimate of the Mirror.

For William Marion Reedy is a book-lover who,

knowing why he thinks some books are worth read

ing and others are not and why some are more or

less worth it, tells his readers frankly what he

thinks about them, tells it in vigorous and flow

ing English, often unique in diction, always with

charm in the style. Of the drama, of music, of

the other fine arts, he writes with like apprecia

tion, picturesqueness and sincerity. And if the

reader does not readily detect religion in the Mir

ror’s editorials, who shall dare decide for either

reader or editor which of them it is that leaves

religion out?

To democracy, fundamental in respect of per

ception and practical in respect of application,

William Marion Reedy's editorial pen in the St.

Louis Mirror is as true as Thomas Jefferson’s in

the Declaration of Independence and Henry

George's in “Progress and Poverty.” This may

not always have been so. We have no file of the

Mirror, and “Who’s Who” doesn’t tell. But it has

been so almost from the beginning of the present

century.

About a year before the Exposition of 1904 at

St. Louis, an after-dinner lecture was delivered

there on the principles of the Singletax in their

relation to the great Louisiana Purchase, the cen

tennial of which was then about to be celebrated.

For that occasion the late Frederick M. Crunden,

founder of the St. Louis Public Library, had been

engaged to preside, but the fatal illness in which

this devoted man lingered until the year now clos

ing had already begun. He was therefore obliged to

remain away from the dinner, and William Marion

Reedy accepted an urgent invitation to act as his

substitute. Not only was Mr. Reedy not then a

Singletaxer, but his attitude as editor of the Mir

ror had made him persona non grata to some who

were. He presided most acceptably, however, and

went away with his face earnestly turned toward

a new quarter in the social heavens. He had

caught glimpses of a star which had thitherto been

to him invisible. The intellectual processes neces

sary to locate that star definitely and to apprehend

its magnitude and influence came quickly enough

to him when he fell into intimate relations with

John Z. White. Since that time, some half a

dozen years ago, no periodical has been more acute,

same and faithful in promoting the cause which is

everywhere affectionately associated with the name

and memory of Henry George, than is Reedy's St.

Louis Mirror.

+

Although the Mirror is a local periodical, an

institution of St. Louis, it is edited in the patriotic

spirit of a republic of the world, and in the re

ligious spirit of a divine humanity—of human

divinity, if you prefer the transposition. “The

world is my country, to do good my religion,” said

Thomas Paine, whose religious qualities are now

shining through the pagan shrouds that have en

wrapped them so long. The same words would

not be out of tune on the lips of William Marion

Reedy, whose heart is a dwelling place and his

editorial desk a breeding ground for the whole

some sentiment they express.

+ + +

THE FELS FUND PLAN.”

A few years ago the American people maintained

a pride so high and a hope so strong that even mild

criticism of existing conditions was received either

as a jest or in anger. What a change is presented

today. All manner of people, from President up

to housewives, are crying out, half in fright half

in wrath, at annoyance, irritation, pain and even

desolation.

As before they were unreasonably vain—now

they are unreasonably stupid. They cry: “Prose

cute the Trusts' “Give us an income tax l’” “Let

us have Federal control of corporations !” “Let

us reciprocate in the matter of bird-seed with

Canada ''' "Give us a central bank”—under a dis

guising name like a drunkard's remedy for his

thirst. In fact, do anything except look the mat

ter squarely in the face in the upright and down

right fashion of full-grown red-blooded men.

We are much in the position of the gilded youth

who ran into a doctor's office clasping his brow and

exclaiming, “Oh, Doctor, give me something

for my head "" “I wouldn’t take it as a gift,”

said the doctor.

+

('an we not stop, take account of stock, and ap

ply a bit of common sense.

In all matters of moment there is an ideal.

Emotion or power is requisite; but there must also

be practical method. By practical method power

may be directed to the attainment of the ideal.

Tºsnistance of an address on “Tax Reform” delivered

by the writer before the singletax Conference at Wil

lard Hall. Chicago, November 26, 1911.
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Individual freedom and independence is the

ideal of the American people. To this ideal we

give our unqualified and enthusiastic support.

Omitting consideration of those dishonest prac

tices that have acquired the name of “graft,” we

hold that a small but important part of both local

and general administration of public affairs in the

United States is antagonistic to the realization

of our ideal.

It is to a correction of mistaken methods of ad

ministration that the efforts of the Fels Commis

sion are directed, and not to a change in our in

stitutions.

With unimpaired faith in the splendid ideal

that inspires the great mass of our people, we ap

peal to the good sense and sound judgment of a

people that once were and doubtless will again

be practical.

+

Our proposal is not to extend, but to reduce

governmental activities. Our laws now tax per

sonal property and improvements upon land. These

taxes we would stop. Why burden industrial ef

fort? Why tax a man for doing just what he ought

to do? Why tax a man for keeping a dog? Is it

not because a dog is a nuisance, and the tax tends

to check the nuisance? Then why tax a man for

marrying? Is marriage a nuisance?

We would stop all taxes on productive proc

esses. There is no more sense in taxing industry

than in pouring sand into the works of a watch.

The consequent shortage in public revenue we

would relieve by increasing the rate of existing

taxes on the value of land. No new machinery

would thereby be added to our taxing mechanism.

On the contrary all the expense involved in making

assessments and levies on personal property and

improvements upon land would be avoided.

The justification of our proposal is found in the

necessary primary functions of all honest gov

ernment. Those functions are: First, to keep

the peace (in other words, to defend each individ

ual from trespass); and, second, to make just pos

session of property secure. In other words, to

protect each individual in what he earns. The

execution of these two primarily necessary func

tions of all honest government involves expense.

and consequently involves a system for securing

public revenue—in other words, taxation. Tares

pay for government services.

Government cannot exist without granting priv

ileges; nor can it avoid granting unequal privi

leges. This truth is consequent upon iand hold

ing. Land must be privately possessed, and all

land is not equally desirable. It follows, then, that

some will inevitably possess the best land, some

the poorest land, and some no land; and as land.

holding is wholly a matter of law, we are justified

in asserting that government cannot avoid grant

ing unequal privileges.

As “taxes pay for government services,” it is

manifestly unfair to collect them in proportion to

consumption instead of in proportion to privi

leges granted. The usual “general property tax"

is partly levied in proportion to consumption, and

partly in proportion to privileges granted. Our

proposal is to repeal that part of our laws that

levies taxes in proportion to consumption, and to

extend that part of our laws that levies taxes in

proportion to privileges granted.

If it is true that government cannot avoid do

ing more for some men than for others, is it not

perfectly fair for the man who receives the greater

benefit to bear a proportionately greater tax bur

den 2

+

In carrying on industry we co-operate—that is,

some engage in one form, some in other forms of

production, and the process is completed by the

trading of products.

In some matters Nature compels all the people

in a given territory to co-operate. (For instance—

roads, the tenure of land, national defense, etc.).

These affairs are “public.”; and whereas the benefits

of private co-operation are paid for according to

the terms of private bargain, the benefits of pub

lic co-operation are paid for by taxes.

We hold, then, that taxes should be in propor

tion to public benefits received. We hold, further.

that public benefits are measured by the value of

land.

The law under which land is held is in aid of

public co-operation; and wherever the benefits of

government are greatest, there land is most valu

able. Wherever the peace is secured, wherever

public facilities are greatest, there land is most

valuable. To levy taxes, then, in proportion to the

value thus resulting from public co-operation is to

make payment for services received in harmony

with customary notions of fair dealing—though

not in harmony with customary law.

+

The one important objection to this proposal is

that large numbers have invested in land, built

homes and otherwise improved, and that to alter

the mode of taxation would be extremely unjust–

or, at least very injurious.

This objection is easily overthrown by argu

ment, but specific reply has been difficult because
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public statistics are as silent on this as they are

foggy on other matters. Recently, however, I have

been able to get a complete record of one city,

from which we are able to show to a cent just how

the change would affect each individual taxpayer—

not forgetting the benefits to those who are not

taxpayers. The city in question is Woonsocket,

Rhode Island. The record shows in detail that if

all taxes there were levied on the assessed value

of land, a majority of the taxpayers would save

money.*

Here is a summary:

Total number of taxpayers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,424

Number that would be taxed less. . . . . 1,878

Number that would be taxed more. . . . 1,546

Favorable majority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332

Not voters . . . . . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 870

Voting taxpayers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,554

Voters that would be taxed less. . . . . . 1,563

Voters that would be taxed more. . . . . . 991

- -

Favorable majority 572

Among the 991 voting taxpayers who would

be unfavorably affected by the proposed change,

there are 28 whose taxes would be increased less

than one dollar each ; there are 30 whose increase

would be between one and two dollars each ; 2.

whose increase would be between two and three

dollars; 19 would have to pay an average increase

of $3.31; 16 an average of $4.52, and 29 from 1

per cent to 10 per cent more than now.

Here then are 145 taxpayers (42 not voters,

leaving 102), no one of whom would find his tax

bill materially increased by the land-value plan

of taxation, and every one of whom, as part owner

of the city, would gain very much more through

the general growth than he would lose by the

slight increase in his tax bill. These 102 voters

would favor the plan, merely as a matter of dol

lars and cents, if they realized the advantages that

are sure to follow its adoption.

Such benefit has been conferred where the

plan has been applied in an appreciable degree, as

in Vancouver (British Columbia), in Wellington

(New Zealand), in Sydney (New South Wales),

and in many German cities. This is no longer a

conclusion of reason alone: it is now a fact of

experience.
JOHN Z. WHITE.

T-Honest vs. Crooked Taxes. Woonsocket Taxpayers."

Issued by The Rhode Island Tax Reform Association,

Providence, R. I.

+ + +

“When white people buy land they give what soon

wears out, but land lasts always.”—Cherokee orator

(1767), Quoted in Bancroft's History of the United

States.

NEWSNARRATIVE

The figures in brackets at the ends of paragraphs

refer to volumes and pages of The Public for earlier

information on the same subject.

Week ending Tuesday, December 12, 1911.

The Los Angeles Election.

Election returns subsequent to those we reported

last week, although they show only a few thousand

less in the majority for Mayor Alexander, indicate

significantly a growing disposition of non-Socialists

to vote the Socialist ticket. ||See current volume,

pages 1235, 1240.]

The registration for this election was as follows:

Men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107,726

Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,905

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 190,631

The total vote is reported as 137,329, which is a

falling off from the total registration of 53,302

votes—nearly 30 per cent. Of this total vote

women are reported to have cast about 75,000, be

ing about 90 per cent of the total registration of

women; whereas the men are reported to have cast

only about 62,000, or about 58 per cent of the total

registration of men. The vote for Mayor from all

but two outlying precincts with a total vote of

only 1,000 or thereabouts, is reported as follows:

Alexander (fusion of all parties and

organizations against the Socialists) 83,978

Harriman (Socialist) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,293

Anti-Socialist majority . . . . . . . . . . . . 31,685

Socialist percentage . . . . . . . . . . . . . 381.2%

Anti-Socialist percentage . . . . . . . . 611.2%

The Socialist vote in Los Angeles for Governor a

year ago was only 11.129.

+

Besides the vote on candidates, there were im

portant local referendums. One was on a proposal

for local prohibition of the liquor traffic. It was

defeated by 87,344 to 31.691, an adverse majority

of 55,653. Figures on the vote for a municipal

newspaper have not reached us, but the measure

was carried.

•F. --

The McNamara Case.

Since the McNamaras were sentenced, the

younger to imprisonment for life and the elder to

imprisonment for fifteen years, much sensational

matter about their case has appeared in the news

papers, but no news, except that both prisoners

have peremptorily and absolutely refused to testify

before the Federal grand jury in support of the

confession of McManigal, the original informer,
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and that they were removed on the 8th from jail

in Los Angeles for transportation to San Quentin

prison, where they were entered on the 10th as

prisoners in accordance with their respective

sentences. [See current volume, page 1240.]

•F ºr

Relation of the McNamara Case to Labor Unionism.

An address by leading Labor officials with Sam

uel Gompers at their head, and issued from Wash

ington on the 7th, has been variously commented

upon by the newspapers, but not very fairly pub

lished by them. We therefore give it here in full

as it was originally given to the press in general:

To the American Public on the McNamara Case:

The McNamaras Stand before the world self-con

victed of great crimes. They have been sentenced

to terms of imprisonment—J. B. during his natural

life, J. J. for fifteen years. The position of Labor in

connection with the effort made to afford these men

an opportunity for adequate defense before the

courts has been attacked and misrepresented to

such a degree as to require a clear statement at the

hands of the undersigned, who are in the best posi

tion to make an authoritative statement at this time

—a statement that will be strengthened by some

review of the principal points of the case.

Was there an explosion of gas in the Los Angeles

Times building when it was destroyed 2 Immedi

ately after the disaster, the press reports stated that

men who had been at work in the building spoke of

an odor of gas for some time previous to the explo

sion. Gas leakage in the building, it came out later,

had been known to others. Many conservative trade

union officials, newspaper writers and publicists, on

making an investigation in Los Angeles, soon after,

were positive in assuring the public that they be

lieved gas had destroyed the building. Among the

mine workers, not one man, so far as information

has reached us, has believed the destructive ex

plosive was dynamite. Prominent officials of the

United Mine Workers, cautious, honorable men,

whose word is taken as truth by all who know them,

who are familiar with mining explosives, declared

that the effect of the explosion was not that which

follows a discharge of dynamite. Were all these

men speaking from blind partisanship or from hon

est conviction ? Were they utterly mistaken 2 The

answer has now been supplied by the prosecution.

While the “gas theory” was being hooted at by ene

mies of the unions, while even so late as last Friday

night an editor of the New York Times was indit

ing a contemptuous slur at John Mitchell for sup

posing “that proof would be adduced to show that an

explosion of gas destroyed the Los Angeles Times

building,” the prosecution knew that gas was an

agency in the explosion and a great factor in the

destruction which ensued. W. J. Burns in a press

interview Saturday last said: “Why, McManigal told

us in his first confession that McNamara turned

open the stopcocks of the gas mains in the building

When he set the bomb. We knew all the time that

a part of the explosion was due to gas.” Now, the

possible terrific force of a gas explosion, even in

the open air, was shown in the wreckage caused by

the accident at the Grand Central Station, New

York, December 19, 1910, while the Los Angeles

disaster was being discussed throughout the country,

The fact of a gas explosion led all others in im

portance in the minds of the organized workers.

Nearly all of them were convinced that it was an

established fact. The most cautious reasoners among

them regarded the possibilities of the fact sufficient

to hold to belief in it until proof to the contrary

could be produced. They were willing to suspend

conclusive judgment while awaiting evidence.

The public also wanted such facts regarding the

circumstances of the explosion as could be accepted

as evidence of the way it came about. What was

given the public, first and foremost? On the instant,

on hearing of the explosion, H. G. Otis broke into

a savage denunciation of trade unionists, accusing

them of having caused the disaster, and he has ever

since declared it was the result of dynamite. By

this course, he diverted the case from one in which

citizens in common should have proceeded, through

legal methods alone, to search for the truth. He

threw the unions on their defense, outraged them,

insulted their officials, raised animosities that could

have been avoided. He was at once backed up by

the small circle of bitter enemies of trade unionism,

whose fulminations were largely made up of trans

parent falsehoods leveled at trade unions in general

and at the leaders of trade unions.

Despite all clamor it must be remembered that,

with few exceptions, the international trade unions,

lmore than 120 in number, are and have usually been

in normal business relations with the employers of

their members. Many of them have for years ar.

ranged their differences and their working condi

tions with employers through trade agreements or

other methods resulting in a minimum of loss

through suspension of work. Violence in cases of

dispute are not common to them. Trade unionists

have been made aware, by experience, that stories

of disorder by unionists during strikes or lockouts

have been systematically exaggerated.

Therefore, aware of the necessity of trade union

organization, of the incalculable amount of good in

various forms done by and through their unions

every year, of the long and bitter campaign carried

on by Otis, Kirby, Post and others, to destroy trade

unionism, and perceiving the intention of these plot:

ters and their detectives to ignore the apparent, and,

to their minds, proven cause of the Times disaster,

and to turn that terrible event solely to account as a

means of discrediting trade unionism, the unions

energetically stated their side of the case to the

American public as they saw it at that time.

When, after six months, the McNamaras were ar.

rested, it was in Russian style, not American. Hold

ing the members of the Executive Board of the Struc

tural Iron Workers in confinement without warrant.

hurrying J. J. McNamara away from Indianapolis in

an automobile and by circuitous routes taken to

California—what were these but features of high

handed irregularity, and tyrannical lawlessness,

known in arrests in Russia that precede transporta

tion of prosecuted citizens to Siberia? And, when

Detective Burns has throughout been doubted by so

great a part of the American public, it has been

largely the fault of his proceedings at this point.

and of his own befouling the reputation of his craft.

for has he not said: “Private detectives, as a class.
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are the worst lot of blackmailing scoundrels that live

outside of prisons”? (See page 357, McClure's Maga

zine, August, 1911.) - -

J. J. McNamara had not been of sufficient promi

nence among labor men to be the subject of discus

sion as a leading figure, but what was generally

known of him was to his credit. He was seen at

conventions as a man of pleasing appearance and of

mild manner. He was spoken of as self-educated and

a faithful secretary of his organization. His speech

and his writings for his magazine were reputed to be

COInServative. When placed under arrest, and

throughout his imprisonment, his bearing was un

demonstrative. His letters and telegrams to officials

of the A. F. of L. and the Atlanta convention were

concise and without suspicious characteristics. In

no wise, to common observation, had he shown ab

normal traits.

Did organized labor properly express its condem

nation of violence on hearing of the Los Angeles

disaster? It did by interviews, addresses, and publi

cations. The hundreds of union labor papers, in

their issues succeeding the event, contained What,

taken together, would make volumes, declarative of

the sentiments of their editors and of the rank and

file of union membership on the subject. All recog

nized the case as one of mystery, the feeling shown

being that of horror at the possibility of any union

man being implicated in it. Unions framed resolu

tions in meetings, declaring that trade unionism was

not to be advanced by murderous acts. Union labor

officials, and many others were quoted to similar

effect. The president of the American Federation

of Labor, the day after the disaster occurred, as pub

lished by the St. Louis Star, said:

Labor does not stand for such outrages, nor contem

plate such crime. I cannot believe that a union man

has done it, and I deeply hope no one who was connected

with the labor movement will be found to have done it.

It is inconceivable that a union man should have done

this thing. And yet, if it is found that a union man has

done it, unionism cannot be blamed by fair-minded men

for the deed of a man devoid of any human feeling, as

the perpetrator of this horrible catastrophe must have

been. It was the act of a madman. No one with an

ounce of sympathy in his makeup could do aught but

contemplate such a crime with the deepest abhorrence.

These facts were further fully presented in the

June, 1911, issue of the American Federationist, in a

seventeen-page article entitled the “McNamara

Case,” in which the leading facts up to that time

were reviewed. Speaking before the St. Louis Cen

tral Labor Union on Sunday, October 2, 1910, the

day after the disaster, President Gompers asserted

he would—

immediately turn the dynamiters over to

authorities if he could lay hands on them. -

The Globe-Democrat also quoted him as saying:

I only wish I knew the actual perpetrators and if I

did, take my word for it, I would turn them over to

justice. -
- -

The universal condemnation of a murderous deed

in labor circles, ought to be a fact so far beyond ques

tion, so easily ascertainable from accessible records,

that no man with any regard for his reputation for

veracity could deny. Yet, the New York Times, in

an editorial last Sunday, printed this sentence:

From the day when James B. McNamara's bomb blew

his twenty-one victims into eternity, down to the present

the proper

time, no authoritative voice in the ranks of labor has

been raised to express the hope that the murderers would

be brought to justice, even should they prove to be

lin 10h inell.

Relative to other phases of the McNamara case,

the article in the June American Federationist con

tains these passages:

It may be said that from that time (the kidnaping)

to the present, Detective Burns, Attorney Drew, Editor

Otis, C. W. Post, and the active agents of the extremists

in the Manufacturers' Association in general have all

played to perfection the hysterical characters to which

we are accustomed in the pages of cheap fiction and

on the boards of the Bowery class of theatres. . . .

Nothing more surprised us in the series of audacious

acts committed by Detective Burns than his saying to a

reporter of the World, May 7, 1911: “Samuel Gompers,

H'resident of the American Federation of Labor, knows

by this time that there was no frame-up and that the

arrests of the McNamaras and McManigal were not the

result of a plant. Why? Because Gompers has been

conducting an investigation of his own at Indianapolis

that has convinced him that there was no frame-up and

no plants.” These assertions of Burns were entirely

without foundation. Nothing was brought to our knowl

edge in Indianapolis or elsewhere that could be used as

evidence against the prisoners or to show that the

Structural Iron Workers' Union has been conducting a

dynamite campaign against the Erectors' Association.

Since the McNamaras’ confession Burns has been

reiterating this charge. The only “investigation” in

which President Gompers participated in Indianapolis

was the meeting of the prominent trade unionists

held last May 10-12, called by officials of the eight

international unions which have their headquarters

in that city, and the meeting of the officials of a

large number of trade unions called by authority

of the Executive Council of the American Federa

tion of Labor, and held at Indianapolis, June 29, 1911,

What President Gompers learned there was precisely

what every one attending the conference learned,

and that was nothing that helped to solve the mys

tery of the Los Angeles disaster, or, of criminality of

any kind.

Indeed, the unlawful and un-American kidnaping

of McNamara formed one of the chief factors of fix

ing in the minds of the working people of our country

that he was innocent. They reasoned, as they had a

right to reason, that if there existed evidence of

McNamara's guilt of the crime charged, every pro

tection would and should have been accorded him

to demonstrate before the courts of Indiana that he

was innocent of the crime with which he was

charged. His protestations of innocence, his de

mands to be represented by counsel, were all ruth

lessly ignored.

Violence, brutality, destruction of life or property,

are foreign to the aims and methods of organized

labor of America, and no interest is more severely

injured by the employment of such methods than

that of the workers organized in the labor move

ment. Therefore, quite apart from the spirit of

humanitarianism and justice which prompts the ac

tivities of the organized labor movement, policy and

hopes for ultimate success, forbid the resort to

violence. The American labor movement and its

men are loyal Americans and seek to obtain the

abolition of wrongs and the attainment of their rights

within the law.

Organized labor of America has no desire to con
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done the crimes of the McNamaras. It joins in the

satisfaction that the majesty of the law and justice

have been maintained and the culprits commensurate

ly punished for their crimes.

And yet it is an awful commentary upon existing

conditions when any one man among all the millions

of workers can bring himself to the frame of mind

that the only means to secure justice for labor is in

violence, outrage and murder.

It is cruelly unjust to hold the men of the labor

movement either legally or morally responsible for

the crime of an individual member. No such moral

code or legal responsibility is placed upon any other

association of men in our country.

In so far as we have the right to speak, in the

name of organized labor, we welcome any investiga

tions which either Federal or State courts may under

take. The sessions of the Conventions of the American

Federation of Labor are held with open doors that

all may see and hear what is being said and done.

The books, accounts and correspondence of the

American Federation of Labor are open to any com

petent authority who may desire to make a study or

an investigation of them.

Will the National Manufacturers' Association, the

Erectors’ Association and the detective agencies ex

tend the same privilege for public investigation and

examination of their books and correspondence?

When we were selected as a Committee on Ways

and Means to raise and dispense funds for the de

fense of the McNamaras and the prosecution of the

kidnapers, we were fully impressed with the inno

cence of the accused men. That impression was

strengthened by their written and oral protestations

of innocence. We here and now, individually and

collectively, declare that the first knowledge or inti

mation of their guilt was conveyed by the press in

their confessions of guilt. From the outset we as

sured all contributors and the public generally that

we would publish an accounting of the moneys

received, from whom received, and to whom paid.

This assurance will be fulfilled. A report in full will

first be made to the Executive Council of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor, at its meeting to be held

at Washington, D. C., January 8, 1912.

The American labor movement has done so much

for the workers of our country in improving their

condition, in lightening the burdens which the work

ers have had to bear, bringing light and hope in the

homes and in the lives, the factories and the work

shops of our country, that it challenges the world of

investigators. The organizations of labor of America

have been the most potent factors in the establish

ment and maintenance of the largest, measure of

industrial peace. Their course is of a conciliatory

character, to reach trade agreements with employers,

and the faithful adherence to agreements. When

industrial conditions become unsettled, they are more

largely due to the unreasonableness of employers,

who regard every effort of the workers to maintain

their rights, and to promote their interests, as an inva

sion of employers' prerogatives, which are resented

with consequent struggles. If employers will be but

fair and tolerant, they will find more than a respon

sive attitude on the part of organized labor, but, of

one thing all may rest assured, that with existing

conditions of concentrated wealth and industry, the

organized toilers of our country realize that there is

no hope from abject slavery outside of the protection

which the organized labor movement affords.

The men of organized labor, in common with all

our people, are grieved beyond expression in words

at the loss of life, and the destruction of property,

not only in the case under discussion, but in any other

case which may have occurred. We are hurt and

humiliated to think that any man connected with

the labor movement should have been guilty of either.

The lesson this grave crime teaches will, however,

have its salutary effect. It will demonstrate now

more than ever, the inhumanity, as well as the fu

tility of resorting to violence in the effort to right

wrongs or to attain rights.

In view of the great uplift work in which the men

of the labor movement have been and are engaged,

and also of the industrial problems with which they

have to contend, we insist that our organizations of

labor should be judged by what they do and aim to

do, rather than be opposed and stigmatized because

one or a few may be recreant to the good name and

high ideals of labor, and we appeal to the fair minded

citizenship and the press of America for fair treat

ment.

SAMUEL GOMPERS, President American Federation of

Labor, Chairman.

FRANK MORRISON, Secretary American Federation of

Labor.

JAMES A. SHORT, President Building Trades Depart

inent.

WM. J. SPENCER, Secretary Building Trades Depart

ment.

JAS. O'CONNELL, President Metal Trades Department.

A. J. BERRES, Secretary Metal Trades Department.

JOHN B. LENNON, President Union Label Trades De

partment.

THOMAS F. TRACY, Secretary Union Label Trades

Department.

CONSTITUTING THE McNAMARA

MEANS COMMITTEE.

Washington, D. C., December 7, 1911.

+ +

Presidential Messages.

President Taft's second message to the regular

session of Congress, submitted by him on the 7th.

deals exclusively with foreign relations. [Sº

current volume, page 1242.]

* +

The Controller-Bay Case.

Report was made to the lower House of Congress

on the 9th by the House committee on expenditures

in the Interior Department, in which the investiga

tion of the Controller Bay affair—including the

noted “Dick-to-Dick” letter—was formally an:

nounced as discontinued. Washington dispatches

explain the report as having been based on

a recommendation of Louis D. Brandeis and

Amos Pinchot, counsel for the committee, and on a

speech of Secretary Fisher which the committee

regarded as voicing a change in the Administri

tion’s attitude toward Alaska. The committee tec

ommended radical changes in the law for safe

guarding Alaska's natural wealth. “The govern

mont,” it says, “should not part with the title to

WAYS AND
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any coal, petroleum, natural gas or mineral land

which it now owns in Alaska.” “The government

should construct, own, acquire, and, if necessary,

operate at least one railroad there.” “If Alaska is to

he developed, that development must come either

through outside syndicated wealth, or through in

dividual energy and enterprise stimulated and aid

ed by government construction of necessary rail

roads.” [See current volume, page 1242.]

4} +

The Ontario Election.

Although the Conservative Government of

Ontario, with Sir James Whitney as premier, was

returned to power at the Provincial elections on

the 11th, the Liberals made a net gain of seven

seats in the Provincial Parliament. The repre

sentation will be: Conservatives, 81: Liberals,

24; Labor. 1. In this Parliament the question of

exempting improvements of real estate from taxa

tion will have an important place. The Liberals

are pledged to it as a party and the Conserva

tives are divided on it. [See current volume,

page 1170.]

+ +

The British Parliament. -

In the British House of Commons on the 6th.

official announcement was made in the afternoon

by the Prime Minister, Mr. Asquith, that the

#overnment will use all the Constitutional means

at its disposal to pass a home-rule bill for Ireland

during the life of the present Parliament. This

means, if the House of Lords make it necessary

by obstructing the measure or crippling it with

hostile amendments, that the Ministry have agreed

upon the policy of carrying their bill through three

consecutive sessions of the Commons before disso

lution. [See current volume, pages 118, 866.

+

- Also on the 6th, but in the evening, the Com

mons passed the Lloyd-George labor insurance bill

through its third reading by a vote of 324 to 21.

This makes the bill a law unless the House of Lords

oppose it with their limited veto. Most of the

Tories in the House of Commons refused to vote,

giving as their reason that while they approve the

objects of the bill they regard it as not having been

opened by the party in power to adequate discus

sion and explanation. The bill passed first read

ing in the House of Lords on the 11th. [See cur

rent volume, page 1242.]

* * *

The Persian Crisis.

Russia continues to demand the dismissal of the

American Treasurer-General of Persia, W. Morgan

Shuster. To give the Persians time to reconsider

their refusal of compliance, the Russian troops are

proceeding but slowly toward Teheran. Mr. Shus

ter in an interview for the Aluerican press has

made the following statement in regard to the

work he has accomplished:

On June 13, when I assumed charge of the Persian

treasury and revenues, I found banking deficits of

$500,000, and not a penny in cash. There was an

unknown sum in outstanding checks, drafts and

treasury promises to pay issued by previous ministers

of finance. Since then, despite the civil war, which

consumed for extraordinary direct expenses alone

more than $1,500,000, and despite the attendant dis

orders throughout the Empire, causing diminution of

revenues, I have paid the banking deficits of $500,000,

I have furnished the expenses of running the govern

ment, I have met promptly all foreign obligations

accruing, and now I have in the treasury liquid assets

of $800,000. I would have pledged my reputation to

place Persia's finances on a solid basis in two years

and to have begun the development of her great re

sources, which require only transportation facilities

and capital. When the ultimatum demanding my dis

missal was presented I informed the members of

the Assembly that I wished them to make the decision

which they thought best for Persia, and not to con

sider me in any manner, adding that I would loyally

abide by their decision. Their unanimous action was

therefore entirely voluntary. This striking proof of

confidence in a foreign official, given in the face of

the threatened destruction of Persia's nationality,

compels me in honor to abide by their wishes while

I remain their employe.

|See current volume, page 1244. |

+

An appeal from the Persian people to the

('ongress of the United States was read in the

House of Representatives on the 7th. It asked

aid consistent with Persia's dignity and independ

ence, making the exhortation:

You, who have tasted the benefits of liberty, would

you witness the fall of any people whose only fault

was to sympathize with your system to save its

future? Would you suffer that Persia should fall for

having wished to preserve its national dignity and

for having understood the sentiments so dear to a

free people?

+ +

The Chinese Revolution.

Authentic news in regard to the one instance of

violence offered foreigners during the present revo

lution in China—the murder of some missionaries

in Shensi Province (reported in The Public of

November 24, page 1196)—has been received at

Peking. It is to the effect that eight foreigners,

four of them Americans, were killed and several

mission houses were destroyed, during an outbreak

against the Manchus, 8,000 of whom were slain

by the Chinese.
-

*

Prince Chun, Regent for and father of the

little Emperor, abdicated on the 6th. This office

was given jointly to Shih-Hsu, a Manchu prince
and former president of the National Assembly,
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and Hsa-Shi Chang, vice president of the Privy

Council. Shih-Hsu has accepted the post. Hsa

Shi Chang declined, but acceptance has been in

sisted on. An Imperial edict was issued on the

ith, sanctioning the cutting off of queues. [See

current volume, page 1243.

* •r

*

A Republican conference of representatives of

14 Provinces is in session at Shanghai, organizing

a provisional government. And another confer

once of representatives from eight Provinces has

been in session at Wu-Chang, drafting a constitu

tion for the “United States of China.” According

to the Associated Press reports, the draft, besides

providing for the election by the provisional gov

ernments of a Provisional President, says that he

imust call a convention of the people within six

months to confirm the constitution. All the acts

of the National Assembly, which is to be com

posed of representatives appointed by the pro

vincial governments, must be confirmed by the

President of the Republic before going into effect.

The President of the Republic is to be commander

in chief of the army, and is to possess the power,

with the concurrence of the National Assembly, of

declaring war, making treaties, appointing diplo

matic representatives, and providing courts of

justice. See current volume, pages 11: 1, 1195.

==
-

--r

NEWS NOTES

—The Governors of Western States were at

Washington on the 7th, at Baltimore on the 8th, and

and at New York on the 11th. [See current volume,

page 1245.]

—Thomas Ball, the sculptor, died on the 11th at

his home at Montclair, N. J., in his 93d year. Among

his best known works are the equestrian statue of

Washington, in Boston, and the statue of Daniel

Webster, in New York.

–Ex-Governor J. M. Brown, candidate of the

“wets,” was nominated for Governor of Georgia on

the 7th at the primaries, which, in Georgia and in

other States that suppress the Negro vote, are treated

as final. The election to follow will be only a for

mality. -

—After lecturing at Los Angeles (California) on

the 16th and 17th, Charles Frederick Adams is to

lecture under the auspices of the Henry George Lec

ture Association of Chicago, at Santa Barbara (Cal

ifornia), on the 18th and 19th, and at Santa Cruz

on the 20th, 21st, 22d and 23d.

–Burt H. Franklin, an investigator employed by

the defense in the McNamara case at Los Angeles,

was held on the 11th by Justice William P. Young to

answer to charges of bribing a juror, in the case of

the younger McNamara before the latter's plea of

guilty. [See current volume, page 1240.]

-The Supreme Court of the United States having

refused to stay proceedings in the trial at Chicago

of a criminal indictment against members of the

beef trust, the trial began before Judge Carpenter

of the Federal court at Chicago on the 6th. A jury

has not yet been secured. [See current volume,

page 1219.1

—Victor Berger, the Socialist Congressman from

Milwaukee, introduced in the House on the 4th a

bill to repeal the Sherman anti-trust law and to

provide for the social ownership and operation of

industries which are controlled by any combination

to the extent of 40 per cent of the total output

in the United States.

—The great Durbar, or ceremonial reception, of

the King-Emperor George and the Queen-Empress

Mary at Delhi, India, on the 12th, was carried out

with unparalleled magnificence. The King-Emperor

crowned himself Emperor of India. Announcement

was made of the transference of the Imperial capi

tal from Calcutta to Delhi. See current volume,

page 1172.]

—Between one and two hundred miners were

trapped by a gaseous explosion in the Great Cross

mountain coal mine of the Knoxville Iron Co., near

Briceville, Tenn., on the 9th. Only three men came

out of the mine alive immediately after the blast.

Five men were got out on the 11th. It is feared

that no more can be reached before they perish

Twenty-two bodies had been got out by the 11th.

–An agreement between the Illinois Central Rail

road and the South Park Commissioners of Chicago.

made public on the 12th but still subject to approval

by the City Council and the Federal Government in

some particulars, makes an adjustment of bound.

aries, titles, etc., whereby it is designed to afford

opportunity to the railroad company to erect a new

station below Twelfth street, and to the city to colº

nect Jackson Park with Grant Park by a water front

park-boulevard.

—At a meeting of the national committee of the

Prohibition Party held at Chicago on the 5th. At

lantic City, N. J., was chosen for the national con:

vention next year, the chairman, Charles R. Jones

being instructed to call it for a date between June

20 and July 20, and in a week other than those ºf

the Democratic and the Republican conventions. A

vote by the committee of confidence in the chair
man, 33 to 18, was followed by the organization of

“The Progressive Prohibition League.”

—socialist advices of the 7th from Stockhºl"

report that at the elections to the upper house of

the Swedish Parliament, 12 Socialists were elected.

making a gain of 8 over the number in the ºl

House. Members of the upper house are elected *

the legislatures of the different principalities and the

councils of the large cities. The new House will

consist, according to the same advices, of 87 %

servatives, 51 Liberals and 12 Socialists, against 11,

Conservatives, 30 Liberals and 4 Socialists in the

old House.

—At their meeting at Washington on the 12th the

national committee of the Republican party named

Chicago as the place, and June 18 as the tº to:
holding the next Republican national conventiſt

for the nomination of candidates for Presiden' and

Vice President of the United States. Ex-Go"

John F. Hill of Maine, was elected chairman * *
committee, in place of Frank H. Hitchcock. resigned
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A motion by Senator Borah to call for the election of

delegates by popular primaries in all the States not

having primary laws was defeated.

-The 19th National Irrigation Congress was in

session from the 5th to the 9th at the Auditorium

Theater, Chicago, with an unparalleled attendance,

including delegates from all parts of the world.

Among the speakers were A. H. Fowler, president of

the Congress, Gifford Pinchot and Jas. R. Garfield;

Arthur P. Davis and C. J. Blanchard, both of the Re

clamation service; Manuel Gonzales of Costa Rica,

and Niel Nielson of Australia. One of the results

of the Congress was the formation of a National

Drainage League, which is to hold its first meeting

in New Orleans in February. [See current volume.

page 1245. -

–Decrees dissolving the Reichstag and fixing the

date of general elections for the new Reichstag for

January 12, were published on the 8th in the Im

perial Gazette of the German Empire. What is

known in Germany as “Prince von Bulow's Reich

stag,” which was elected in 1907, is thus ended.

The preceding Reichstag had been summarily dis

solved, owing to its adverse vote on appropriations

for military operations in southwest Africa. An

edict read in the Reichstag December 5 last merely

prorogued, it did not dissolve the body, the govern

ment desiring to call it together again if certain

emergencies arose. [See current volume, page 539.]

–By unanimous vote the Vreeland board of in

quiry into the cause of the sinking of the American

battleship “Maine,” in Havana harbor just before

the war with Spain, have reported, as published on

the 8th by the Secretary of the Navy, that the disas

ter was caused by “an outside explosion.” This

bears upon the dispute between Spain and the

United States over the question of whether the ex

plosion was from the inside of the vessel, implying

that the blame rested on the American navy, or from

the outside, implying that the vessel had been at

tacked by secret enemies in what was then a Span

ish narbor. The loss of life from the disaster was

260. [See vol. xiii, p. 444.]

-Thomas E. Mitten resigned on the 11th as presi

dent of the Chicago City Railway Company and its

connecting lines. His resignation, to take effect

December 31, has been accepted. In a review of the

work under his administration of the City Railway

Company, Mr. Mitten stated that the city's share, 55

per cent of the net receipts, would amount for the

Current fiscal year to more than $1,000,000, and that

the “earnings are now sufficient to amply justify the

regular dividend of 10 per cent per annum upon the

capital stock.” At a meeting of the directors on the

11th, an extra dividend of 1% per cent was declared

out of the surplus. This property is owned by the

Pierpont Morgan interests. They came into control

under the compromise ordinance of 1907 which was

adopted over Mayor Dunne's veto. [See current vol

ume, page 806.

—Dr. R. J. Campbell, the radical democratic preach

er of the City Temple, London, who has been speak

ing in New York and Cincinnati and elsewhere in

this “ountry, made several addresses this week in

Chicago. At Cincinnati he spoke on the 4th for Her.

bert S. Bigelow from the platform of the vine street

Congregational Church, and in Chicago his principal

address was at Orchestra Hall, on the 11th. An idea

of his point of view may be had from this quotation

from his talk to clergymen at the Y. M. C. A. audito

rium on the 11th : “The church as an institution

does not have the influence over the world that it

once had, and the movements which once were dis

tinctly religious are now just as distinctly social. The

reason for this is the social unrest of Christendom,

the dawn of a new internationalism, and the decline

in power of the church as an institution. The world

is rapidly shrinking and the barriers of race preju

dice are being broken down, due to democratic meth

ods, and we are about to experience a great social

revolution in which the whole earth will be one com

plex, but uniform, civilized class.”

PRESS OPINIONS

Lesson of the Los Angeles Case.

The Boston Common (ind.), Dec. 9.-The killings

done by these dynamiters in their misguided zeal for

the cause of labor, horrible and inexcusable as they

are, do not, in numbers, equal those which are done

in greed each year by owners of abominable tene

ments, adulterators of food, pedlars of quack nos

trums, exploiters of the toil of women and children,

owners of unguarded dangerous machinery, and oth

ers who cheat, brutalize or imperil their fellow men,

but who are often socially eminent and commercially

in esteem. No campaign can be waged with success

against one of these groups which does not carry

with it recognition of the interrelations among all;

which does not see that the power of society needs

to be put beneath all correctively and preventively.

This means progressive-mindedness; it means pro

gressive politics and progressive legislation; it

means, above all, democracy and the sense of human

brotherhood. Those who confine their lecturing to

working people see only a fraction of the Los Angeles

lesson.

+ •º

Canadian Farmers and Their “Farmers.”

The (Winnipeg) Grain Growers' Guide (agricul

tural), Dec. 6.-If the farmers in the West were al

lowed to use the vacant land that is being held out

of use by speculators, there would be no person living

more than ten miles from a railway, whereas some

are now one hundred miles away. This dog-in-the

manger land policy is making the rich richer and

the poor poorer.

+ +

A Scientific Prophet in Politics.

The (New York) Nation (ind.), Nov. 8.-The de.

lightful simplicity of Mr. William Allen White's

analysis of the Republican Presidential situation

must commend it to all devotees of the science of

political prophecy. A few bold strokes of insight,

and poor Taft's business is settled. He can't be

nominated without getting the Southern delegates,

and he can't get the Southern delegates if Wall

Street wants to take them away from him, and Wall

Street will take them away from him, because it

knows he can't win. The circle seems quite corn

plete. But let us see. Wall Street hates La Fol

lette like poison and cannot, etc., etc.
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RELATED THINGS

CONTRIBUTIONS AND REPRINT

PARLIAMENT OF MAN.

Read by the Author, Robert Cumming, at the Sun

day Evening Meeting of the Recent Singletax

Conference in Chicago.

The nations were not born like men to die,

Nor like lone hives to swarm and multiply,

Were not designed to be like beasts of prey,

As are the mighty of the earth today.

'Tis not democracy, 'tis class-rule crime

Bestrews with nations dead the shores of time.

Let every people rule themselves alone,

Let special favors be annulled—unknown—

Then true democracy—each people free—

Will live and flourish while the world shall be,

And civilization like a vine spread on,

Trade weaving all the nations into one,

The Parliament and Brotherhood of Man,

The full fruition of the Social Plan—

State, village, hamlet, free, through all the years,

To guide, as each sees fit, its own affairs.

Nations may live as long as human kind;

In passing, leave their progeny behind.

Oh, who can tell what Liberty will bring,

What seer will prophesy, what poet sing !

To prophesy aright the state to be,

When Justice reigns and men are truly free,

He unto whom prophetic power is given,

Must tell of Freedom what is true of Heaven.

Eden itself, with its perennial bowers,

Could not be fairer than this world of ours.

Each but to will, to be with fig-tree blest,

Its blissful shade in viting him to rest,

None to molest and none to make afraid,

None to command whose will must be obeyed,

He of all greatest who most serves the free,

He least of all who would the master be.

No slavish task will freemen's powers employ,

Their chosen work will be their constant joy,

! .ove's labor making pleasant pathways bear

Fruit for the pilgrim breathing incense there.

Though scenes like these may tempt him far to

roam, - -

Sweet memories then will lure the wanderer home.

Oh, who can tell what Liberty will bring,

What from the Order Heaven planned will spring!

+ + +

OUR UNJUST TAXATION.

Address Delivered by W. A. Douglass, B. A., in

Willard Hall, Chicago, November 26, Before

the Singletax Conference.

Some years ago I noticed a sign over a store

with the cabalistic words, “Fels-Naptha.” Now,

I knew what “naphtha" meant, and I knew

enough of German to be aware of the fact that

“Fols” meant a rock. This, therefore, I inferred,

is some “rock naphtha.” But after some time I

learned my mistake, and found that it was some

kind of soap. But, subsequently, I learned a most

marvelous fact; namely, that this was the most

wonderful soap that had ever been compounded,

and the most wonderful that would ever be com

pounded. Why do I make a statement so extra

ordinary For this reason: That soap will not

merely wash out the stains from your garments,

but it will work this miracle: wash out the blots

of our civilization—poverty and the slums.

The last visit I paid to your city was in the

year 1893. I came for a double purpose. I

wanted to see your magnificent exposition, where

were displayed the latest triumphs in science, and

also to meet with that band of true reformers

whose aim was to secure to every man the heri

tage that God had provided for him, by applying

community values to community purposes.

The sight of that exhibition I shall never for

get. Standing after nightfall in the Court of

Honor, gazing on that majestic group of build

ings, so magnificent in their proportions, so beau

teous in their details and so unrivaled in their

harmony; looking with exalted admiration on

the galaxy of electric lights, strung as pearly

necklaces on pediment, tower and eave, follow

ing the illuminations on the Lake : then beholding

with rapture the illuminated fountains, now

glowing as burnished silver, then again changing

to the beauty of gold, finally transforming into

the varied colors of the rainbow—verily, it was

a fairy land, manifesting the triumph of human

ingenuity, the victory over the physical forces.

..At the same time, however, I witnessed another

exhibition. As I passed daily through the Park

by the Art Institute, I saw a crowd of men, strand

ed, out of work, not knowing where they were to

get their next meal. Amid unparalleled wealth,

at a time when improved processes enabled men

to produce the necessities of life in greater

abundance than ever before, here was a multi

tude of people in abject destitution. Like the

Ancient Mariner.

Water, water, everywhere,

But not a drop to drink.

The contrast between these two exhibits could

not well be greater. On the one hand, physical

science had progressed at a rate truly amazing.

On the other hand, the science that treats of

man's higher relationships, the religion of the

Golden Rule, the religion that enjoins us to ren

der to every man his due, was marking time in

the wilderness. The church was still enacting

the part of the priest and the Levite, leaving to

the despised Samaritan the rescue of men from

the thraldom in which they were held by bad

social adjustments.

The one exhibition was the glory and triumph

of the ages; the other was the reproach and dis

grace of our civilization. When dealing with iron,

steel, electricity or steam, our success eclipsed all
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past ages, but when dealing with the adjust

ments of society, of man's right to the earth, and

of man’s obligation to man, could our failure be

more pronounced?

Let me call your attention now to another con

trast. In the year 1740 the best steel sold in

England at the rate of $50,000 per ton. A man

named Huntsman, after some seven years of ex

periments, produced a superior steel which he

could sell at the rate of $500 per ton. A cen

tury afterwards Bessemer invented the conversion

process, whereby he reduced the price of struc

tural steel from $300 to $50 per ton. Steel rails

have since that sold as low as $15 per ton. Look,

if you please, at this diagram. Here is a base

line. Let this tall vertical line on the left repre

sent $50,000, the next to the right $500, the

next $300, the next $50 and the last $15. Now

we will draw a line through the top of these up

rights and you have a marked descent from $50,

000 to $15, more than a 1,000 to one.

N of Steel.

: :

Best Steel. Structural Steel.

Let me now tell you the story of a wonderful

board bill, just as wonderful as the story of the

widow’s cruise of oil or Pandora's box. Early

in the last century a British officer, when about

to leave the country, found that his funds were

insufficient to pay the arrears of his board bill.

The chances are that his bill did not amount to

a hundred dollars, but he managed to satisfy the

claimant in a very peculiar way, which I must

explain.

The farmer supplies food to the clothier, and

the clothier supplies clothing in exchange. This

closes the transaction. If the farmer were to

come back the following year and demand a sec

ond payment from the clothier, the latter would

laugh him to scorn. If he were to come again

the next year and again repeat his claim, the

clothier would laugh still more scornfully.

Well, the officer did not say that he would fur

nish some equivalent service or product in ex

change; but he said to the boarding house keeper,

“Here is a piece of land, an eighth of an acre in

extent, one of the best corners in the city. Now,

if you take this lot you can charge the people

who come there to do business, and from them

you can collect the payment of your bill.” The

offer was accepted and the man soon began to

collect. I cannot tell how much he collected dur

ing the first few years, but from the year 1833

he obtained a rental of $240 for twenty-one years,

a little over $5,000. Then he raised the rent to

$960 for another twenty-one years, something

over $20,000. Then he raised it again to $6,000

for another period of twenty-one years, which

amounted to more than $120,000. After that he

raised his demand to $12,000 which he collected

for ten years, another $120,000, when he, or

rather his heirs, sold the land so as to realize them

$20,000 yearly. And after all these payments,

that board bill is still unpaid. Though the peo

ple who have done business on that lot have had

to pay to that boardinghouse-keeper and his heirs,

a sum of more than a quarter million dollars to

settle an account of less than a hundred dollars,

they and their successors, if the law is not

changed, will have to pay and pay a larger and

larger amount to the end of all time.

We have here an illustration of that monstrous

injustice which compels a vast multitude of peo

ple, placed under an increasing and unending

tribute, to pay an account which originally they

had nothing to do with.

Let us draw another diagram, erecting on a

base line a series of perpendiculars representing,

successively, $240, $960, $6,000, $12,000, $20,000.

Through the top of these vertical lines let us

draw an inclined line rising higher and higher

indefinitely.

Price of Land

Received for Board Bill.

:

i : : :

The first diagram represented a downward and

downward direction as improved methods made the

steel cheaper and cheaper. The second diagram
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shows the higher and higher price of the land as

population made it more and more scarce.

Is there any man, woman or child here who

does not see the essential difference between

these two things? Let him stand up.

[The speaker waited a few seconds, but no one

responded. Mr. Joseph Fels then jumped up and

declared, “The people of the United States do not

understand that difference.”]

For centuries legislatures and parliaments

have been discussing taxation ; but this distinc

tion, so important and so essential, has been ig

nored. Let an accountant ignore the difference

between a plus and a minus, a debit and a credit,

or an asset and a liability, and his mistake

would be no more fatal than that of the legislature

which confounds the value of the land caused by

the community, and the value of the crops or

buildings made by the individual.

I ask you for a few minutes to look at the

manner in which we impose our taxation at the

present time. Some time ago I appeared before

a tariff commission appointed by the Government

of Canada, to which I pointed out the following

facts: The statistics show that the workmen in

this country receive on the average less than five

hundred dollars yearly. If, however, I owned

an acre of land well situated in this city I could

easily collect fifty thousand dollars' ground rent

yearly. Without doing the first productive act I

could collect as much in one year as the work

man with his toil could collect in a hundred

years. In adjusting your tariff you find almost

every article in that workman's home, so that

whether waking or sleeping, working or eating,

he is subject to some tax. When he goes to buy

tools, food, clothing, furniture, bedding or any

other commodity, while he pays for the goods he

also pays a tax. The nominal rate is thirty or

thirty-five per cent. But with the additions of

the wholesaler and the retailer it mounts up to

fifty per cent. Thus you compel him by an in

sidious method, by an occult process, to pay three

dollars for two dollars’ worth of goods. Very

often by your tax you take from him every third

day's work. With such meagre pay, without a

dollar or an hour to spare, you compel him to

make a large sacrifice every year for the support

of government. On the other hand, I could

collect my fifty thousand dollars yearly without

spending the first hour in productive effort. I

have both money and time to spare, in super

fluous abundance. Now I wish you gentlemen to

look at this monstrous injustice. You search that

workman's home for the minutest article, that you

may put a tax thereon, where there is nothing to

spare, while my land with its enormous value does

not appear in your schedules at all. You can find

the little mole-hill, while you cannot see the

mighty mountain. Look for a few minutes,

please, at the social effect of this method of taxa

tion. That man goes forth in the morning.

heroically determined to secure for his wife and

little ones the advantages which this civilizatiºn

should afford. He exerts his skill and products

abundance; but by processes which he sees nºt, I

deprive him of the wealth he has produced. He

produces abundance, but by my extortion I sell

him to a home of scarcity. His ambition is tº

give that lad the intellectual and physical de

velopment that will produce not a mere indus.

trial machine to maintain a meagre animal ex:

istence but that his mind may be fitted to revel

in all the luxuries of science, art, philosophy an

literature—not that he may be a mere accumuli.

tor of lucre, of the earth, earthy : but that he mid

develop a full-orbed noble manhood. But I stan

in the way. The wealth which he has hones!

earned I appropriate to add to the glory and is

tentation of my stately home. I drive that chill

from the school to the factory. A stunted in:

tellect, a dwarfed life, a perverted existence is

his doom. I drive him towards the degradation

of the Beggars' Alley or the misery of the Sull,

Then when I have thus thwarted his ambitiºns,

blasted his hopes, deprived him of his rights, and

stripped him of the glory of a full-orbed lar

hood, with the wealth which I have exacted I eral

a temple, majestic in its proportions, with pointel

arch and lofty spire. Then I procure the tongue

of eloquence to proclaim: “Dearly beloved brºth

ren, let us come to Jesus.”

+ + +

A PLEA FOR FREE TRADE.

For The Public.

South of the Lakes the Stars and Stripes

Float proudly on the breeze,

While Britain's Standard waves Supreme

North of these inland seas.

The accidents of politics

Divide, for ill or good,

Two peoples of a common race,

One in both speech and blood.

But why should Yankee or Canuck

Look with suspicious eyes,

Each on the other one whose home

Beyond the boundary lies?

Tear down your custom-houses both!

Antipathies will fade

Upon improved acquaintance,

That will follow with Free Trade.

J. K. RUDYARD.

+ + +

“See here, Mr. Casey,” said Pat

assessor, “shore and ye know the goat

$8.” -

“oi'm sorry,” responded Casey, “but that.” the
law,” and, producing a book, he read the followiſs

passage:

“Ali property abutting on Front street s”

to the tax

isn't worth

d be

taxed at the rate of $2 per foot.”—Boston ""

script.
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ANOTHER VIEWPOINT.

The Call of the Carpenter. By Bouck White, Head

Resident Trinity House, New York. Published

by Doubleday, Page & Co., New York. Price,

$1.50.

We have had vivid pictures of the reception

Jesus would receive at the present day if he should

appear in some of our modern cities preaching

the Gospel which, after 2,000 years, has failed

to take root in the human soul. But Mr. White

reverses the order by packing his grip and going

over into Galilee, where he picks up the records

of a carpenter of world-wide fame and fits his

Celebrated sayings and doings deftly into a pre

conceived idea that forms the purpose of a book

dedicated to the cause of the workingman.

For the author of “The Call of the Carpenter”

experiences no difficulty in converting the mis

sion of the Son of Man into the revolutionary

office of a Labor Leader, devoting his life to up

lifting the common people from the slavery and

oppression long imposed by a ruling federation of

aristocracies. There is no denying that he gives

to Mary, the mother of Jesus, a dignity and pur

pose quite distinct from the passive character of

the saint whom the Church has recognized only

as a divinely appointed instrument. She is “one

of the strongest-minded women known in history,

and played a part in the drama of the world’s

affairs which refuses to be ignored. Mary,

in a mud-plastered hut, hid in the Lebanon range,

founds a dynasty of free spirits more enduring

than the dynasty of the Caesars.” On fire with

the enthusiasm of the old prophets she early sows

the seed of the revolution which John the Bap

tist and Jesus carry later into effect.

Mr. White shows a careful study of the laws

and customs of the times and governments of

which he writes, and he bends them skillfully to

the plan which he works out with careful detail.

His aim is more practical than that of Renan, but

he deals with his subject less reverently. The

Carpenter, from his view point, is a jolly good

fellow who delights in a free intercourse with

publicans and sinners and loses no opportunity

to denounce with unsparing judgment the ruling

powers that lay grievous burdens on men's shoul

ders and will not themselves lift them with a

finger.

In contrast to the atoning Savior of men so

long presented by the Church Mr. White gives us

a walking delegate with life devoted to the eleva

tion of the laboring-man, whom he chooses as his

follower, and whom he instructs in the divine

ethics of the brotherly life in symbols that appeal

to the understanding of the humblest mind.

While the author's interpretation of the his

torical records of Jesus may rudely jar the

orthodox believer in the plan of salvation worked

out by his Church, he will not be harmed by tak

ing with open mind the view point of one who

deals with his subject as man to man, and brings

out of his analysis a lesson that may serve the

cause of practical, work-a-day Christianity.

Thrown into the mass of literature designed

for the benefit of the working classes today “The

Call of the Carpenter” may lead the heretofore

indifferent, or even scornful unbeliever to a

thoughtful study of the Gospel narratives in

which he may find the Leader, not of social rev

olution alone, but of the deeper more interior

revolution of individual thought and motive which

is the true basis of all effectual and lasting

reforms.

A. L. M.

+ + +

A CHRISTMAS STORY.

The Fourth Physician. By Montgomery Pickett.

Published by A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

1911. Price, $1.00 net.

The science-frozen heart of a successful young

physician is melted into human compassion by the

combined fires of his friends' love—sadly mis

directed love, the reader believes to the end. An

old class-mate, a devoted old Negro, a philan

thropic young woman whom the physician hopes to

make his wife, all together apply the torch to his

chilly soul, until finally—at the risk of failing a

great opportunity to announce his medical discov

cry to the world—he is persuaded to visit the dying

slum child and try his remedy. The child dies, the

discovery is proved worthless, the hero repents of

his arrogance and wins back his sweetheart.

All this happens in Chicago at Christmas time

—along with a great many other seasonal senti

mentalities.

ANGELINE LOESCH GRAVES.

+ + +

THE STORY OF JESUS.

A Life of Jesus for Boys and Girls. By Marianna S.

Rawson. Published by The Biddle Press, Phila

delphia, 1911. Price, $1.00 net.

For her Sunday morning class of boys to show

the “simplicity and nobility” of Jesus' character

“shorn of its theological trimmings.” Mrs. Raw

son has written this little book. Whatever the

writer's own convictions, certainly she thinks the

extreme Unitarian view the suitable one to present

to youth. This attitude granted, the reader has

before him an hour of delight.

For in these pages Jesus lives: as a boy in

Nazareth, interested companion of his father at

the carpenter's bench, or free and happy wanderer

over the hills near his pretty home town ; as a

youth, visiting Jerusalem and the far-famous tem:

ple; as student of his nation's problems and

preacher of his people's salvation-in all his busy
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human life, most lovable. The chapter on Jesus'

Travels and the one on Jerusalem—the whole book,

for that matter, is most ably written by one who

plainly knows and cleverly uses what of political

and geographical setting modern scholarship offers.

The clear little maps of Palestine and Jerusalem

and the well-chosen copies of the master artists’

pictures of Jesus add their share to the book's per

ſections.

One might wish the simple story had closed

with Jesus' death or at least with the clever, but

perhaps unnecessary, chapter on “Wonder Stories.”

where the miracles are gathered up and interpret

ed. For the legend of Sir Galahad and the Holy

Grail—however well told—can be nothing but an

anti-climax to the story of Jesus and the cross.

ANGELINE LOESCH GRAVES.

BOOKS RECEIVED

-The Marselite. By Robert de Mars. Published

by J. F. Ryan, Chicago. 1911. Price, 50 cents.

-The Boy with the U. S. Census. By Francis

Rolt-Wheeler. Published by Lothrop, Lee & Shepard

Co., Boston. 1911. Price, $1.50.

-The Law of the Employment of Labor. By

Lindley D. Clark. Published by the Macmillan Co.,

New York. 1911. Price, $1.60 net.

-Report of the Commissioners of Taxes and

Assessments of the City of New York for the Year

Ending September 30, 1910. Printed by Clarence S.

Nathan, 9 Franklin St., New York.

PAMPHLETS

Pamphlets Received.

Among the pamphlets recently received by us are

the following:

One Year and Eight Months under Commission Govern

inent in Memphis, Tennessee.

Activities of the Board of Public welfare as shown in

the Kansas City Child Welfare Exhibit. Nov. 3-11, 1911.

Second Annual Report of the Hoard of Public Welfare

of Kansas City, Missouri. From April 19, 1910, to April

1S, 1911.

Legislative Reference Lists, 1912. Compiled by E. G.

Swem. Published by the Virginia State Library, Rich

mond, Virginia, 1911.

A Book on Capital and Labor. Ey W. S. Smith. Pub

lished by the Author, 8.24 Sandusky St., North Side, Pitts

burgh, Pa. Price, 50 cents.

Review of Labor Legislation of 1911. American Labor

Legislation Review. October, 1911. Published by the

American Association for Labor Legislation, 1 Madison

-\ve., New York. Price, $1.00.

+ + +

A member of Congress ordered soft-shell crabs,

but when they were set on the table the member

complained as to their size.

"Why, these are the smallest crabs I ever saw,”

he said to the Negro waiter, “and they don't smell

fresh.” - -

“Yas-sah, yas-sah," said the waiter, only half-apol.

ogetically. “I'se sorry, I is, but I done reckon if

they'se not fresh it's good dey is small."—Philadel.

phia Times.

+ + +

Recently in Seattle in a cigar stand appeared the

sign, “We give $15 for 1909 Lincoln pennies." No

less a person was attracted by this than Judge Wat:

son. He walked up to the counter and laying down

a penny triumphantly asked for $15. The clerk took

One of The Public. Friends

Who has been confined to her bed ſ:

nineteen years, offers to make a silk quilt

to be sold for the benefit of Mr. Kiefer's

Public Sustention Fund, provided other

friends will send her suitable pieces of silk,

already pressed, for its manufacture.

Address mail parcels to

Mrs. Caroline Huber, Oak Forest Infirmary

Tinley Park Station, Illinois

Express parcels to Oak Forest, Ill.

VV he in You -- ie-t a C.C. c..and Cchocl

be sure that it tea hes

BENN PITMAN PHONOGRAPHY.

The Standard Shorthand of America. Written by more than half the

Government employees. Taught in the best schools. Briefest, most

legible, most easily mastered.

Published by the Phonographic Institute Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio

DENN PITMAN, Founder, Jr. Roxtrº B. IIowarp, President.

Xmas Gifts

of Fine

Quality

Cut Glass

direct from our factory. If you are

thinking of giving Cut Glass for

Holiday Gifts it will pay you to buy

direct from the manufacturer. If

you are within 50 miles from Newark

it would be a good idea to visit our

show room where we have over 1,000

articles to select from.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Newark Cut Glass Co.

17 WEST PARK ST., NEWARK, N. J.

Factory: 60-62 Arlington Street
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the penny, examined it closely, asked if it were

genuine, and after several minutes sighed and said

he guessed it was good.

“Certainly it is,” answered the Judge.

my $15?”

“Where,” said the clerk, “are the other 1908 2"—

Life.

“Where is

+ + +

“This sword came from the battlefield of Waterloo.

An interesting anecdote goes with it.”

“It is a fine anecdote,” said the other man after

PAUL M. CLEMENS

Architect Winnipeg, Man.

Did you think of it?

A year's subscription to The Public as

- a Christmas or New Year's gift.

Two dollars pays for three subscriptions

(at least two being new), or with every

dollar-a-year new subscription we will

give one of our premium books.

THEPUBLIC, Ellsworth Bldg, Chicago

listening carefully. “I bought the same anecdote once

with an old musket.”—Washington Herald.

+ + +

Mr. and Mrs. Aschenbrenner were touring Europe

and had just arrived at Pisa. Mrs. Aschenbrenner

was all excited upon reaching the leaning tower of

Pisa, and eagerly pattered up the spiral stairway,

leaving her husband languidly awaiting her return.

As she weighed a shade over the 200 mark her

husband always dug up an excuse when it came to

PURITANISM

America and England inherit from long-past economic

and historical conditions a peculiar disease from which the

wage-workers of other countrics are usually free, but from

which American wage-workers must cure themselves by a

conscious effort. This disease is called Puritanism, and

its cause and cure are not by any means generally known.

Clarence Meily has written a short book that explains

the whole subject in a clear, scientific, straightforward

fashion that will convince any unprejudiced reader and

probably even some who have been prejudiced. He shows

that the so-called virtues of the Puritan had a very distinct

economic reason which was perfectly valid in the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries for the little capitalists

who preached and practiced the virtues, but are positively

harmful to any wage-workers who foolishly accept the

Puritan code to-day. Cloth 50c, postaid.

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY.,

Publishers, 114 West Kinzie Street, Chicago.

GEORGE PICTURES

A Few Copies Only of Each Style.

All Book Illustration Size.

17 PHOTOGRAVURES of Henry George from

San Francisco photograph of 1879, at period of

writing “Progress and Poverty.”

Price of one copy, including postage, 35 cents

5 PHOTOGRAVURES of Henry George from

London photograph by Mayall, 1884.

Price of one copy, including postage, 35 cents

10 PHOTOGRAVURES of house in Philadelphia

in which Henry George was born.

Price of one copy, including postage, 35 cents

4 SETS OF HALFTONES, nine pictures in each

set, comprising portraits of Mr. George at vary

ing periods of his life, and of others near him,

and a picture of the house in which he was

loorn, and of one of his last homes.

Price of each set, including postage, 75 cents

THE PUBLIC, B00K DEPT, Ellsworth Bldg, Chicago

New York City

TAX LIENS

An eight per cent investment

Better than the best mortgage

Interest payable March

first and September first

*ya

THE TAX LIEN COMPANY

OF NEW YORK

68 William Street, New York City, N.Y.
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sompanying her on any altitudes above easy fall

: distance.

He was just pondering on the beautiful flow of

intelligible language used by their guide when

m the topmost rampart came the “Hi-lee, Hi-lo"

ll of his wife, who was leaning far out and waving

Scarf.

Mr. Aschenbrenner obligingly looked up and then

me to life with an anguished roar:

“Gretchen, for your life get back. You're bendin'

e building!”—Harper's Magazine.

luman Interest B00ks

Related to the Democratic Factors of Life

ºthics of Democracy

By Louis F. Post. A series of optimistic essays

on the natural laws of human society.

In rich blue cloth, with portrait of the author,

postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25

3thical Principles of Marriage and Divorce

By Louis F. Post. A discussion of marriage and

divorce with reference to rational moral principle.

In blue cloth, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00

ſhe Confessions of a Monopolist

By Frederic C. Howe, Ph. D. A simple, enor

mously true story that “puts you on” to

Monopoly's game all the way to the last play.

In green cloth, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

Garrison the Non-Resistant

By Ernest Crosby. The story of the great Abo

litionist from a new point of view.

In blue cloth, with portrait of Garrison, postpaid .50

In grey paper, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Labor and Neighbor

By Ernest Crosby. An appeal to first principles

for the working out of the Labor question in a

human way.

In grey paper, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

The Hungry Forties: Life Under the Bread Tax

“Here is England as Carlyle saw it when he

prophesied the working out of the same laws,

eternal, adamantine, which had made the great

revolutions in Europe—London Daily News.

In orange paper, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20

A Great Iniquity

By Leo Tolstoy. The famous letter to the London

Times on the iniquity of private property in land.

books by AND About

HENRY GEORGE

Progress and Poverty

By Henry George. |

In dark blue cloth, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,10

In paper cover, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J||

Our Land and Land Policy

By Henry George. This volume includes ºne

of Mr. George's contributions to periodica's

and addresses, as: “Thou Shalt Not Steal"

and “Thy Kingdom Come.”

In dark green cloth, postpaid . . . . . . .… as

The Land Question

By Henry George. This volume includes"Fº

erty in Land: A Passage at Arms betwº

Duke of Argyll and Henry George,"and"The

Condition of Labor: An Open Letter to Pope

Leo XIII.”

In light green cloth, postpaid............8l."

In paper cover, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30|

Social Problems

By Henry George.

In light green cloth, postpaid............}l."

In paper cover, postpaid ................ "

Protection or Free Trade

By Henry George.

In blue cloth, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00

In paper cover, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

A Perplexed Philosopher

By Henry George.

In light green cloth, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00

In paper cover, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .30

The Science of Political Economy

By Henry George.

In dark green cloth, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50

The Life of Henry George **

By Henry George, Jr. In two volumes. With
fourteen illustrations. -

In dark blue cloth, the set, postpaid . . . . . . $2.00

Addresses at the Funeral of Henry George

Compiled by Edmund Yardley. 0

In dark blue cloth, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."4

The Crime of Poverty

By Henry George

In red paper, with notable illustrations, postpaid. 10 In paper cover, postpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "10

Franklin and Freedom Moses

Byº Fº !" º "...'. friend, By Henry George 05

enjamin Franklin, on the land question. id. . . . . . . . . . . . . " ' ' ' ' ' ...

In buff paper, with portrait of Franklin, postpaid. 05 H.P.”.º ..................sº

Thomas Jefferson -- - ->

By Sterling E. Edmunds. What Jefferson's pen Tºººº::
did and attempted in vain to do, in the for- stpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "05

mation of our Constitution. In P. cover, postpaid.…...........50

In grey paper postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 44 Per dozen . . . . . . .;…" - -

How to Get Rich Without Working Thº, Steal

By Edward Homer Bailey. A gay little story, By Henry George., .............05
well told. In paper cover, postpaid. . . . . . . . ......…"50

White paper leaflet, postpaid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 Per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _

The Public, Book Dept, Ellsworth Bldg, Chicago tº pºli. B. Dºt, Ellworth **

\
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Premium Books

Would you like a copy of Louis

F. Post's “Social Service”? We

will send you one, post free, if

you will send us a new dollar-a

year subscription.

—Or any one of the following

five books by Henry George:

Social Problems

Progress and Poverty

Protection or Free Trade

The Land Question, or

The Perplexed Philosopher

Any one of these books and fifty

two issues of The Public, “the

greatest journal of pure democ

racy in the world,” for $1, if

you Send it to-day !

The Public, 205 Ellsworth Bldg, Chicago, Illinois

The Public

Published weekly by Louis F. Post, Ellsworth Building.

37 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Entered at the Chicago, Illinois, Post office as second class

tnatter.

Terms of Subscription.

Yearly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. $1.00

Half yearly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. .50

Quarterly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Single Copies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,05

Trial subscription—4 weeks........................... .10

“THE AMERICAN CITY is worth

ily filling one of the most important

specialties of magazine literature. The

number for November places this maga

zine clearly on the side of the public in

terest in cities ... all testify to the mu

nicipal value and democratic genuineness

of The American City under Mr. But

tenheim's control.”

—From THE PUBLIC for November 24, 1911.

A monthly review of municipal problems, and

civic betterment. Hansomely illustrated.

$1.00 PER ANNUM

Specimen copy for the asking.

Publication 0ffice, 93 Nassau St., New York

The First Shave

with Ingram's Shaving Stick makes

you forget that shaving is a

nuisance.

The lather stays thick and soft

and wet—

Ingram's Shaving

Stick

does not dry off, but stayscool and

moist until you shave it off, elim

inating the necessity of stoppingin

the middle of your shave to re

lather your face.

And when you are through your

face feels softer and fresher than

it ever has since you were a “ten

ear-old-kid just scrubbed clean

or school."

After you use all the Stick, save

the jar top. When you have two

jar tops send

- them to us

and we will

* m_a i I y o u

* FREE, a full

|- sized 25c box

"WING's TALCUM PowDER

(It's fine.) The Stick costs you 25c-the

Powder doesn't cost you one cent.

INGRAM'S SHAVING STICK is put up
In an opal jar with a close-fitting screw top that

keeps the Stick, In, nne condition to the very

-- last bit. It is sold by drugglsts or prepaid by

- mail, or send 6c in stamps and we will mail you

a small sized Stick-enough for a dozen shaves.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.

13 Tenth Street DETROIT, MICH.

ºxtra copies, s2.00 Loer 100, in lots of 50 or more.

*ree of postage in the United States, Cuba and Mexico.

Eisewhere, postage extra, at the rate of one cent per

week, or 50 cents per year.

All checks, drafts and money orders should be made pay

able to the order of Louis F. Post. Money orders, or

Chicago or New York Drafts, are preferred, on account

of exchange charges by the Chicago banks.

**scribers wishing to change address must give the old

address as well as the new one. stating with what issue

the change is to take effect.

Receipt of payment is shown in about two weeks by date

ºn wrapper, which shows when the subscription expires.

** subscribers are requested to note this date and to

"eitlit promptly for renewal of subscription when due

* * 'let it discontinued if the paper is no longer desired.

Advertising rates furnished on application.

*****e rention TH- PUBLIC when yºu write to Advertisers.
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A New country Where All

Men Have Even Chances

When a country becomes so-called “highly civ

ilized,” the chances to make money seem to be con

centrated in a way that the rich grow richer and the

poor poorer, but in a pioneer territory everyone

starts with practically an even chance.

Pioneer days in the United States are now nearly

over, but up in certain sections of Western Canada

there are a few places left where pioneering has just

begun.

And everywhere up there the pioneer investor suc

ceeds. Calgary, with its wonderful growth in a few

years to 40,000 people, and a jump in city lot prices

from $200 to $10,000, and even $30,000, pointed the

way. Prince Rupert, Edmonton and the other cities

have done as well. The owners of original lots have

made big money, regardless of whether they wore

overalis or broadcloth. It all depended cn getting

in ahead of the railroad.

Fort Fraser is the latest outpost in British Colum

bia to feel the force of the approaching locomotive.

It is called “The Hub” of British Columbia, and occu

pies a strategic point, commanding the trade by land

and water for 40,000 square miles around. The great,

new Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad is stretching out

its mighty bands of steel toward this future metropo

lis and already has grading camps within a few miles

of the townsite. When the road finally comes in 1913

—probably sooner than that, and likely within a year

-—the history of Calgary will be repeated in Fort

Frazer, and a new set of fortunes will be made by

those who had the foresight to get in while the oppor

tunity was young.

Your chance is now—for lots may now be bought

for from $150 to $200 and up. on the easy terms of

1') per cent down and 5 per cent per month, with no

interest or taxes until fully paid. A small saving will

take care of the payments.

Ask Spence, Jordan & Co., Dept. G, 312 Marquette

1314.g., Chicago, for full details, plats, etc., of Fort

Fraser, telling all about this wonderful opportunity.

The time is short, Send today,

THE METAMORPHOSE

BEGINS TO MANIFEST

A RADICAL change in the method of distributing surplus

value or credit is needed. It is desirable AND IT IS

AS INEVITABLE AS IT IS ESSENTIAL TO PEACE

ON EARTH. A house divided against itself cannot stand.

The people are divided. “The Investing Public” and the

interest payers (the consumers) are APPARENTLY in

irreconcilable antagonism. But the antagonism is NOT

hopeless or without remedy. The house must cease to be

divided. A plan to harmonize the apparently irreconcilable

conflicting personal and selfish interests of the oppressed and

the oppressors may be inaugurated witnout organization of

expense; without political agitation or an Act of Congress.

It will benefit the individual, rich and poor alike, imme

diately. It will tend ultimately to abolish vice, crime and

poverty. It will usher in an era of universal happiness and

prosperity, such as never experienced in the history of the

world, or in several millenniums at least. This plan may be

adopted without prejudice to any man's “vested rights";

without violating existing statutes or causing any living

being to suffer injustice. It will bring order out of chaos

without disturbing the public peace or interfering with the

established order of things until all the people are more than

willing to abolish barbaric customs and heartily welcome

twentieth century civilization. The undersigned is prepared

to discuss the subject before organizations of business men or

any intelligent audience or company of private individuals.

A brief essay preliminary to further elucidation of the sub

ject will be mailed on receipt of price—ten cents.

Levi Stevens Lewis, - Zion City, IIIinois

Tºº

Branklin

Society
Here are some facts to which we respectfully

invite your attention:

1—The Franklin Society has along and honor

able business record, this being its 23rd year.

2—The Society is by law subject to the strict

supervision of the State Superintendent of Banks.

Its books and securities are examined in detail at

least once a year, by a Public Examiner.

3–Its funds are invested in the very best

securities—first mortgages on small dwellingsina

vicinity where the demand for homes is greater

than elsewhere in the world.

4—You can open a savings account with one

dollar or more.

Send us a remittance today and get one of

our mailing size pass books.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY

For HOME-BUILDING AND SAVINGS

145 Nassau St., New York City
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A First Book in Organic Evolution
By Dr. D. KERFOOT SHUTE

ILLUSTRATED CLOTH, $1.25 NET PAPER, 60c NET

This little book has been

written chiefly for the use of

students in the Medical De

partment of the Columbia

University. It is designed to

serve only as an introduction

to the study of the Develop

ment Theory, and the subject

has been presented, it is

hoped, in a manner that will

render it interesting and

easily intelligible to the gen

eral reader.

Illustrating the grasping power of infants ten days old.

Our Children

By Dr. PAUL CARUS

Offers a unique contribution to pedagogical literature.

The little book deals with the rights of the child, the

responsibilities of parenthood and with the first incul

cation of fundamental ethics in the child mind and the

true principles of correction and guidance. Each detail

is forcefully illustrated by informal incidents from the

author's experience with his own children, and his

suggestions will prove of great value to young parents

and kindergartners.

The open Court Publishing Company

Publishers and Importers of Classical and Modern Standard

Works on Philosophy, Science, and the History of Religion.

Founded in 1887, by Edward C. Hegeler, for the Purpose of Establishing Religion. Upon a Scientific Basis.

Send for Complete Illustrated Catalogue. 623 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago

**** help us emestively by ordering or eur advertisers when senvenient, mentioning Tr's Pust-ic.
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-- - MARK ANTONY DELIVERING THE ORATION OVER THE BODY OF CAESAR

Cººk's name has stood thrºugh all the ages as the embodimºnt of imperial power. His untimely end after reaching the pi

naclº cally ºr, is one of the great tragedies of history. The picture, shown herewith from Ridpath's History is but 0NE

of TWO THOUSAND in the complete work, and serves to illustrate but ONE event out of all the THOUSANDs which makeup

the history of every empire, kingdon, principality and nation, accurately and entertainingly told in the world-famed publication,

RIDPATH'S HISTORY OF THE WORLD
We will mail our beautiful 46 page free booklet of sample pages to all interested in our offer, and without any obligation to buy. A

coupon for your convenience is printed in the corner of this advertisement. We offer the remaining sets, brand new, down to date.

At LESS than even DAMAGED SETS were ever sold

We will naºe our price only in direct letters to those sending us the Coupon below. Tear off the Coupon, write name and address
plainly, and mail to us now before, you forget it. Dr. Ridpath is dead, his work is done, but his family derive an income from his

history, and to print our price broadcast, for the sake of more quickly selling these few seis, would cause great injury to future sales.

THE BCSION POST

saws: “John Clark

Ridpath's historical

works are accepted

is stand a rºls in -

schools and colleges, - - - - -

as well as in business - - º - - - -

houses and hones. HISTORY. Rºy History. Histºry. History HºRº

His style is simple, CIF THE prºsºs º Lºs º

his unaniºr charm- - D. WºRLD ºlº wººl

nº.'' - --- -º-º: - -

-
-

-
-

Hºn. WM. J. BRYAN - - - - - - - - - º

says: “Dr. Ridpath's - - – --

History of the World - -

- a lºst| nº mºnu- º
intºn't tº the author's

it tº liver et a tººl in- - - -- - - -

assasian intºº
dustºv It is thºr- Ecºr. º - - -º -

ºut in a tº cºin prº- - cºatbataº PA. Roºf, ºncºs ºº º ºº
hºn sive. ---. As sºla - ºº Nºw wººlſºº º

º ºf DIA. º. REPUB º - nº cº- -

BISHOP WINCENT - ºpºlº º EMPIREº:ºº ".º ---
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EDITORIAL

A Favorite Performer in a Familiar Part.

Opie Dilldock of Oyster Bay is about to mount

his steed again. So they say. Hurray ! Hip,

hip, hu. ay!

* *

A Chance to “Play Politics.”

Talking about “playing politics,” why don’t the

Republicans in Congress “play a return match”

with the Democrats? Sulzer's Russian resolution

would offer a fine opportunity if the Republicans

were “nervy” enough to answer the play in kind,

which they probably are not. With a preamble

modeled upon the splendid democracy of the Sul

zer resolution abrogating a treaty for exclusion of

American Jews from abroad, what a mighty dem

onstration could be made against the disfranchise

ment of American Negroes at home. A bill be

ginning with a reassertion in the terms of the

Sulzer preamble, adopted 300 to 1, that “the rights

of American citizens shall not be impaired at home

or abroad because of race or religion,” might make

lively reading matter for the Congressional Rec

ord if it were framed to enforce the Fifteenth

Amendment.

+ +

The McNamara Case.

While waiting to get a true angle on the Me

Namara case, its mysteries and its significance,

instead of bbing at “hand-me-down” conclu

sions as so ſº w newspaper writers are doing
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from Roosevelt in The Outlook to those lazy edito

rial writers, especially in the South, who work

over for their own papers editorials from New

York papers—we should like to know if some

classes do get indulgences for crime. Whom do

we mean? Well, at this moment we especially

mean bankers, and our allusion is to the following

statement which we quote from the Chicago

Tribune of December 14, 1911, page 6, first col

umn, first paragraph:

George M. Reynolds, president of the Continental

and Commercial National bank, told the national

business congress last night in an after dinner speech

that bankers have to violate the law in times of

Stress. -

Is that confession true? If it is true, why are

not bankers punished? Do they escape because

they violate the law only “in times of stress”?.

But every other criminal who confesses would

make that plea. The McNamaras make it. What,

then, is the difference between the McNamaras on

one side, and the president of this great bank and

his banker brethren on the other? Is it that the

criminal McNamaras kill people by their kind of

crime, whereas criminal bankers protect people by

theirs? There may be such a difference, to be

sure, but isn’t it a dangerous difference to base any

other appeal upon than an appeal for mercy and

lighter punishment? Any community which al

lows some classes to “violate the law” for the pub

lic good, must expect to suffer from violations of

the law from baser motives. And who shall de

cide what is for the public good—law makers or

law breakers? While you are thinking over the

McNamara case with its sinister significance—

and sinister indeed it is—would it not be well to

consider whether it is true that our laws punish

McNamaras but exempt Reynoldses. If it be

true, then is it not high time for a housecleaning,

and not in trade unions alone as dilettante moral

ists urge but throughout society?

+ +

The Assault Upon Lloyd George.

It may be that the cable reports which attrib

ute last week's assault upon Lloyd George to the

violence wing of British woman suffragists, are

in that respect untrue; but the act itself, the hurl

ing of a box into his face with evident intent to

do him physical injury, is so manifestly in line

with the tory policy of that group as to make their

responsibility for it fairly probable.

+

Whether this inference against them and their

leaders be valid or not, there is no obvious escape

from the conclusion that the assault could not

or

have been inspired by any democratic purpºse.

When attacked, Lloyd George was coming away

from a Liberal meeting at which he had been

speaking for woman suffrage. His speech was

made in a campaign for equal suffrage for adults

regardless of sex, which he is leading and which

has every reasonable prospect of immediate success

if the House of Lords do not use their limited veto

—of success during the life of the present Parlia:

ment if they do. Tories are opposed to that poli

cy, for tories stand for the classes and against the

masses always. Those that oppose woman suſ

frage, want property suffrage for men alone; thºse

that favor woman suffrage, want property suffrage

for men and women alike; and both are oppºsed

to adult suffrage. The special ire of both kinds

of tory is excited against Lloyd George at this

juncture because he is campaigning for adult suſ:
frage on a democratic basis and is likely to succeed.

+

Lloyd George demands the abolition of “plural"

voting, and in this the whole Ministry are with

him, while the tories of both sexes are against

him. He demands manhood suffrage, and in this

also the whole Ministry are with him, while the

tories of both sexes are against him. He at the

same time and through the same Parliamentary

bill demands woman suffrage along with manhººd

suffrage. On this the Ministry is divided, but the

tories of both sexes are a unit against him. The

difference between the two is that the Ministry

have agreed to acquiesce if he gets the support of

a majority of the House of Commons (which he

has undertaken to do and doubtless will succeedin

doing if violence by woman suffragists doesn't

have the effect of driving away his weaker support

ers), whereas the tories of both sexes are deter.

mined to thwart him if they can, to the end that

the highly prized privilege of government by Prº
erty instead of people may continue. This is the

otherwise inexplicable meaning of the revival of

systematic violence by a certain group of woº

suffragists in Great Britain. It is the meanº

too, of the assault upon Lloyd George last wº
the close of his London speech for adult suffrage

regardless of sex.

* †

Death of John R. Waters and Herman V.

Hetzel.

These are names that have been known in "

American Singletax movement since long befºre

it took that name—Mr. Waters especially in New

York and Mr. Hetzel especially in Philadelphia.

For ten years they were associated in the lºsiness

of fire insurance through individual and **
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cal underwriting, a method of mutual insurance of

which Mr. Waters was the pioneer and leader in

this country. Both were well known in that con

nection from coast to coast. Mr. Waters died on

the 7th of December and Mr. Hetzel on the 14th.

Their contributions to the cause in which both

were deeply interested for thirty years, differed as

the men did. Of reserved disposition and execu

tive in habits, Mr. Waters helped largely by per

sonal and business intercourse and through the

distribution of literature, one of his contributions

having been an extensive distribution of “Progress

and Poverty” over a wide field of his own selection.

But Mr. Hetzel, a personal “mixer” and a public

speaker, will be remembered better by the spoken

word with which he sowed seed broadcast. As a

“stump speaker” he had few equals. His power

to draw crowds by the charm of his speech, and

as they grew to hold them by the spell of his

thought, was phenomenal. Although he came to

be less aggressive in this method of propaganda

as the years went by, none of its value was lost;

for he was always ready to answer a call for

service on the “stump,” and between calls he lost

no reasonable opportunity to show others in per

sonal discourse the star that he himself had seen.

This was true also of Mr. Waters, in his own quite

different way. Both were reckoned by Henry

George among his personal friends.

+ +

Jurors and Judges.

When we applauded a woman-jury in California

for refusing to obey the judge who had ordered

them to acquit a prisoner they believed to be

guilty,” we had no expectation that a man-jury

would so soon vindicate the function of juries

against similar judicial usurpation. But that this

has been done, and how, may be seen in the News

Narrative of the present number of The Public.

A judge had commanded a jury in St. Louis to

find a verdict for the defendant in a civil case,

but the jury defied him by finding a verdict for

the plaintiff.

+

. As this judge explains, the law does not give

judges authority to order non-suits in the kind of

case on trial before him and that jury. The very

fact that the law gives no authority to order a non

suit is highly suggestive of the intention of the

law to leave the decision to juries, a purpose

which this judge seems to have intended to evade

by his order to the jury. Think of that Twelve

men are impaneled to decide a lawsuit, and their

decision must be unanimous; but if the judge, one

*The Public of December 1, 1911, page 1211.

man, doesn't agree with them, and the law doesn’t

allow him to take the case away from them, he

may compel them to find a verdict to suit him!

Could anything ostensibly reasonable be more pre

posterous?

+

What else is needed to disclose the tendency of

judges to do what Thomas Jefferson said they al

ways do—draw power little by little away from the

law unto themselves. That trained lawyers honest

ly approve this tendency, and that some of them

argue as to the very case we are writing about that

the judge could have punished the disobedient jury

for contempt of court, confirm Jefferson's judg

ment. So of those who argue that it was the duty

of the jury to obey the judge whether he could

compel them or not. It all goes to show how ju

dicial usurpations work their way surreptitiously

into the warp and woof of the law—as the law is

taught in the schools and at the bar. Of course

we are not insisting that a jury’s verdict must be

absolutely binding under all circumstances. The

law may very well give to judges, since it must

place it somewhere, the power to non-suit for total

iack of legal proof. It may very well allow judges

to set aside verdicts where there is evidence of a

jury's corruption or prejudice, or where either

may be reasonably inferred from a verdict flat in

the face of the proof. But that judges should

arrogate to themselves, by judge-made law, the

authority to command a jury to bring in a verdict

to suit him and not them, is irrational and des

potic. -

+

The jury in that St. Louis case, by refusing to

find the verdict the judge ordered, and by return

ing one on their own conscience and according to

their own judgment, have performed a badly need

ed and most useful service. It remains now for

some equally sensible and brave jury or juror to

resent in open court the next instance of a common

practice—some judge's insolence in rebuking a

jury in open court for finding a verdict their way

instead of his. Jurors in a panel are as truly offi

cers of the court as is a judge on the bench; their

function of finding verdicts is as high as his in

interpreting law; and a rebuke in open court by

him to them for finding a verdict he disagrees

with is as truly of the nature of contempt of

court as if they could punish it. If the judge who

is guilty of it won't punish himself, as a judge

with any sense of humor who had blundered into

excoriating a jury for its verdict would do, the

jury ought to go at least as far as to protest in

the name of American citizenship and the law of

the land. A judge may indeed denounce a jury
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when he gets into his private room. That would

be only a variation of every defeated lawyer's

right to go “into the tavern woodshed and cuss

the court.” But what we are contending for is

the right of every jury which returns its own ver

dict on the oath and conscience of its own mem

bers, to be free from any insolence from the judi

cial bench for having done so. If the jury system

is bad or worn out, let's get rid of it by law, and

not by judicial usurpation.

+ +

Poverty's Causes.

“Intemperance and immorality are no longer

the chief causes of poverty in New York City.”

So runs an Associated Press dispatch of the 9th

in transmitting its account of a report of the New

York Association for Improving the Condition of

the Poor. Intemperance and immorality never

were the chief causes of poverty, in New York or

anywhere else. If intemperance and immorality

were the chief causes of poverty the greatest pow

erty would be among the rich. Is that a paradox *

Then make the most of it. Heretofore as well

as now it has been true, as the above named society

reports for the current year, that “poverty due

to industrial conditions is far in excess of that

produced by vices.” Nor are these conditions ac

cidental or unavoidable. Poverty among the in

dustrial poor is caused by the wealth of the idle

rich. Every dollar that goes to anyone who doesn’t

earn it, is extorted somehow from others who do

earn it.

+ +

Doctrinaires and Dunces.

When one person derisively calls another a doc

trinaire, it is “better than an even bet” that the

former does not understand the latter's doctrine

and is too lazy to try to.

+ +

Specialization and Generalization.

Intense specialization was a normal reaction

from too much a priori generalization, and a good

thing it was. But indolence, which is to human

tendencies what inertia is to those that are purely

physical, has made the fad for specialization as

much an obstacle to progress as lazy generalization

ever was. The effect is often shown in a species

of contempt for generalization, a contempt which

takes no account of whether the generalizer is

generalizing with a wish-bone or on the basis of

facts. Such critics are not only not generalizers,

they are not even specializers; for specialization

is useless except for purposes of generalization.

The mere specializer belongs in the infant class,

where a horse is not classified as a quadruped but

is considered as an animal with one leg at each

corner, and a centipede would be regarded as

altogether too complex for leg-classification.

+ + +

ACHRISTMAS STOCKING FOR

“U.S.”

In building the Panama Canal we are learn

ing to do things for ourselves instead of turning

the job over to syndicates and higher-up finan

ciers, and paying them millions to do what we

can do better—plus other millions of interest and

dividends on the values we create.

We are learning to co-operate for the Common

Good and for our common wealth in our Panama

Canal task. We are doing that job far better

than any “private enterprise” could do it, and

that is natural; for public enterprise can do a

public work better than private enterprise can,

because the latter is interested chiefly in private

profit, while public enterprise is concerned with

public service.

Our public servants down at Panama are en

gaged in and are carrying to completion the

greatest engineering work of modern times, the

greatest of all ages. They are digging that public

canal without “contractors,” thus giving flat and

conclusive denial to the myth that men must have

the incentive of private profit to do good work;

they have taken the straw out of the bogie that

warns us against trying to do anything unless

we get the consent of money-lending Oliver

Twists who continually demand “more.”

Just think of it—the spirit of Common Good

has taken hold upon the laborers at Panama, and

two gangs of common laborers, or Common-Good

laborers, working on different dams, are engaged

in a great Marathon race to see which crew shall

have the honor of completing its work more

quickly, more efficiently and at lower cost. One

of the gangs has the advantage by one-eighth of a

cent per cubic yard of concrete laid, and the other

is striving to reduce that lead. Ever see two

street paving contractors engaged in such a race

for the Common Good P

+

Panama was once “a place where white men

can’t live,” but our sanitary corps in our little

army of the Common Good down there has put

the morbidity rate and the mortality rate below

that of any city in the United States. We have

learned why it was once true that white men

couldn’t live at Panama, and now we are begin
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ning to apply to our States and cities the knowl

edge gained in preventing disease at Panama.

The village in Kansas will be more sanitary for

that knowledge.

•F

In some other matters we have “butted into”

the temple of holy private enterprise by our

Panama experiment—for it is an experiment,

based on scientific calculations.

We have learned that we can run for ourselves

a line of steamers; we are running a line between

New York and Colon, making the run one day

quicker than private enterprise is running its

steamers, and last year our profit on our line was

$150,000. Yet—is this too “radical” —wouldn’t

it be even more profitable to us if we ran the line

at cost? And still more profitable if we ran it

free, as “business men” run elevators in their

office buildings, and pay the cost out of our land

values 2

Then, on the Isthmus are two little railroads,

owned by “us.” On the cars and locomotives is

the legend “U. S.,” and that spells us. Our rail

roads down there show gross earnings of a little

more than $6,000,000; and since passenger and

freight cars that travel up and down in high

buildings are run free of direct charges, the serv

ice being paid for in rentals, can’t we do the same

with our back-and-forth passenger and freight

cars, and pay expenses of service out of our in

creased land values? Is a system that is con

servative enough for conservative business men

too “radical” for us?

We are doing still more down there at Panama.

The great and good government of the United

States has actually burglarized the Socialist plat

form-we are the burglars, mind you—and is

conducting at Panama and along the route of the

Canal, publicly owned, Common-Good hotels,

laundries, machine shops, bakeries, boarding

houses, stores, et-cet-e-ra! Lost our minds,

haven't we ? And the Supreme Court hasn’t is

sued a single injunction against us, so what we

*Tº doing at Panama must be judicially reason

able, even if it be commercially wild-eyed.

And again, worse and more of it.

Thºse of its who are doing our work at Panama

get the best food for themselves and their families

at anti-race-suicide prices. .\t our experiment

slation down there we are showing that we can

do our Common-Good housekeeping honestly and

ºfficiently without skinning ourselves, or permit

ting some of us to skin the rest of us with the

knife of “public enterprise for private profit.”

It's quite a jump from Panama to Alaska,

and there's some difference between digging a

canal and digging coal. But we can make Alaska

an experiment station, and “difference” is a big

factor in scientific experimentation.

We have vast coal fields in Alaska; great coal

fields owned by us. We are actually running a

coal mine owned by us, and private enterprise has

shown us how not to mine coal as well as how to

mine it.

Any reason why we can’t dig our own coal in

Alaska, out of our own coal deposits? Any rea

son why we can’t build and operate our own

railroads in Alaska, running them into our coal

fields and bringing our coal in our cars over our

tracks to our shipping ports, there to be loaded

into our ships, brought to our public docks on

the Pacific and Atlantic coasts, and sell it to our

selves out of our coal bunkers ?

Long ago Brutus said, “I pause for a reply.”

Well, that’s what I’m doing.

This coming winter, and the next and the next,

we shall need coal at reasonable prices more than

we need the Panama Canal. We don’t need a

canal to furnish heat; we can’t cook breakfast

with a canal; and possibly that's the reason the

Guggenmorgans permitted us to build our own

canal.

+

Then, we have a few water-power sites left

unmorganheimed, and they mean heat, power and

light. Can't we do something for ourselves with

our water powers?

Crazy? Of course we are.

But having made a good beginning, and since

we are getting a reputation for craziness, let’s

make a good job of it.

W. G. EGGLESTON.

-

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE

ELEMENTARY POLITICS IN FRANCE.

Paris.

France is an old nation; her literature has lived

for eight centuries; her past, glorious as it may be,

weighs her down. She has borne so long the mon

archical yoke, that it may seem still an open ques

tion to know whether purely democratic institutions

may now suit her. Experience has yet to give its

verdict. But so far, after many changes in govern

mental sign-posts and labels, France has known noth

ing but the worst features of autocratic and really

irresponsible government. The present day regime

is no exception to the rule.

France is nominally a republic; but that republic

is, in fact, nothing else but an autocracy of vested

interests. Parliament is filled with defenders of
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Privilege and hirelings of Monopoly. The nation at

large has been embruted by a deeply calculated sys

tem of materialistic education; immorality of every

kind has been, on purpose, cultivated as a fine art;

the entire press is sold or to be sold; and every care

is taken in order that no news as to the real progress

of other nations may filter through the density of

official teaching.

+

Meanwhile, taxes grow incessantly, the needs of

the state apparently going up with the financial

difficulties; the process not being carried on with

out much rhetorical talk in the Chambers.

Practically everything is taxed, mainly the neces

saries of life. Salt is taxed up to 50 per cent of its

value. Besides the customs at the boundaries, there

are octrois at the entrance of every town. State

monopolies (matches, tobacco, among other things),

sell infamous goods at fancy prices. A fine is put

upon attempts at hygienic improvements, in the

shape of a tax on doors and windows. Another fine

is placed upon attempts at enjoyment, in the shape

of a tax of 10 per cent, topping the value of theater

tickets. The antiquated poll-tax has not aged in

France; it is still in the prime of vigor, and claims

but 9 francs from every citizen per year. It must

be added in fairness that this poll-tax is not levied

with due respect to the praiseworthy principle of

“Egalité.”

The working population of Paris is not called upon

to pay the poll-tax; it is surmised that there would

be difficulties concerning that payment. But the

peasants, even the poorest, being of an easy-going

temper, have to submit. As a matter of fact, there

is no equality in France so far as taxation is con

cerned. The customs tariffs recognize “zones.”

Besides, some parts of the country are favored at

the expense of others: the Departments of the north

are paying at least one-half of the share of those of

the south, in excess of their own burden. To this,

the island of Corsica proves an exception; she is

overloaded with tariffs to such an extent that she

has to send her products to France through Italy, in

order to obtain better terms. The unfortunate island

is threatening revolt.

Protectionism produces its baneful effects; unem

ployment is rife. The public debt increases; all

told, it goes up to 50 milliards of francs; of course,

the sinking fund has been sunk. The cost of living

is rising, the population decreases, and poverty and

corruption, under all their forms, gnaw at the heart

of the nation. Everywhere there is decay, material

and moral. It is utterly impossible for France to

exist in 10 years from now, if she does not mend

her ways.

+

And this would mean practically an upheaval.

The French, up to the neck in the slough of political

imbecility, have not, as a rule, the slightest idea of

a life different to theirs. They know that they suf

fer; but they do not even suppose that means have

ever been discovered of allaying those sufferings.

As a matter of fact, the French, who boast of

their having freed the world, do not suspect what

sort of thing freedom may be; they understand it

neither for their neighbors nor for themselves.

Every man is begging for special rights, every class

clamoring for privileges. The dream of the average

French citizen is to become a state official in order

to make a show of authority, and to tie a ribbon at

his button-hole in order to make a show of supe:

riority.

As for women, they have no rights whatever. Girls

without a dowry are practically debarred from mar:

riage. Thrift, practiced as it is in the teeth of dire

penury, has become a national calamity; enterprise

at home finds no encouragement and no capital.

Law in its worst forms maps out beforehand the

life of every Frenchman, and even at the point of

death the unfortunate Gaul is not released from its

grasp, for the code gives him strict orders about his

will, and forbids him to dispose freely of his own.

It can be said that the average Frenchman has

lost the sense of public and even of individual life.

Protracted and made-up agitation about Anticlerical.

ism has rendered him impervious to anything with a

practical meaning. He has been artfully led to be

lieve that “priest-eating” will, in some unexplained

way, fill his hungry stomach; and, wonderful to re

late, although starving he still believes it. His faith

is unabated, too, in the “laigue” schools; establish

ments from which every reference to religion is

carefully banished and which, nevertheless, turn out

every year an ever-growing number of vicious and

ignorant children.

French colonies are extensive, and many of them

of great value. Still they cost much to the metro:

pole, and give nothing in return—except to a Kans

of well-known speculators. It is that gang which

has been sending France to the sly conquest of

Morocco.

The governing bodies, wholly innocent of the most

elementary knolwedge in political and social econ

omy, and deep in the pay of vested interests, have

no remedies to offer, save worn-out shams, spurious

panaceas which have been tried elsewhere long ago

and found wanting.

For instance, discussions have dragged on for

years, and are still dragging on now, in the political

world, about the application to France of the income

tax—which, as has been well said, makes but liars

and thieves of people; and that Income Tax is con

sidered, among French shining lights, as a great

and striking novelty.

Practically the whole of taxation is indirect;

which leads to sophistication on the one hand, and to

official squandering of public money on the other.

So-called social laws, continually enacted under the

pretense of helping the poor—and which have no

other effect than to augment the frightful number of

Jacks-in-office—add to the financial entanglement.

To sum up, France suffers from Protectionism and

from Indirect taxation because she suffers from

Indirect government.

Centralization has been carried to its extreme

length. Local government exists nowhere, even the

smallest municipalities living under the club of the

representative of the Central Power The legislature

is elected—in the most trumped-up fashion-every

four years, and, with the exception of the fortnight

during which the elections take place, the electorate

is unable to utter a word; it has no control what

ever upon the acts of its representatives. There is

not even the shadow of Initiative and Referendºn.

Notice, it is the legislature which nominates the
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Executive power—making thereby, of the President

of the Republic, its most grateful and obedient tool;

**, it is also the legislature which designates the

Ministers, the holders of any great office in the state.

The legislature being held in golden bondage by

Monopoly and Privilege, the consequences can easily

be drawn.

*"urthermore, the fact must not be overlooked that

France is over-ridden by secret societies, the goal

of which, although not very clear, is certainly to

uphold the conditions, social and political, now ob

taining; and which count among their members the

Wºry great majority of the official people. These

*Cret societies, of which Free-Masonry is the fore

most, have the upper hand everywhere; they form a

kind of tie between the many vested interests, and

they are up in arms against any new idea concern

* political economy being brought to the notice

of the French people. They permeate the whole

Press. They have established a permanent and

ubiquitous system of spying, and they stick at noth

* in order to keep unbroken the ignoble spell

Which they have thrown over France.

...Andividual activity is admitted nowhere in public
life. For instance, Paris, with its 3,000,000 inhabit

** is ruled by the unchecked will of the represent

ative of the state—the “Prefet de la Seine.” This

*h official is the absolute master of everything. He

is a perfect autocrat, and owes not the smallest ac

*t of his acts to the Parisians: Paris boasts, it

**te, of a Municipal Council (with 80 members),
but that SO-called Council has not the right to make

*..."ecision without the authorization of the “Pre
fet ; this official having an unlimited right of veto

*# (without stating his reasons for it) any deliber.

*tion of the Council.

.*st the results of this are: the unsafe and

"º state of Paris; the utter indifference of the

*5 to public affairs—as spirited and intelli.

gent discorn tent is only kept alive by uninterrupted

action, and is fatally deadened by prolonged inactiv

ity, and, =above all, the shameful dissipation of

Pºlic mor, ey. The town of Paris has recently floated

* * or sº do millions of francs; the money is now

being ** a ridered in a way which is heart-rending,

'*rins the hopeless misery and degradation of
the masses –

*! this goes to show how political difficulties,
in France. are entangled with economic difficulties;

and points out that no economic progress is possible
Without so Inne political progress.

+

** is one more consideration which cannot

be left untouched. By the side of the obstacles

.* PY the general conditions of the country, be
they polit ical or economic, there is another barrier

*** *** way in the shape of financial institutions

peculiar to France, and the main effect of which is

"...ºnd the people, by the ties of interest, to the

°xisting state of things.

hº 9* these institutions is the “Credit Foncier,”

the* tate establishment and half a private one,

in ne º: of which is to lend money to landholders

ºr. *..., tº. impoverished municipalities. The

order t 9ncier” represents several milliards. In

Fº #et the money which it loans, the “Credit

issues bonds bearing interest, chances of

drawing lots at yearly lotteries, and which offer spe

cial guarantees; on account of this, these bonds are

held by the majority of French people; no small

tradesman, no petty official, who is not in possession

of some of them. The effect of that possession, of

course, is to make the bondholder, indirectly, a

usurer—a moneylender who has advanced his money

upon this pledge of the land; and, who accordingly

has the greatest interest in opposing bitterly any

idea attacking the system of land-tenure and mort

gages, which makes all the security of his pledge.

It is sure that, as soon as the idea of the taxation

of land values is brought to the front in France, the

“Credit Foncier's” bondholders—and they are legion

—will create disturbances.

Such is the state of things prevailing now in

France. Long-winded prattle about traditions, pres

tige, and what-not, cannot dispel the significance,

just outlined here, of unquestionable facts.

+

The so-called Republican Party, now still in power,

became the victor after the disasters of 1870-71, and

has since lived on the spoils. The opposition is

formed by Socialism on one hand, and by the old

Dynastic parties on the other.

French socialism has no idea, no system, cannot

indicate either a practical way or a definite goal. It

is a mixture of all kinds of blind discontents, rolled

into a lump, and wrapped up in the stuff which

dreams are made of. Orthodox Socialism is weak

ened by the attacks of Anarchism, and by the on

slaughts of Syndicalism which reduces the whole

social question to a rise in wages—and which con

trives, naturally, to bring about a rise in the cost of

living at large.

As for the old Dynastic parties, they are fretting

away in the sorry rags of their worm-eaten tradi

tions. An Emperor! a King! Such titles may have

had a meaning in days gone by; but now, what sig

nificance do they carry?

It is not an empty formula that is wanted, but a

clear, logical idea of far-reaching economic reform—

such an illuminating social philosophy as that which

the Physiocrats brought out in the middle of the 18th

century. Their teaching has been forgotten, drowned

in the human blood so vainly shed during the French

Revolution. But their whole conception of the Sin

gletax has been found again, never more to die, by

that great American, Henry George. And today it

is another American, Joseph Fels, who is instru

mental in bringing back to the French people the

truth without which they can no more exist—as a

nation cannot live without common-sense and with.

out justice.

France is wholly ignorant, nowadays, of the land

question. She will be quite a new field to be tilled

by the plough of the Singletax. And who knows

whether that plough, once it has driven its steel to

the deep of the ground—a ground which is neither

industrial nor commercial, but mainly agricultural

and artistic—will not call forth quite unexpected

harvests? The land question is a very far-reaching

question, and the horizon it opens stretches itself

away much beyond the region of purely economic

interests. GEORGES DARIEN."

*Mr. Darien is the editor of the French Singletax Re

view, La Revue de l'Impot Unique.—Editors of The Public.
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THE ONTARIO ELECTIONS.*

Toronto, Ont., Dec. 16.

The Provincial elections are over and the Con

servatives have again secured a large majority.

No sooner had Sir James Whitney announced that

a new election would take place than some of the

Conservative papers proclaimed their belief that, in

Consequence of his opposition to local option in tax

ation, it would be well for the country to have a

stronger Opposition. At the same time the Liberal

party came Out unequivocally in favor of this local

option; and the leader of that party, Mr. N. W.

Rowell, in his opening meeting gave his approval to

the proposal and was heartily applauded for it by the

audience.

To those who have had to fight the politicians,

often with very little encouragement, thus to see

One political party and some of the members and

papers of the other political party endorsing this all

important measure has been a cause of great re

joicing.

The two Conservative candidates for the city of Ot

tawa, I presume under the influence of the Southam

brothers of the Ottawa Citizen, pledged themselves

publicly to support a measure for local option in tax

ation, so that in spite of the opposition of Sir James

Whitney, the leader of their party, a bill to grant

power to municipalities to remove taxes from im

provements will be introduced in our next Parlia

ment.

During the election Sir James was induced at last

to notice the criticism of some of his own supporters,

and in a communication to the press, he assumed a

case in which two men bought farms for $4,000 each,

on which one man erected a home worth $1,000 and

the other a home worth $16,000. “Now,” he said,

“the proposal is made to give the one man an exemp

tion of $16,000 and the other an exemption of only

$1,000.” Then he continued: “I shall not argue this

point at all, but will say that when the farmers of

Ontario make it clear that they desire the imposition

on themselves of such a rank and manifest injustice,

no government will stand in their way.”

In making this assumption, he very carefully

avoided the case of the man who, by holding a

single acre in any of our commercial centers, with

out spending an hour in the production of anything,

can secure the crops of a hundred farms every year.

In this same communication he promised that

there would be a special committee to deal with

assessments at the close of the next session of the

local Parliament. The question has now obtained so

strong a hold on the minds of the people, and has

received such hearty support from a large portion

of the press of both parties, that it will not down.

Twenty-one years ago the Parliament of Manitoba,

in consequence of the representations of the farm

ers, who saw the speculators reaping the benefit of

their pioneer work, amended the assessment act

with the following words: “All land in rural munici

palities, used for farming or gardening purposes,

shall be assessed as it would be assessed if it were

unimproved.” Shortly after that the Province of

British Columbia passed a measure which allowed

the taxation of improvements to the amount of only

*See Public of December 15, page 1267.

half the value, and as much less as the municipali.

ties might choose. Saskatchewan and Alberta fol.

lowed with similar legislation, while the Province of

Ontario, which prided and boasted itself as the most

progressive, populous and wealthy of the Provinces,

has been clinging blindly and stupidly to an anti

quated and unjust method, which aroused, often to a

white heat, the spirit of speculation, and time and

again brought on financial cataclysms that swept the

country, in spite of its fertility and the skill and in

dustry of its people, with epidemics of bankruptcy.

W. A. DOUGLASS.

+ + +

AUSTRALASIA.

Corowa, N. S. W., Australia, Oct. 27.

Mr. George Fowlds has resigned his position as

the Minister of Education in New Zealand, as he

considers Sir Joseph Ward's ministry not sufficient

ly progressive. He found that as a Minister he was

hampered in the expression of his views, and he

felt he could serve the people better as a private

member. He will advocate that the tax on land

values be increased by a penny in the pound, and

that customs duties on the necessaries of life be

remitted.

A general State election was held in Western

Australia last month, when the Labor party was

returned by a large majority. At present, there is

in force in this State a land value tax of one penny

in the pound, with exemptions. The Wilson min:

istry, which was defeated, had proposed to abolish

this tax, and to increase the income tax. The Labor

party supports a land value tax without exemptions.

It is much sounder on land value taxation than the

State Labor parties of Victoria and New South

Wales.

The budget of last year, submitted to the State

parliament of South Australia by the Verran (Labor)

ministry, was passed by the lower house, but de

feated in the Legislative Council. [See The Public,

current volume, p. 79.] The Ministry is trying to

pass a veto bill, somewhat similar to that recently

enacted in England. This year's budget was lately

presented by the Treasurer, Mr. Crawford Vaughn.

Like that of last year, it is on Singletax lines, the

increased land value tax being in substitution for

existing taxes. It is proposed to increase the tax

on land values by one-half penny in the pound.

Against this, railway freights are to be reduced, the

income tax exemption raised from £200 to £3".

and stamp duties on receipts abolished.

In Victoria, local government taxation is levied

on the annual rental value of land and improve.

ments. The State Ministry has introduced a bill

making it optional for municipalities to tax land

values instead, and providing that if a Council does

not adopt this method, a poll of taxpayers may be

taken to decide the question. But the conditions

laid down in the bill will make it very difficult to

obtain the holding of a poll, and plural voting is not

abolished, so the bill is a very disappointing meas.

ure. As a general State election is to be held in

November, it is doubtful if the bill will be proceeded

with this session. At this election, a system of pref

erential voting will be used for the first time. The

State is divided into 65 constituencies, each returt'
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ing one member, as previously, but an elector will

now vote for the candidates in the order of his pref

erence, instead of voting for one candidate only.

This method is an improvement on the old one, but

is much inferior to the system of proportional vot

ing in force in Tasmania.

The McGowen (Labor) ministry in New South

Wales started with an absolute majority of two, but

Owing to some by-elections the parties became equal

and for some time there was a deadlock. Another

by-election has now restored the Government ma

jority. The Ministry proposes to reduce the income

tax exemption, and to restore the stamp duties on

checks and receipts, which were abolished a few

years ago. The New South Wales budget is thus a

great contrast to that of South Australia.

The Federal graduated land-value tax, in its first

year of operation, produced nearly £1,400,000, in

spite of the high exemption of £5,000. The Federal

government intends to establish a Commonwealth

bank, which will conduct all ordinary banking busi

Iles S.

ERN EST BERAY.

=-
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INCIDENTAL SUGGESTIONS

ORGANIC EDUCATION.

Fairhope, Ala.

Whoever heard of a grower of fine plants or ani

mals, making requirements of those plants or ani

mals? Instead, the wise student of nature studies

the symptoms of health or disease and works in

harmony with those symptoms. Whenever the plant

or animal responds unsatisfactorily, the treatment is

changed at once. So also with the wise physician.

He does not blame the patient when results are un

desirable, but changes the prescription: -

In our school work, however, it is different. We

do not study the needs of the child as evidenced by

the symptoms; but we plan a course of study and

exercises which are designed to help him, but under

which he often languishes or becomes restive, in

different or even vicious. When this occurs we do

not change the treatment, but console ourselves

with blaming the child.

When the little child grows nervous, near-sighted,

and round-shouldered, we put on glasses, give a

few “corrective” exercises which often still more ex

haust the nervous system, and continue to require

the child to spend his time in an unwholesome

"90m, working in an unwholesome way at needless

employment.

when the girl’s nature does not respond to the re

quirements in arithmetic, she is counted dull or

Stupid, or possibly abnormal, but the nature of the

*quirement is not changed, when the boy grows

"different, languid, or vicious, refusing to do his
best at school, acquiring a distaste for grammer or

languages, the school “fails” him, exhorts him to

**ter effort and brands him “different"—but never

** does it enter the minds of the authorities to

change the requ irements.

ºº education insist upon being uneduca

barrier t ...ºne desire to “educate” is a fatal

ti O dev elopment which is the only true educa

* Could a child's conscious striving and over

eating make him taller or broader? Neither will

conscious striving and over-study make him wiser or

better.

Why not act as reasonably in education as in

other things? If the nature of the little child re

quires freedom, why not give freedom instead of

requiring him to sit at stationary desks and be

silent? If his nature requires out of doors, fresh

air, why not give that? Can't he “learn” anything

out of doors? If his seeing should not be at close

range, why give him a book at so young an age?

Can't be learn anything without books? If his

nervous system requires the larger movements

first, why put him at writing so young? Are there

no other “educative activities” in which he may more

safely engage?

We know that many children “fail” in school. We

know that many grow indifferent and unhappy. We

know that some are not strong enough to meet the

“requirements.” Then why in the name of educa

tion should we continue the treatment when the re

sponse is unsatisfactory? Why not sanely and

bravely look the little child in the face, and throw

away all of the “traditions of the elders” and all of

our unrighteous requirements, and simply and reli

giously meet his requirements? How shall we know

them? By the symptoms of his response or reac

tion. For the test of the environment is the reac

tion of the child. The test of a school is the condi

tion of the child—bodily, mentally, spiritually.

What does the body need 2 Fresh air in out-of

doors, play, freedom, no stationary desks, no en

forced silence, but quiet—only when the occupation

requires it; much choice in occupation, physical co

ordination through creative hand work.

What does the mind require? Time to observe,

investigate, think and reason out a few things—

often help and guidance from the teacher, but rarely

ordered attention; experiences and activities in har

mony with age and interests—that is, things of

sense in the early years, books, experiences of

others and abstractions in the later years.

What is necessary for the spirit? Joy in work, a

genuine desire to do it; work which enlists every

part of the entire organism. In fact, all half

hearted work is insincere, and we often cultivate

dishonesty in the child when we try to develop

“will power” by arbitrary requirements.

True education is organic—that is, it develops,

strengthens and improves the body, makes the mind

more intelligent and the spirit sweeter—in fact per

fects the entire organism.

But can it be done? Why not? What is to pre

vent our taking the desks out of the room, allowing

only twenty pupils to the teacher, and removing the

“intellectual requirements” of the first grades in

any city ? Instead of desks, have tables at which

the children may work. Instead of requirements in

reading, writing, numbers, etc., let the children sing

and play, make things of paper card board and tex

tiles, taking care that the nervous system is not

injured by too close work. Let them have gardens

in which they may plant what they choose, and

which they may care for in their own way with the

sympathetic assistance of the teacher. Let them have

stories of geography, history, and literature. Give

them an opportunity to learn to speak some other

modern language than their own. Let them have
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water colors and clay which they may freely use.

Allow the teacher to take them out of doors at any

hour she may wish, taking them to parks and

museums for the pleasure and profit of going and

seeing, rather than to prepare them to “pass” any

particular examination. Let them gain fundamental

conceptions of numbers by the use of the rule, han

dling things, counting, estimating, weighing, meas

uring, etc. Let them hear beautiful poems recited

by the teacher, and allow them to recite them also,

but do not force the committing.

One year spent in such occupations and activities

will make every six-year-old child in any city

stronger, sounder, more beautiful of body, more

intelligent, alert, and responsive of mind, and

Sweeter of spirit, even though he has not learned to

read or write or “do” arithmetic. He has learned

to think and observe and reason as well as a six

year-old mind is able. The integrity of the nervous

system has been preserved and the body improved

in every way, and the spirit has been happy and has

grown finer and more responsive. Is not this educa

tion 2

Then why not continue the same general scheme

for the second, third and fourth grades, enlarging

the scope, and using books as soon as they are

needed to explain, verify, or broaden the child's ex

periences?

The School of Organic Education at Fairhope,

Ala., is making an effort to literally meet the de

mands of the child. No requirements are made in

the first six years. No so-called “lessons,” no grades,

marks, or examinations, no home tasks given.

The children come to school to have a good time

—to do things—to find out about things; and in

cidentally they learn many things. The day is full

of activity—singing, playing, working, investigating,

observing, story-telling, gardening, using numbers

and materials, art work, and nature study. No

books are used by children under the tenth year,

except as the child himself desires to learn to read.

No writing is required, no formal numbers nor spell

ing. At ten the children begin to use books, learn

ing to read very quickly because the desire to read

is strong and the nervous system has been strength

ened instead of weakened during the previous years.

From ten to thirteen all books—literature, geography,

and history—are used with the teachers, for the sim

ple purpose of enjoying what the book may contain

—never as a task to be learned and recited. Learn

ing the true value of books in this way, with the

assistance of a sympathetic teacher, a real love of

books is acquired.

Formal arithmetic is begun at ten, and with the

growth of the fundamental conceptions attained in

the previous years. very little difficulty is ex

perienced.

At thirteen and fourteen regular formal work in

the seventh and eighth grade studies is begun, but

the children have learned to think and reason, have

learned to use books, and are keen to get everything

possible from the books, so that there are no real

“school tasks” even in the grammar department.

At fourteen or fifteen the children begin high

school work. Four years of serious, earnest, enthus

iastic—for it will be more enthusiastic than ever if

the previous years have been well spent—work in

mathematics, science, history, language, and litera

ture, with gardening, manual training, music and art

continued, constitutes the high school course.

No “passing per cent” is required in the high

school, but if the work is pursued seriously and

earnestly, the youth gets from it all that is possible

for him to absorb or digest at that time, and what

can be the value of forced study or mental indiges

tion?

Institutions to be educational must meet the de

mands of the individual, rather than make require

ments which he must meet. An institution has no

right to ask, “What do you know?” “What have

you done?” “Where are your credentials?” But

must ask, “What do you need?” “How may we

serve you?” The “standards” of an institution are

measured by its service, not by its requirements.

Unless the individual emerges from the institu

tion stronger of body, more intelligent of mind,

sweeter and more helpful of spirit, the process has

not been educational.

MARIETTE. L. JOHNSON.

news NARRATIVE

The figures in brackets at the ends of paragraphs

refer to volumes and pages of The Public for earlier

information on the same subject.

Week ending Tuesday, December 19, 1911.

Russian Relations with the United States.

Under the leadership of Congressman William

Sulzer of New York, the House of Representa

tives adopted on the 13th the following concurrent

resolution:

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Repre

sentatives of the United States of America in Con

gress assembled: That the people of the United

States assert as a fundamental principle that the

rights of its citizens shall not be impaired at home

or abroad because of race or religion; that the gov

ernment of the United States concludes its treaties

for the equal protection of all classes of its citizens,

without regard to race or religion; that the govern

ment of the United States will not be a party to any

treaty which discriminates, or which by one of the

parties thereto is so construed as to discriminate,

between American citizens on the ground of race

or religion; that the government of Russia has vio

lated the treaty between the United States and Rus

sia, concluded at St. Petersburg Dec. 18, 1832, re

fusing to honor American passports duly issued to

American citizens on account of race and religion:

that in the judgment of the Congress the said treaty,

for the reasons aforesaid, ought to be terminated at

the earliest possible time; that for the aforesaid

reasons the said treaty is hereby declared to be

terminated and of no further force and effect from

the expiration of one year after the date of notifi

cation to the government of Russia of the terms of

this resolution, and that to this end the President

is hereby charged with the duty of communicating

such notice to the government of Russia.

The purpose of this resolution was to terminate a
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policy of discrimination enforced by the Russian

government against Jews with American passports

who visit Russia.

*

Prior to the adoption of the foregoing resolu

tion by the lower House of Congress, its presen

tation by Mr. Sulzer had precipitated a Cabinet

meeting at the White House on the 5th, at which

the Secretary of State, Mr. Knox, was directed to

advise the Russian ambassador at Washington,

George Bagmetioff, that the President would rec

ommend abrogation of the treaty of 1832 unless

Russia recognizes the right of American Jews to

visit Russia pursuant to the first Article of the

treaty, which is as follows:

There shall be between the territories of the high

Contracting parties a reciprocal liberty of commerce

and navigation; the inhabitants of their respective

states shall mutually have liberty to enter the ports,

places and rivers of the territories of each party

Wherever foreign commerce is permitted. They

shall be at liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts

whatsoever of said territories in order to attend to

their affairs, and they shall enjoy, to that effect,

the same security and protection as natives of the

Country wherein they reside on condition of their

submitting to the laws and ordinances there prevail

ing, and particularly to the regulations in force con

cerning commerce.

*

It should be explained that the Russian govern

ment interprets the above Article by a clause of

the treaty which makes the sojourn of visitors from

either country in the other conditional upon “their

submitting to the laws and ordinances there pre

Vailing,” and therefore argues that all Russian re

strictions applying to Jews living in Russia may

be enforced against American Jews visiting Rus

sia. By the American State Department under

both political parties it has long been urged that

the United States cannot acquiesce in religious

tests; but to this point the Russian government

responds that it does not exclude all Jews nor act

toward any Jews with reference to religious tests.

It refers the matter to questions of internal civil

ºrder which necessitate barriers to “certain cate

Kories of foreigners,” thereby bringing the Russian

policy within the principle of the American policy

of excluding “anarchists.” According to an edi

torial in the St. Petersburg newspaper “Rossia,” of

the 7th, described as a “semi-official” paper—

*... prohibition of foreign Jews, irrespective of

*tionality, from entering Russia as well as Rus
sian Jews who emigrated without permission, was

lº. by law on March 23 and Aug. 11, 1824.

ū. ..º.º. an treaty eight years later con

of the ...tº with respect to a modification

American i. 1ng law in favor Of American Jews.

troduced º err in supposing that Russia has in

the *::::i.º. with regard to them. On

admissi w y ussian legislation of 1835. 39 granted

Šsion to certain selected categories. Regula

tions adopted on March 27, 1891, empower the Rus

sian consul to vise passports of heads of business

firms and also their commercial travelers, represent

atives and clerks without limitation, with respect to

admission to the pale and without preliminary Sanc

tion by the Minister of the Interior. The passports

of other Jews are vised with the sanction of the

Minister of the Interior. Thus all Jewish business

men and all others engaged in an occupation not

regarded as undesirable may enter and reside in

Russia for six months. But the sovereign right

not to admit undesirables cannot be disputed, and

is exercised strictly by the United States itself.

Only Jews emigrating through the agency of the

Jewish Colonization Society are permanently ex

cluded, in accordance with the rules of March 21,

1892. Of the eleven American Jews applying for a

vise during 1910 only three were rejected. The laws

for the readmission of foreign Jews cannot be

changed as a result of demonstrations of groups of

American Jews nor as a result of friendly repre

sentations on the part of the United States. The

United States government, of course, does not pos

sess the right of interference in the home affairs of

Russia. The repeal of the treaty of 1832 has been

suggested, but all the disadvantages of such a step

would fall upon the United States. Russian customs

statistics from 1905 to 1910 show that the Russian

exports to America amounted to $20,500,000 and im

ports to $177,000,000. The figures in the Department

of Commerce and Labor at Washington put the

Russian exports at $85,000,000 and the imports at

$113,000,000. Furthermore, the American imports

into Russia are constantly growing. They amounted

to $20,500,000 in 1905 and $36,500,000 in 1910. It is

to be regretted if the traditional friendly relations

between true born Americans and Russians are dis

turbed.

*

A mass meeting which demanded the abrogation

of the treaty upon one year's notice was held at

Carnegie Hall, New York, on the 6th, the speakers

advocating abrogation being Senator O'Gorman,

Governor Wilson, Speaker Clark, William Mc

Adoo, William Randolph Hearst, Congressman

Sulzer, Congressman Francis Burton Harrison and

ex-Congressman Bennet. Andrew D. White, for

mer ambassador from the United States to Russia,

spoke against abrogation and in favor of inviting

Russia to arbitrate at The Hague. He argued that

peremptory demands would lead to indignant re

joinders regardless of justice.

*

Congressman Sulzer's concurrent resolution was

agreed to unanimously on the 12th in the House

Committee on Foreign Relations, of which he is

chairman, and was accordingly reported favorably

to the House by him on the 13th. Congressman

Olmstead of Pennsylvania then moved to amend

so as to make the resolution complain of Russia's

interpretation of the treaty instead of charging her

with violating it, but this motion was lost by 115

ayes to 184 noes. Thereupon the Sulzer resolution
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was adopted without alteratian by 300 to 1, the

one dissenting vote having been recorded by Con

gressman Malley of New York. The resolution

went at once to the Senate, where it was discussed

on the 14th, but without action of any kind.

•k.

Meanwhile representations had been formally

made on the 16th to the American State Depart

ment by the Russian ambassador, to the effect that

approval of the Sulzer resolution in its original

form as adopted by the House would be regarded

by the Russian government as an insult to Russia

and be followed by a severance by Russia of all

friendly relations with the United States. The

President thereupon decided to make a dead let

ter of the Sulzer resolution by giving formal notice

at once to Russia of the desire of the United States

to terminate the treaty under a clause of the treaty

which provides that it shall continue in force until

January 1, 1839, provided that—

if, one year before that day, one of the high con

tracting parties shall not have announced to the

other, by an official notification of its intention to

arrest the operation thereof, this treaty shall re

main obligatory one year beyond that day, and

so on until the expiration of the year which shall

commence after the date of a similar notification.

*

Accordingly on the 18th, President Taft sent to

the Senate a special message in which he explained

that instructions had been given on the 15th to

the American Ambassador at St. Petersburg, in

accordance with which “there was given to the

imperial Russian government under date of the

seventeenth day of December, 1911, official noti

fication on behalf of this government of intention

to terminate the operation of the treaty of com

merce and navigation of December 18, 1832, be

tween the United States and Russia upon the ex

piration of the year commencing on the first of

January, 1912.” Upon the Senate’s receiving

this message, the Senate committee on foreign rela

tions, of which Senator Lodge is chairman, re

ported a substitute for the Sulzer resolution. This

substitute, after summarizing the terms of the

treaty in respect of its duration, proceeds:

Whereas, on the 17th day of December, 1911, the

President caused to be delivered to the imperial

Russian government by the American ambassador at

St. Petersburg an official notification on behalf of

the government of the United States announcing in

tention to terminate the operation of this treaty upon

the expiration of the year commencing on the first of

January, 1912; and whereas, said treaty is no longer

responsive in various respects to the political prin

ciples and commercial needs of the two countries;

and whereas, the constructions placed thereon by

the contracting parties differ upon matters of funda

mental importance and interest to each; Therefore

be it resolved, by the Senate and House of Represen

tatives of the United States of America in Congress

assembled, that the notice thus given by the Presi.

dent of the United States to the government of the

Empire of Russia to terminate said treaty in ac

cordance with the terms of the treaty is hereby

adopted and ratified.

After debate, the foregoing substitute resolution

was adopted by the Senate by a unanimous

vote. -

+ +

Election in Arizona.

The election that determines Arizona's State

hood and chooses State officials in case of a popular

vote satisfactory to President Taft on the Recall,

came off on the 12th. Officials voted for were

the Governor, two United States Senators (sub

ject to election by the legislature), one Repre

sentative in Congress, several judges, State Sen

ators and members of the lower house of the legis

lature. Three tickets were in the field with the

following candidates: Republican, Edward W.

Wells; Democratic, George W. P. Hunt; Socialist,

P. W. Galentine. A heavy vote was polled—about

26,000. There was much “scratching” and the ex

act returns are not yet available, but there was a

Democratic landslide. The Recall was modified

as President Taft required, by an overwhelming

majority. Explaining the result the Chairman of

the Democratic State Committee said on the 13th

that—

the people of Arizona simply refused to indorse

Taft's dictation. While they voted to eliminate the

Recall from the Constitution, as they were obliged

to do in order to gain Statehood, they showed at the

same time that the Recall would be placed back in

the Constitution as soon as it possibly could be

done.

[See current volume, pages 866, 875, 930, 9; 1.]

+ +

Judicial Dictation Defeated.

A successful revolt of a jury against dictation by

the judge in a trial before them is reported from

St. Louis. It exemplifies an editorial in The Public

of December 1, 1911, at page 1211. The suit was

over the will of Bridget McDermott. Her daugh

ter, Mary Farrington, brought suit to annul the

will in order to acquire certain real estate which

under the will had gone to her mother's priest, the

Rev. John White, a Catholic. Mrs. Farrington is

described as having been a nurse in a lunatic asy

lum at a salary of $25 a month, out of which she

had saved $3,000 and bought a home, taking title

in her mother's name. Through her mother's will

this property went to Father White, and she sued

to set aside the will on the ground that her moth

er had been unduly influenced by him. There ap

pears to have been no direct evidence of undue in

fluence, but the jury were unanimously of opinion

that undue influence had been shown by circum

stantial evidence. Religious considerations do not

appear to have entered into the controversy lº
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tween the Judge and the jury; for, although the

-Judge is a Roman Catholic, so were about half of

the jury. The question raised seems to have been

purely one of general public policy, namely, Shall

judges be allowed by juries to coerce them into

rendering verdicts against their own judgment and

conscience?
-

+

The case came to trial before Judge Withrow

and a jury of twelve men at St. Louis, and on the

12th Judge Withrow instructed the jury to re

turn a verdict in favor of Father White on the

ground that undue influence had not been proved.

This the jury, refused to do and a deadlock con

tinued three days. The Judge explained (as re

ported in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat of the

15th) that—

a suit to set aside a will is quite different in nature

from any other civil case, in this, that it cannot be

dismissed by the plaintiff, nor can a non-suit be

properly entered by the Court.

ceed to final verdict. As the plaintiff had failed

to prove her case, by its instruction requiring the

jury to find a verdict sustaining the will, the Court

relieved the jury of all responsibility and left noth

ing for the jury to decide. The signing of the ver

dict by the jury was merely a formal act to com

plete the record.

But on their side, according to the same news

paper report— -

the jurors several times in court defended their

stand with the claim that they are maintaining their

rights as American citizens to return a verdict as

their consciences dictate.

+

After refusing for three days to sign a verdict

for the defendant as directed by the Judge, the

jury on the 15th returned the following verdict for

the plaintiff;

We, the jury in the above entered cause, find in

favor of the plaintiff, for the reason that from the

circumstantial evidence of the witnesses examined,

We believe there was undue influence exerted over

Bridget McDermott prior to and at the time she ex

ecuted the instrument in question, and that it was

not her last will and testament.

Examining this verdict and consulting several

Passages in law books he had sent for, Judge With

row said:

Gentlemen, although you have found in violation

of the Court's instructions, the Court will accept this

* Your verdict, which, on the motion of either side

'or a new tria I, the court may set aside.

* *

Singletax Riva Iry.

As the result of a challenge by A. B. du Pont

of Cleveland, in lade at the Singletax conference at

Chicago last month and accepted by George A.

Schilling of Chicago, a competition between Cleve

The case must pro- .

land and Chicago has begun for raising contribu

tions for the Joseph Fels Fund, the prize to the

successful city being Miss Buchanan's statuette,

“Votes for Women,” a copy of which Mr. du Pont

and Mr. Schilling have bought for the purpose.

The test is to be the amount raised in each city in

proportion to its population. [See current vol

ume, page 1217.]

+

Pursuant to this challenge, organizations have

been effected under Mr. Schilling's direction in

Chicago and under Mr. du Pont's in Cleveland.

In Chicago the organization has taken the form

of a committee, with Theodore J. Amberg as chair

man and treasurer, James B. Ellery as secretary,

and Otto Cullman, George W. Wells, and Frank

I). Butler as executive committee. In addition

to the work of this organization, Mr. Schil

ling, as a member of the national Aux

iliary Committee appointed at the Conference, is

pushing the movement for financial support

throughout the State of Illinois. In Cleveland,

where the managers have set themselves the “task”

of raising at least half a cent per capita of the

city's population, a Singletax Club has been organ

ized with J. B. Vining as president, Dr. J. E.

Tuckerman as vice president, and Martin F. Mc

Carthy as secretary and treasurer.

* *

Chinese Conferences. .

A peace conference between Wu Tingfang, the

foreign secretary of the Republicans, and Tang

Shao Ya, representing the Imperial Premier, Yuan

Shi-Kai, each accompanied by five delegates,

opened at Shanghai on the 18th. The peace terms

offered by the Republicans were announced in ad

vance to be as follows: the Manchu dynasty to be

abolished; a republic to be established, with Yuan

Shi-Kai President and Sun Yat Sen, Vice

President; the first cabinet to be selected by the

revolutionists, and the second-term President to be

elected. In the meantime a revolutionary conven

tion sitting at Nanking, composed of delegates

from fourteen provinces, has elected Dr. Sun Yat

Sen President of the new Republic. [See current

volume, pages 1075, 1267.]

==

NEWS NOTES

—The British Parliament was prorogued on the

16th until February 14th.

–Ella Flagg Young was re-elected by the Board

of Education on the 13th as Superintendent of the

public schools of Chicago. [See vol. xiii, p. 1203.]

—After successful experiments with a few of

the public school buildings in Chicago, a general

policy of utilizing them for social neighborhood

centers has now been adopted by the Board of Edu
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cation. [See vol. xiii, p. 636; current volume, page

111.]

—The Governors of Western States ended their

Eastern tour on the 16th at St. Paul, where they

spoke at the Northwestern Land Products Show. [See

current volume, page 1268.]

—Louis Forrer, Vice-President of the Federal

Council of Switzerland, was elected on the 14th

President of the Swiss Republic. [See vol. xiii, p.

1213; current volume, page 1123,1

—Notice was given by the Britsh war office on

the 15th that pending beef trust trials in the United

States none of the concerns involved will be allowed

to bid for British army contracts. [See current

volume, page 1268.]

—The Sherwood pension bill passed the House

in Congress on the 12th by a vote of 229 to 92. It

gives a pension to all surviving United States vet

erans of the Mexican and Civil War, allowing $1

a day to those who served a year or more.

—The formal transfer of the British telephone sys

tem from private hands to government ownership and

operation will take place on New Year's day. It is

announced that the government will begin large im

provements at once. [See vol. xi, p. 580.]

—A national protest committee of Negroes was

organized at New York on the 12th for the purpose

of sending from 5,000 to 10,000 Negroes to Washing

ton next March to demand of President Taft the

suppression of mob violence against Negroes.

—The seventh annual convention of the Ameri

can Civic Association was held at the New Willard

Hotel, Washington, D. C., on the 13th, 14th .and 15th.

One of the papers, by Frederick C. Howe, was on

the subject of building cities for people in Germany.

—Under the management of the Henry George

Lecture Association at Chicago (Frederick H. Mon

roe, manager) Charles Frederick Adams is to lecture

at San Francisco from the 24th to 27th, and at Red

Bluff (California) on the 28th. [See current volume,

page 1268.]

—The Lloyd George bill for labor insurance—

against sickness and unemployment—passed its

third and final reading in the House of Lords on the

15th, and went to the King for his signature in the

form in which it had come from the House of Com

mons. [See current volume, page 1267.]

—William C. Reick has purchased control of the

New York Sun. The negotiations leading up to the

purchase were conducted by James M. Beck. Mr.

Reick was a close personal friend of the late H. H.

Rogers and he numbers among his friends such

powerful financiers as James Stillman and Clarence

H. Mackay.

—While five years ago there was not a school in

Kansas teaching domestic science, and only five

teaching agriculture, today, according to Henry J.

Waters, president of the State Agricultural College,

out of 7,886 rural schools, there are more than 7,000

teaching agriculture. Out of 500 high schools more

than 400 are teaching agriculture and 200 are teach

ing domestic science.

—"Starved Rock,” scene of Indian battles and the

explorations of the early French missionaries, passed

into the control of the State of Illinois on the 15th.

The State paid $146,000 for the tract of 290 acres.

This new preserve lies ten miles west of Ottawa on

the South bank of the Illinois River. In addition to

“Starved Rock” proper, it comprises precipitous cliffs,

Canyons and glens, said to rival many of America's

most famous scenic wonders.

—A referendum vote on Dominion-wide prohibi

tion was announced in New Zealand on the 11th.

It was found that 55.93 per cent of the total vote

was cast for the prohibition measure, while 60 per

cent was required to make it a law. Thus, though

a majority favored it, it was defeated. The next

referendum on this question will be taken in 1914.

Had the proposition won, the nearest saloon would

be 1,200 miles away from New Zealand.

—John Bigelow died at New York on the 19th,

at the age of 94, having been born November 25,

1817. He was admitted to the New York bar in

1839; was associated with William Cullen Bryant as

an editor of the New York Evening Post in the

early '50's; was American minister to France in the

'60's; held the office of Secretary of State of New

York in 1875-76; was a distinguished author, a

leading Swedenborgian and a public-spirited citi

zen of pronounced democratic principles.

—Several women, arrested in connection with the

violence near the House of Commons, London, on

November 21, were arraigned at the London Ses

sions December 12. Nearly 200 had been sum

marily sentenced by the police magistrate on minor

charges. The accused whe are indicted have to an

swer charges of maliciously damaging property. All

pleaded not guilty. The first group were convicted

and, refusing to undertake to refrain from similar

acts in the future, were sentenced to two months

in jail. [See current volume, page 1218.]

—David Lloyd George, Chancellor of the British

Exchequer, was reported by cable dispatches of the

16th as having been injured while leaving a wom

en's Liberal meeting at London at which he had

just made an address favoring the inclusion of

woman suffrage in the manhood suffrage bill of next

year. A man described as “a male suffragist” hurled

a brass-bound box at Mr. George, which struck him

full in the face. This man, who gave his name as

Allan Ross McDougall, was sentenced on the 18th by

a police court to two months in prison at hard labor.

—A singletax conference for Pennsylvania is an

nounced to be held at Hotel Henry, Pittsburgh,

January 23, 1912, the delegates to be entertained

in the evening by the Young Men's Democratic

Club of Alleghany County. Among the Singletax

leaders announced to speak are John Z. White,

Henry George, Jr., Henry H. Wilson, Charles Eck

ert, Charles S. Prizer and Frank Stephens. The

question of the Initiative, Referendum and Recall

in Pennsylvania is to be the principal subject for

discussion. Classification of assessments, equaliza

tion of school taxes, and taxes on machinery hav

ing been abolished in Pennsylvania by the last

legislature, this Singletax conference expects to

open a campaign for exempting real estate im

provements or for local option in taxation.

* * * * *

Only the truth which the soul appropriates gives

life.—Phillips Brooks.
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PRESS OPINIONS

Roosevelt Redivivus.

The Chicago Record-Herald (ind. Rep.), Dec. 16.

Colonel Roosevelt visited Boston to attend a meet

ing of the Harvard overseers. He made no speech,

gave no interview, dropped no hint regarding cur

rent politics. He was cheered by multitudes on

his arrival as well as his departure. At New York,

on his return, a crowd of cheering men greeted him

and he made his way through the station with dif

ficulty. “Does this look like a dictator's home

coming?” asked the Colonel, alluding to the just

reported remarks of “Boss” Barnes, chairman of the

New York Republican State committee, on the na

tional political situation. . . . Yet cheering multi

tudes in Boston and New York, suspecting nothing

and deaf to Barnes’ cries and warnings, hail Roose

velt as a friend of the people!

* *

Judges versus Juries.

The Chicago Record-Herald (ind. Rep.), Dec. 17.—

There is nothing surprising in the “victory” of the

“striking” St. Louis jury. When the judge who had

threatened the jurors with fines and jail sentences

for “contempt” examined the Supreme Court de

cisions of his State—and of other States, no

doubt—he found that the jury was not bound

to render a “directed” verdict. A judge has

the right to take a case from a jury. He

has the right to set a verdict aside as being con

trary to the weight of the evidence. But he has

no right to “direct” a verdict, if the jury disagrees

with him. The directing of verdicts regardless of

the jury's own opinions and sentiments is an abuse.

It makes a mockery of trial by jury. The St. Louis

jury may have been wrong in its view of the case.

But it was right in insisting on giving its own ver

dict. It was justified in “standing on its legal

rights” and resenting dictation and usurpation.

•F •k.

A Pointed Question.

The Boston Common (ind.), Nov. 18.-Columns

are being written to prove that the great recent

gain in the Socialist vote—the upstanding fact in the

late election—doesn’t mean Socialism. All agree,

however, that it means discontent; widespread, pro

found, growing discontent. One fact should be re

membered. The Socialists have a program. Agree

with it or not, you have to face it, for in politics you

cannot beat something with nothing. No longer can

this discontent be pooh poohed. It may be guided.

But Standpatters cannot guide it. The discontent

is because of their guidance. Middle-of-the-road

moderates like President Taft aren't guiding it—it

is thrusting them aside. The more radical Pro

gressives want to guide it, but haven't agreed very

far upon a program. That is what they will have to

do soon if it is not to get beyond their reach, also.

. . . If the Wise men who reject the ultimates of

Socialism wish to avert them, it is high time for

\\\em to begin to point out better paths. If not So

cialism, what?

Mayor Baker of Cleveland.

Cleveland Plain Dealer (Dem.), Oct. 30.-Critics

of Newton D. Baker call him a dreamer—at least

they did before his opponent had indorsed so many of

Mr. Baker's campaign arguments. Since then not

so much has been heard about dreaming. Mr.

Baker himself has not denied the charge, and there

is no reason why he should. The progress of the

World is writen in the deeds of dreamers. The

epochal achievements of all ages are built upon the

acts of those who have had the breadth and courage

to dream. There are thousands of people in Cleve

land who five years ago were calling Tom L. John

son an impractical dreamer, but who are now will

ing to acknowledge the success with which he

wrought. The best Mayor this city ever had was

a dreamer and gloried in it. No man ever dreamed

more persistently, and few ever saw more of their

dreams come true. . Unless a man is a dreamer

he is a plodder. Unless he can see beyond the

needs and demands of one day to the possibilities

of the day to follow, he is a plodder. Plodders, of

course, have their useful role to play, but no wide

awake city wants one for Mayor. . . . Mr. Baker

a dreamer? Let no one attempt to deny it. And

Cleveland needs a dreamer of his type in the mayor's

Office.

+ +

Joseph Fels in St. Louis.

The St. Louis Daily Times (ind.), Dec. 2.--When

ever Mr. Joseph Fels comes to St. Louis there is

occasion for publishing in the local news columns

Some of those theories which are as sound as a

demonstration in Euclid, but which the country still

insists upon regarding as a fine theory which can

not be put into practice. Mr. Fels has recently had

Something to say on the theories enunciated by the

late Henry George. He deprecates the practice,

followed by thousands of individuals, of buying land

and waiting for other men to make it valuable, as

a means of attaining riches. There can be no rea

sonable doubt that this universal evil is based upon

injustice and is a hindrance to the growth of every

community. There are scores of acres of land

Within the city limits of St. Louis, as in other cities,

Which are greatly needed for homes and factories,

but which are held at a prohibitive price. Their

value is increasing steadily; not because the own

ers are doing anything to make them more valuable,

but because thousands of men who sorely need a

little land are coming to the city every year—and

paying a good part of their earnings for rent, and are

living unwholesome lives in many cases. That a man

is a better citizen when he owns his own home is a

very likely proposition. That speculators are doing

all in their power to prevent home-owning is plain.

The “unearned increment” is not one of those dark

and mysterious theories which thrive in the dark.

It is an economic principle which describes, simply,

the process by which the masses of the people are

denied a portion of the wealth which they help to

create. Mr. Fels does not pretend to bring us a

new thought. Still, he is performing a worthy serv

ice in that he is reiterating a principle which ought

to be proclaimed and expounded until it is made

plain to all men.
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RELATED THINGs

CONTRIBUTIONS AND REPRINT

HAD I BEEN ONE OF THOSE.

Had I been one of those

Who watched their sleeping flocks by night

And saw the heavens, joy-faint with light,

Beneath fair Bethlehem’s rose;

Would I have known, could I have guessed,

Would I have followed with the rest

Upon that far strange quest?

And had I been

A guest in that small crowded inn

Where Mary and the child enstabled lay,

Would I, adoring too, have knelt to pray?

And had I heard

The hillside Preacher's word—

“Come unto me,” and “Blessed are the meek,”

Would I have guessed, would I have known

This was the One we came to seek;

This is Messiah—He alone?

Would I have loved upon his breast to lean,

Or coldly asked, “Who is this Nazarene?”

In wrath for Him have raised the sword—

Incarnate God, the Spoken Word—

Yet thrice denied Him in one day,

Mayhap have kissed His life away ?

Had I been one that day

To stand on Calvary's way,

Would I have joined the cry,

“Away with Him” and “Crucify";

And helped to plait the crown of thorns,

And held to Him the cup of gall,

And deemed Him lost whom the world scorns,

And said, “This is the last,” and “This is all"?

How easy in these safe and pleasant days

To worship and to praise!

But if a sleeping babe now lay

Within a manger filled with hay,

And God's star pointed out the way,

Would I believe? Would I obey?

How many great hearts silently

Seek their Gethsemane

To pray and weep,

While we, forgetting, sleep!

For Truth is mocked and scourged alway,

And Love is crucified each day.

Yet Love and Truth abide :

Love bursts the tomb and breaks the bonds of Death

And Hate, as ancient prophet saith.

Sweet Bethlehem's star

Still shines a far:

And Christ himself doth dwell

In every heart that doeth well.

So keep we still our Christmas-tide.

CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.

DO WE REALLY CARE FOR PEACE7

Suggestions for Christmas.

For The Public.

As Christians do we care for Peace? Do we be

lieve in a “Gospel of Peace” We celebrate Christ

mas in honor of him who is rightly called the

“Prince of Peace”, whose disciples we profess to

be. With our lips we join in singing the song

which the angels in the skies are said to have sung

at his birth: “Peace on earth, Good Will to men!"

Is all this only a mere empty form of words on

our part? Or are we sincere and in earnest ? If

we are, what evidence of it do we give? What are

we doing to check the unchristian spirit of mili

tarism in the world, and to promote the Christ

spirit of peace? Christendom is an armed camp,

with the death-dealing batteries of so-called Chris

tian nations everywhere turned against other

Christian nations. On every ocean the so

called Christian powers have fleets of fighting ships

which are the most costly and perfect machines

the world ever saw for wholesale murder; and the

murder primarily contemplated is not simply of

human beings, but of fellow Christians. Could

anything be more shocking or more insane? Has

not the time come for us either to stop singing the

angel song, stop celebrating Christmas, stop pre

tending that we are Christians, or else speak out.

and by actions as well as words, against this crush

ing burden on the backs of men, this crime against

civilization, this standing insult to Him whose gos

pel we profess to accept? Shall we not this year

have a Christmas season used as never before for

real Christmas ends,--to do something actually to

promote peace on earth?

What shall we do? I venture to suggest.

1. Shall we not, first of all, see to it that our

Christmas gifts to our children, and to the chil

dren of others, include no toy soldiers; no swords

or pistols or guns, toy or real; no soldiers' caps

or uniforms or decorations; not only nothing that

glorifies war or tends to make the soldier-idea al

tractive, but nothing that can even suggest sol

diers or war?

2. Shall we not call to mind the very great

psychological power of suggestion, especially upon

children, and as a consequence proceed at once to

take down all war pictures from the walls of our

homes? And also shall we not resolve to do what

we can, from this time on, to get all such psycho

logically evil pictures removed from public places,

especially from school rooms and school buildings:

We are told that Napoleon attributed his ambitiºn

for military glory to the silent influence of a battle

scene which hung as a picture in the living room ºf

his home during the susceptible years of his child

hood. War pictures and military statues, wherevºr

seen, are powerful influences in promoting the mil:

itary spirit.

3. Shall we not at once, if we have not done
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So already, rid our libraries and book shelves of

all books that extol fighting, and that paint army

life in attractive colors, and fill their places with

others which will teach our boys and young men

(yes, and our girls and young women, too, ) that

the truest field for patriotism is peace, that the

noblest heroisms are those of peace, and that the

glory of our flag lies in making it everywhere the

emblem, not of war and destruction, but of prog

ress, and human service, and Christian civilization ?

4. If any of us as Sunday school superintend

ents or teachers, have failed to give our schools

or classes proper instruction regarding peace, war,

international arbitration, The Hague Court, and

the like, or if any of us as ministers have been

neglectful of our responsibilities to our congrega

tions relating to these important matters, shall

we not avail ourselves of the approaching Christ

mas season as a fitting time to make good our

omissions, and to do our duty 2

5. Last but not least, and as especially pressing

at the present crisis time in our national history

and in the progress of the cause of arbitration and

peace among nations, shall we not at once set

about doing whatever lies in our power to give our

United States Senators at Washington to under

stand that the intelligence, the patriotism and the

enlightened conscience of this country demand the

prompt ratification of the just, reasonable and

immensely important treaties of arbitration with

Great Britain and France, which only await sen

atorial assent to become the most conspicuous and

inspiring land-marks in the progress of the peace

cause that the world has ever seen *

Having done these five things, that is to say,

having thus proven our sincerity by turning in

some measure our words in praise of peace into

intelligent efforts to promote peace, we shall have

earned the right to celebrate Christmas without ap

pearing to be hypocrites, the right to call ourselves

in some true sense disciples of the “Prince of

Peace,” the right, without blushing with shame,

to join in the angels' song of “Peace on Earth,

Good Will to Men l’’

J. T. SUNDEHRLAND.

+ + +

HARMONY.

For The Public.

Harmony—beatific word ' Among the legion

of sounds from the tongues of humanity can we

find one more expressive, comprehensive and

beautiful ?

Doubtless when “the Lord spoke to Moses” ad

monishing him as to his leadership of Israel’s

children, that word, or its Hebrew equivalent, was

the keynote of his discourse.

Where is the condition of life where harmony

is not as necessary to effective action as the air

we breathe * Yea, if we cannot harmonize with

•

our proper environment 'twere better we did not

live.

As a commonplace illustration, take any busi

ness firm, shop or factory employing help; the

most indispensable officer or manager is the one

who has mastered the technique of business har

mony, especially in its application to his ow",

duct towards subordinates. * * *

The personality of the orchestra leader

flected in harmony in each member of his hand,

from first violin to the banger of drums and

cymbals.

If the head of a business firm fails to cultivate

and apply the principles of that magic word, the

symptoms are in evidence from his general man

ager to the woman who mops the office floors. If

he is a martinet, a task-master who grudges faith

ful employes proper remuneration or periods of

vacation to relax, keeping them always keyed up

tense and disgruntled, he is throwing his busi

ness keyboard out of alignment, and the result

is destructive discord and discontent.

The sulking employe, balking at a little extra

duty, or grouchy at needed and saving reproof,

becomes a fly in the commercial ointment, or like

a slippery fiddle-string which must be tightened

or snapped.

If harmony could be injected into every mar

riage relation, every home, whether flat or man

sion, would be a cooing dove-cote, and divorce

lawyers and judges would be available for useful

and productive employment.

Could honest harmony be established in poli

tics and government, grafters, bosses and lobbyists

would disappear like the bloodthirsty pirates of

old, and we might be able to prevent the condi

tions which breed in one generation the criminals

which we have to build jails for in the next.

The whole world groans and travails for peace

'neath the tread of the gun and bayonet-bearing

martial host, armed and drilled to slay brothers.

Could we inoculate the warring nations and their

rabid dogs of war with the blessed serum of har

monious peace, rifles could be seen only in mu

seums, and battleships would be selling for a trifle

per ton as curious and antique junk.

It is not sacrilegious to suggest that even the

church needs harmony to make consistent the

..Babel of creeds and dogmas, so that a reasonable

faith would not be a rarity, and the prophecy of

“One Church, one Shepherd” might be fulfilled.

If a cut-and-dried recipe for harmony could be

marketed it would be more valuable than radium.

and would be sought for like an elixir of life. Yet

the great quality can be cultivated into a habit

of mind. Such mental habit had those wise, im

mortal leaders, Washington and Lincoln, whose

watchwords in practice were Truth, Forbearance,

Reconciliation, Justice, Mercy, honorable Peace:

all crowned with the winning kindly tone and

smile that smoothes the frowns of discordant fol
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lowers, who must involuntarily follow, and lay

the vibrant chords of their hearts open to the

master’s touch.

Many of us are often lost in the thick mazes

of life, bewildered by a myriad roads which

seem to lead nowhere. If at such times we allow

renom of morbid discord to settle on

hind it will affect the whole physique,

…e., to clogging the intestines and depressing

the circulation; and all the pills and po

tions on earth will not heal until we seek the

hygienic sunlight of harmony where the winds of

peace blow freely.

The weird and fairy music of the aeolian harp

is dumb unless it is placed in the silent window

nook where peaceful zephyrs are blowing; the

human being is the most wonderful instrument,

full of emotional sensitive strings on which the

winds of Life must play.

Deep in the great soul of the Universe there is

evidence of a central organ of all action from

which emanate only perfectly harmonious chords,

as when that mystical inner voice in the midst

of jarring discord whispers, “Peace, Peace, be

still.” If we obey in silence we shall share the

vibrations of that Great Harmony which is in

truth the agne of Peace—“the essence of things

hoped for, the substance of things unseen.”

JOSEPH FITZPATRICK.

BOOKS º

A FELLOW-SERVANT OF THE

PEOPLE.

My Story. By Tom L. Johnson. Edited by Eliza

beth J. Hauser. Published by B. W. Huebsch,

New York. 1911. Price $2.00, postage 20 cents.

To every personal friend of Mayor Johnson's—

and no one knows how many thousands look upon

him as a personal friend—there may come at first

regret in the reading of his book. For this is not in

the usual sense an autobiography. It is not “the

story of my life” but “the story of my nine years'

war against Privilege.” So boyhood and manhood

and incidents and intimacies are touched upon in

the narrative only to make clearer the mayoralty

period. With the true editor's insight and the

friend’s divination, Miss Hauser has in her intro

duction and final chapter compensated for the

book’s impersonality. She is very right to open

with an appreciation of Mr. Johnson's character

and the conditions under which he worked, and to

close the book with a brief and beautiful account

of how he bent to his life's purpose those last hard

months on earth. Any remaining regret at not

being told by himself more of what manner of

man Tom L. Johnson was, is speedily lost in the

inspiring story of what he did and how he did

it. And at the book's end it flashes upon the

reader as he thinks over the story that better than

by relation of incident or diary of thought and

emotion, has the man been revealed in his works.

The first third of the book—a hundred pages—is

about Mr. Johnson's life before he was elected

Mayor of Cleveland, his life as a monopolist, he

calls it. His younger childhood was spent in Ken

tucky during the war. “Joe Pilcher and 1,” he

writes, “were playing on the floor with a Noah's

ark and a most wonderful array of painted animals.

. . . After infinite pains and hours of labor my

playmate and I had arranged the little figures in

pairs, according to size, beginning with elephants

and ending with the beetles, when one of the

young ladies of our household, dressed for a party,

crossed the room and with her train switched the

lines to hopeless entanglement in the meshes of

the long lace curtains, two of the animals only

remaining standing. Joe, who was somewhat my

senior, burst into tears, while I smiled brightly

and said: “Don’t cry, Joe; there are two left, any

how.’ My mother never tired of telling this story

and its frequent repetition certainly had a marked

influence upon my life, for it established for me,

in the family, a reputation as an optimist which I

felt in honor bound to live up to somehow. I early

acquired a kind of habit of making the best of

whatever happened. In later life larger things

presented themselves to me in exactly the same

way. Nothing was ever entirely lost. There was

no disaster so great that there weren't always ‘two

left anyhow.’ My reputation for being always

cheerful in defeat—a reputation earned at such

cost that I may mention it without apology—is

largely due to this incident, trivial though it may

seem.”

Of his first monopoly, when at the end of the

Civil War a train-conductor carried papers for him

only, and he made eighty-eight silver dollars in five

weeks, he says: “The lesson of privilege taught me

by that brief experience was one I never forgot;

for in all my subsequent business arrangements I

sought enterprises in which there was little or no

competition. In short, I was always on the look:

out for somebody or something which would stand

in the same relation to me that my friend, the

conductor, had.”

The magically rapid rise in the business world

through invention, manufacturing and street rail.

way manipulation, the lessons learned at John.

stown from the flood, the chance reading of social

problems which resulted in lifelong devotion to

Henry George and his teachings, are all briefly

told. His little comment on Henry George is one

of those rare remarks which show how symnà

thetically conscious of its intent one great soul is

of another. “It is this, this disregard of self-inter

est, this indifference to one's personal fate, this

willingness to “raise hell’ for the sake of a cause

or to give one's life for it that the world can not
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understand. And it is because the world has never

understood that men like Henry George in all the

ages have had to pay so big a price for just the

chance to serve.”

Mr. Johnson's experience in Congress was to him

something like what college is to most young men:

“It gave me an acquaintance with men of many

types from all over the country, broadened my out

look, enlarged my vision, and increased my sense

of responsibility.” The final resolution to end his

career as a monopolist came partly from an inter

view of which he tells. A business friend called

upon Mr. Johnson late one evening. He was worth

many millions, and with his simple tastes couldn’t

spend his income.

“Yes, yes,” he said, “I ought to stop business. I

know it and I’ve tried it. My family seems to get

some joy out of life and I ought to. But I

can't get away from the office. I have stayed away

for weeks at a time as a trial, and then I get SO

blue that I have to rush back. Then after I’ve been

at the grind awhile I am overwhelmed with the

awfulness of it all, as I was to-night when I had to

come down here to see you.”

“Well,” I answered, “if you will play the game,

you’ve got to take the thumps.” He answered that

he saw no relief in any course he could now take.

That incident set me to thinking seriously of my

half-formed resolution to give up business. I asked

myself whether it was possible if I continued in it

that I should come to be possessed with the insanity

of it as this unhappy old man was. Would it be

come a habit with me, like a drug? Would I find

myself powerless to give it up, as a gambler is pow

erless to stay away from his games? I was young

and strong and I dearly loved the stimulation that

went with the fight. But I decided that I must get

that stimulation some other way. I knew I “was as

other men” and I foresaw that in the end business

would control my destiny; that I should not rule it,

but that it would rule me. No, much as I enjoyed

the game, I wasn’t willing to take the thumps, and

having reached this decision I threw all my energies

into my efforts to get out of the various things I was

engaged in. This sounds easier than it was, and I

never did get out entirely, but from the night of

that old financier's visit I never lost sight of the

fact that I must give up the money-making game.

Then comes the story of that great war upon

Privilege in Cleveland which in the eyes of the

public and in its most dramatic aspects centered

in the traction question, but which as Mayor John

son never forgot and often emphasized, was

fundamentally a question of taxation. “The

greatest of all privileges,” he used to say, “is the

privilege of having another man pay your taxes.”

To give “good government” in the ordinarily ac

cepted sense of the term, wasn't the thing I was in

public life for. It was a part of our policy from the

beginning of our work in Cleveland, it is true, but as

a side issue, merely. While we tried to give the peo

ple clean and well-lighted streets, pure water, free

access to their parks, public baths and comfort sta

tions, a good police department, careful market in

spection, a rigid system of weights and measures,

and to make the charitable and correctional insti

tutions aid rather than punish wrong doers, and to

do the hundred and one other things that a mu

nicipality ought to do for its inhabitants—while we

tried to do all these things, and even to outstrip

other cities in the doing of them, we never lost sight

of the fact that they were not fundamental. How

ever desirable good government, or government by

good men may be, nothing worth while will be ac

complished unless we have sufficient wisdom to

search for the causes that really corrupt govern

ment. I agree with those who say that it is Big

Business and the kind of Big Business that deals in

and profits from public service grants and taxation

injustices that is the real evil in our cities and the

country to-day. This Big Business furnishes the

sinews of war to corrupt bosses regardless of party

affiliations. This Big Business which profits by bad

government must stand against all movements that

seek to abolish its scheme of advantage. It was

these fundamental Wrongs that I wished to attack.

Because he believed his experience in Cleveland

typical of fundamental reform’s experience in any

city, he was persuaded to write his story and write

it in detail. This is why his story is so valuable.

To men enlisted in similar wars? Yes, but who is

not? Soon or late, consciously or unwittingly,

must everyone take his stand for or against Privi

lege. And one great thing this book will do for

every reader is to teach him the better and the

sooner to recognize the contest and knowingly to

choose sides. “My Story” will help to do just

what in his fascinating chapter on his municipal

co-workers, Mr. Johnson says the Cleveland move

ment did. It will “make men.”

Living, Tom L. Johnson, alone in the United

States, frightened the moneyed Interests into full

use of their repressive and vindictive power; dy

ing, he has left behind him a guide-book straight

into their fearful souls. That this book was not

suppressed must be for the same reason that Mayor

Johnson kept gaining headway against Big Busi

ness. Big Business could not perceive the nature

or extent of the new injury until after it had been

inflicted, nor could it guess his next quick move.

So now Privilege thinks that few will read and

none can put the book into practice. Gratitude

once more for that everlasting weakness of Mam

mon—its underestimation of the mighty moving

power of Truth !

ANGELINE LOESC H GRAVES.

+ + +

THE WOMEN CLERKS AND THE

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS.

Published by Flem

1911. Price 75

Miss 318. By Rupert Hughes.

ing H. Revell & Co., Chicago.

cents, net.

Thanks to the operation of our new ten-hour

law for women, Mr. Hughes' sympathetic and

witty picture of the shopgirls' hardships during
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the Christmas season is no longer true for Illi

nois. The author seems to blame the shoppers

and their perversion of the Christmas spirit; but

it occurs to his shopper-reader that two or three

daily shifts of clerks for the holiday rush would

solve the problem. Exactly that change the ten

hour law has brought about ; and the storekeepers,

treated all alike, make no loud complaint.

ANGELINE LOESCH GRAVES.

BOOKS RECEIVED

—The Crux. By Charlotte Perkins Gilman. Pub

lished by the Charlton Co., 67 Wall St., New York.

1911. Price, $1.00.

—The British Consuls in the Confederacy. By

Milledge L. Bonham, Jr. Whole Number 111, Studies

in History, Economics and Public Law. Published

by Columbia University, Longmans, Green & Co.,

Agents, New York, 1911.

*- -

PERIODICALS

Henry George in the Twentieth Century.

B. O. Flower's series of personal recollections of

liberal and progressive leaders, begins in the Christ

mas Twentieth Century (of Boston), the second

issue under the editorship of Charles Zueblin, with

an excellent characterization of Henry George.

“Among the great politico-economic writers,” Mr.

Flower ranks George as “entitled to a foremost

position as a fundamental thinker, a clear-visioned

and rigidly logical reasoner,” but beyond and above

this, as “dominated by moral idealism” which “made

his work germinal in character.” It may be that

Mr. Flower did not quite catch Henry George's rea

son for distrusting a “get together” program sug

gested to him and others in 1892, which was that

if the group of varied leaders present could not

agree upon an immediate program (as was the case)

the nebulous discontent of the time could not be ex

pected to crystallize upon a practical issue with effi

cient voting strength in national politics. But Mr.

Flower has put this conference on record with

a recognition of its significance and in the same

interesting style that marks his whole article.

+ + +

The New Girl: “An' may me intended visit me

every Sunday afternoon, ma'am 7”

Mistress: “Who is your intended, Delia?”

The New Girl: “I don’t know yet, ma'am.

stranger in town.”—Harper's Bazar.

+ + +

“It’s a shame the way they crowd these cars. The

passengers should rise up and insist on getting a

chance to sit down.”

“You may send me up the complete works of

Shakespeare, Goethe, and I'merson—also something

to read.”

“I’d like to dance, and I should dance, only the

I'm a

music puts me out and the girl gets in my way.”

“Yes, her husband robbed her of every cent she

had—and just think, she only married him because

she was afraid of burglars!”

“Hello! Is this the butcher?

me up a roast of beef, and remember, please,

butcher, to have it rare. That's the only way my

husband can eat it.”—Boston Transcript.

* + +

Well, you may send

Customer: “How much for that suit of clothes, if

I pay cash?”

Tailor: “Forty dollars.”

Customer:

Tailor:

Blade.

“How much on credit?”

“Eighty dollars, half of it down.”—Toledo

+ + +

“I should like to open an account at this bank, if

you please.”

“We shall be glad to accommodate you, madam.

What amount do you wish to deposit’”

“O, but I mean a charge account, such as I have

at the big dry goods stores.”—Chicago Tribune.

• ‘F +

“Mr. and Mrs. Witcherley seem to be such a hap

py couple.”

“I think they merely pretend to be happy."

“Why do you say that? Have you any reason for

believing they don't get along well together?"

“Oh, they may get along all right together, but

they certainly can't be happy. She's getting stout

A New Weekly Single Tax Newspaper
Do you want it? There is no Single Tax Newspaper in the brºad

United States. (The Socialists have many.) For several years we

have had in mind the starting of this paper and all of our effºrts,have

been in that direction. We now have a printing plant with almº;

enough machinery to launch the new paper. The paper is to be 4
pages 6 cols. (6 col. folio) and the price to be 75° a year. with a drop

to 50c if possible. If you are willing to subscribe to this paper send

us your name and address and call attention to this notice. It is
necessary for us to get a bona fide list of subscribers before we start so

as to get second-class postal rates. We will get out a te ve

edition first. Later the regular edition will start—the time depending

upon the number of people willing to subscribe and upon certain

mechanical arrangements. Address * - - -

CHARLES LeBARON GOELLER, Editor Union-Endiºt!...Yºs
P. O. Box E UNION. BROOME COUNTY, NEW YORK

A Henry George

Calendar for 1912
Printed in Brown on Antique Stock

Bound with Silk Cord, size 8x11 inches
º

The calendar consists of seven leaves, six of which

contain calendars for two months and a quotatiºn

from Henry George. The seventh leaf has a portrait

of George so mounted that it shows thru an oval cut

out in each of the calendar leaves. Each calendar

acked in envelope and protected by heavy boari.

K. in the single tax village of Arden. Delaw ºre,

and sent postpaid at the following prices: 1 copy ºc,

3 for $1.00. 10 for $3.00.

The Arden Printery

Arden, Edge Moor, Del.
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and he's beginning to lose his hair.”—Chicago Rec

ord-Herald.

•F + +

“Is this the kind of weather you generally have

out here in Oregon?” inquired the dyspeptic

eaSterner. º

“This is about the kind we've had all summer,”

said the hotel clerk.

“Why don't you use the Recall on it?”—Chicago

Tribune.

What Time

on wash day do you get

through with your washing?

Ten o'clock, noon, three

o'clock or night?

If you do it the old-fash

ioned,boiling,hot water,hard

rubbing way, you're lucky

to get it done by sundown.

If y o u w a s h the

Fels-Naptha way, in cool or

lukewarm water without

boiling or hard rubbing, you

can be done well before noon

and take it easy all the time.

And your clothes will be

cleaner, fresher, sweeter than

ever before.

Fels-Naptha Soap is a

great time-saver, in Winter

and Summer.

A half day every wash

day means twenty-six days

a year saved by washing

with Fels-Naptha Soap.

Isn't that worth while in addi

tion to the saving on clothes, fuel,

health and labor?

AMW IMD

f||M|SF
The world is a rather old place for anything new

to happen in, but out in Western Canada there is a

wonderful condition of affairs which could not have

existed in any other than this modern year of 1911. ,

Other new countries have been developed before,

but with comparative slowness, because the rail

roads have been slow to extend their lines, but in

Canada things are not done that way. When they

once start they never stop until the job is done and

the tremendous energy and wealth of the people

drive every project through with almost incredible

speed.

Consider the new Grand Trunk Pacific railroad,

which is almost literally stalking across Canada with

seven-league boots. Begun only a short time ago,

it has fairly leaped forward until now it is all com

pleted except the last four hundred miles. Grading

camps are already within two miles of Fort Fraser,

which is destined to be one of the largest cities in

this rich territory.

Everything points to an even greater development

here than in Calgary, which, a few years ago, was

opened up by the Canadian Pacific Railway and now

has 40,000 people—and original $100 to $500 lots are

now worth from $1,500 to $30,000.

Fort Fraser gives every indication of starting out

to make a new record in the rise of land values. Its

splendid location gives it every natural advantage

necessary to quick growth.

But so fast do things move that few people yet

realize what tremendous opportunities confront them

in this future great city. Lots there can be bought

now from $150 to $200 and up on easy terms of 10

per cent down and 5 per cent a month, with the

splendid chance that they will double or triple in

value before the last payment is due. No interest

is charged, or taxes, until lots are fully paid for.

The British Columbia Government guarantees the

titles.

When the railroad comes—as it must in 1913 and

probably will much sooner—values will go sky-high,

and if you own one of these lots it should make you

a tidy fortune.

Write quickly to Spence, Jordan & Co., Dept. G,

312 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, the official representa

tives of the townsite in Chicago, and ask for free

map, etc., of Fort Fraser. It will surprise you what

a small investment will do if put in the right place.

ºease mentºlen THL PUBL-10 when veu wrºte tº Aºvertisesa.
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To the Secretaries of Clubs and Societies:

If your meetings are of the kind that would

appeal to the readers of The Public in your city

or state, our Advertisement Department will

give your notices special attention. Write me

if you are interested.

STANLEY BOWMAR

Advertising Dept. Ellsworth Bldg.

The Public Chicago

PAUL M. CLEMENS

Architect Winnipeg, Man.

One of The Public’s Friends

Who has been confined to her bed for

nineteen years, offers to make a silk quilt

to be sold for the benefit of Mr. Kiefer's

Public Sustention Fund, provided other

friends will send her suitable pieces of silk,

already pressed, for its manufacture.

Address mail parcels to

Mrs. Caroline Huber, Oak Forest Infirmary

Tinley Park Station, Illinois

Express parcels to Oak Forest, Ill.

JNetw. Lotw-7°riced Edition of

SOCIAL SERVICE

º by Louis F. Toſt

The first edition of this series of conversa.

tions on the business aspects of the

Singletax, appeared in 1910, bound in

blue cloth. These books sold for a

dollar. We now offer them at 75

cents, postage prepaid.

Further: We have just purchased the

balance of the sheets of the second edi.

tion, and have had them bound in

handsome stiff blue paper covers,

We sell these copies at 40 cents,

postage prepaid.

Blue cloth - - 75 cents, postpaid

Blue stiff paper - 40 cents, postpaid

THE PUBLIC, Book Dept,

Ellsworth Building,

Chicago

THE METAMORPHOSE

BEGINS TO MANIFEST

A RADICAL change in the method of distributing surplus

value or credit is needed. It is desirable AND IT IS

AS INEVITABLE AS IT IS ESSENTIAL TO PEACE

ON EARTH. A house divided against itself cannot stand.

The people are divided. “The Investing Public" and the

interest payers (the consumers) are APPARENTLY in

irreconcilable antagonism. But the antagonism is NOT

hopeless or without remedy. The house must cease to be

divided. A plan to harmonize the apparently irreconcilable

conflicting personal and selfish interests of the oppressed and

the oppressors may be inaugurated without organization or

expense; without political agitation or an Act of Congress.

It will benefit the individual, rich and poor alike, imme

diately. It will tend ultimately to abolish vice, crime and

poverty. It will usher in an era of universal happiness and

prosperity, such as never experienced in the history of the

world, or in several millenniums at least. This plan may be

adopted without prejudice to any man's “vested rights”;

without violating existing statutes or causing any living

being to suffer injustice. It will bring order out of chaos

without disturbing the public peace or interfering with the

established order of things until all the people are more than

willing to abolish barbaric customs and heartily welcome

twentieth century civilization. The undersigned is prepared

to discuss the subject before organizations of business men or

any intelligent audience or company of private individuals.

A brief essay preliminary to further elucidation of the sub

ject will be mailed on receipt of price—ten cents.

Levi Stevens Lewis, - Zion City, IIIinois
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OUR BOOK LIST

PROGRESS AND POVERTY.

By Henry George.

Anniversary Edition. Dark blue cloth, $1.10, post

paid. Paper, 30c, postpaid.

OUR LAND AND LAND POLICY.

By Henry George.

This volume includes some of Mr. George's contri

butions to periodicals and addresses, as:

“Thou Shalt Not Steal” and “Thy Kingdom

Come.” Dark green cloth, $2.50, postpaid.

THE LAND QUESTION.

By Henry George.

This volume includes “Property in Land: A Pas

sage at Arms between the Duke of Argyll and

Henry George,” and “The Condition of Labor:

An Open Letter to Pope Leo XIII.” Light

green cloth, $1.00, postpaid. Paper, 30c,

postpaid.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS.

By Henry George.

Light green cloth, $1.10, postpaid. Paper, 30c,

postpaid,

PROTECTION OR FREE TRADE.

By Henry George.

Blue cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

A PERPLEXED PHILOSOPHER.

By Henry George.

Light green cloth, $1.00, postpaid. Paper, 30c,

postpaid.

THE SCIENCE OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

By Henry George.

Dark green cloth, $2.50, postpaid.

THE LIFE OF HENRY GEORGE.

By Henry George, Jr.

In two Volumes. With fourteen illustrations. Dark

blue cloth, the set, $2.00, postpaid.

ADDRESSES AT THE FUNERAL OF HENRY

GEORGE.

Compiled by Edmund Yardley.

Dark blue cloth, 40c, postpaid.

NATURAL TAXATION.

By Thomas G. Shearman.

Paper 30c, postpaid.

Light green cloth, $1.00, postpaid. Paper, 50c,

postpaid.

BISOCIALISM : THE REIGN OF THE MAN AT

THE MARGIN.

By Oliver R. Trowbridge.

Dark blue cloth, 60c, postpaid.

LABOR AND NEIGHBOR. *.

By Ernest Crosby.

Stiff drab paper cover, 25c, postpaid.

GARRISON, THE NON-RESISTANT.

By Ernest Crosby.

With portrait of Garrison. Blue cloth, 50c, post

paid. In stiff drab paper cover, without por

trait, 25c, postpaid.

THE THEORY OF HUMAN PROGRESSION. ..

By Patrick Edward Dove. Abridged by Julia

A. Kellogg.

Dark red cloth, $1.00, postpaid. Paper, 30c, post

paid.

ETHICS OF DEMOCRACY.

By Louis F. Post.

With portrait of author.

paid.

ETHICAL PRINCIPLES OF MARRIAGE AND

DIVORCE.

By Louis F. Post.

Blue cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

SOCIAL SERVICE.

By Louis F. Post.

Blue cloth, 75c, postpaid.

40c, postpaid.

THE CONFESSIONS OF A MONOPOLIST.

By Frederic C. Howe.

Green cloth, 65c, postpaid.

COMMON HONESTY.

By O. M. Donaldson.

Buff cloth, 60c, postpaid.

LAND, LABOR, WEALTH: THE COMING CIV

ILIZATION.

By Lee Francis Lybarger.

With portrait of author.

HARD TIMES: THE CAUSE AND THE CURE.

By James Pollock Kohler.

Paper, 15c, postpaid.

SHORTEST ROAD TO THE SINGLE TAX.

Containing “The Condition of Labor,” etc. Paper,

10c, postpaid.

THE HUNGRY FORTIES: LIFE UNDER THE

BREAD TAX.

Descriptive Letters and Other Testimonies from

&ºniº, Witnesses. Orange paper

cover, 20c, postpaid.

LIVE QUESTIONS.

By John P. Altgeld.

Cloth (1,000 pages, with portrait) $2.50; by mail,

$2.80.

Blue cloth, $1.25, post

Stiff blue paper cover,

Paper, 25c, postpaid.

FELLOWSHIP SONGS.

Compiled by Ralph Albertson.

With music. Stiff cover with cloth back, 25c,

postpaid.
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AreYou Looking for

Investments? New York City

We have been selling securities for the last

fifteen years. No bond issue placed by us | A X | IENS
has ever defaulted an interest payment or

failed to pay principal at maturity.

Maybe we can help you. Our financial

weekly paper will be sent gratis on request. An eight per cent investment

A. J. OREM & CO.

Devel opers of Natural Resources Better than the best mortgage

BOSTON, MASS.

Boston Office Western Office

79 Milk Street Salt Lake City, Utah Interest payable March

A Book on CAPITAL ANP LABOR, written by W.S. Smith, C.E., first and September first
treating of the Scientific, Economic and Social Conditions that

exist in the United States at the present time.

Price, postage prepaid, 50 Cents.

Address W. S. SMITH, 824 Sandusky St., North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa. *ya

When You Select a Shorthand Schoc1

be sure that it tea. hes THE TAX LIEN COMPANY

BENN PITMAN PHONOGRAPHY. OF NEW YORK

The Standard Shorthand of America. Written by more than half the

Government employees. Taught in the best schools. Brierest, most -

legible, most easily mastered. cst, inos 68Włſſiam Street,NewYork City,N.Y.

Published by the Phonographic Institute Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio

BENN PITMAN, Founder. JERoxie B. IIoward, President.

File The Public

If you value The Public, you want a Filing Binder.

You would find it one of your handiest and most useful

possessions.

If you start the year with one, during 1912 you will

always know where to find your Public, and everyone else

will. It won't get “snowed under,” back issues won't get

lost. They'll be there—everyone of them—ready for

reference.

Our Filing Binder is made especially for The Public,

cloth sides and back, name stamped in gold. The pricº

is 75c, postpaid. If you don't like the binder when you

receive it, we'll cheerfully refund your money.

-

. Send your order today and start your file with the first

issue in January.

THE PUBLIC, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

_-T
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EDITORIAL

Tclitics in Playacting.

As for playacting in politics, anyone who likes

it can thoroughly enjoy himself by keeping his ear

to the wire that runs to Oyster Bay; but politics

in playacting, which is quite another matter,

reaches a high level in “The Woman.” A new

political play true to the life. “The Woman”

comes from the pen of Wm. C. de Mille. It has

the advantage of staging by David Belasco. High

ly successful in New York, this play gives prom

ise of similar success in Chicago. As it is pre

sented at the Chicago “Olympic,” the characters

are portrayed with such perfection of art as to be

readily recognizable, not as individuals but as

types. The corporation lawyer who “manages”

his clients’ affairs, and his coadjutor who tries

their law cases, two distinct species of the New

York lawyer, are marvelously true to type; so are

the timid Kansas Congressman who fears his

“butting-in” constituency, the cynical Pennsyl

vania ('ongressman who expects his to “know its

place,” and the Illinois Congressman who typifies

“your Uncle Joe” variety. Back of them is “the

woman,” between whom and the schemes of the

others is a veritable telephone girl who uses her

mind, the interests of all being linked together

by the leading “insurgent” Congressman, who is

unexpectedly encouraged by the “standpat” hope

ful, a young “insurgent” in the making. Every

part is true in action as well as in thought and
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speech—a faithful study and convincing picture

of American politics. What has “the woman” to

do with it? No one who sees the performance

will need to have that explained. Politics is the

theme, the whole theme of the play; but politics

serves, as the background for a unique domestic

plot which catches and satisfies the interest of the

audience. One of the many artistic touches is the

incidental reduction to absurdity, a pathetic ab

surdity in this case, of the vain masculine notion

that politics involves complications which “a

woman can’t understand.” Great power, great

greed, great graft, a great game with no toleration

of “pikers” or “mollycoddles,” a great catastrophe,

great humiliations, great loyalty to purpose (bad

purpose and good), are skilfully worked out in

this play and acted out in its performance. An

intensely interesting story impressively told, it has

a political moral, a complexity of political morals,

to which no one points on the stage but which the

audience feels. Nor will intelligent auditors from

the “average” class of citizenship fail to see their

own not altogether flattering image as faithfully

reflected as are the images of powerful politi

cians and highly trained lawyers.

+ +

Is Murder Murder?

From Associated Press reports of the 23rd from

Donaldsville, Ga., it appears that—

Town Marshal C. A. Roberts was shot and killed .

this afternoon by John Warren, a Negro, who was

captured shortly and lynched by a mob that had

followed the officer who went to arrest Warren.

The killing of the town marshal may or may not

have been murder, but what about the killing of

the Negro: Are there any circumstances in

which a murder is not a murder if it is a lynching?

+ *

“Grapenuts.”

What are “Grapenuts”? Apparently they are

as food what “Murine” is as eye lotion—a simple

and innocuous product which anybody can make

at trifling expense but which big advertisers alone

can sell for prodigious prices. A distinguished

medical professor describes the first as a solution

of borax and water sold at a profit of nearly 300

thousand per cent, and an admirer of Charles W.

Post (the Labor baiter) boasts of the other as a

pennyworth of brown-bread crumbs transformed

by a “business genius” into many a pennyworth of

miraculously nutritious food. We are informed

that one of the joys of domesticity is the produc

tion of “grapenuts” at home. Why any one

should bother about it as long as there are livelier

household games we are sure we don’t know, but

it is said to be simple and as a curious experiment

it may be worth while. To wit: Buy one loaf of

Boston brown-bread; cut it into thin slices; put

the slices into a warm oven to dry and harden;

crush to crumbs with a common kitchen roller;

serve to suit—being careful, however, not to call

the dish “grapenuts,” which seems to constitute

the miraculous quality of the product as you buy

it at the store ready-crumbed and boxed. There

is said to be a prize in waiting for anyone who

can tell the difference between the store crumbs

and the home crumbs without the aid of the name.

+ +

Bad Theater Business.

Theater managers complain of bad business and

wonder why it is bad. There are several reasons,

any one of which is so near at hand that it would

bite these managers if it were a snake. First,

foremost and all-enveloping is the fact that busi

ness generally is bad. We are in the midst of a

period of hard times, which began in 1907* and will

continue until a general smash knocks the bottom

out of speculative investments. Everybody really

knows this. Each one realizes that the times are

hard for himself; but the “boosters” make him be

lieve that he is unlucky alone. Under these circum

stances theater business would be poor in spite of

everything the managers could do. But theater

business is worse than it need be for reasons for

which the managers themselves are responsible.

Theater prices are too high for the general public.

Only a small class can afford the luxury, and these

are caught only by special plays or famous actors.

Add to all those considerations the fact, that in

consequence of collusion between managers and

ticket brokers many folks find the prices for good

seats higher than they are advertised, and the fur

ther fact that the fraud upon theater patrons in

volved in this arrangement is resented, and you

have a sufficient explanation of bad business for

theaters. No doubt the invasion of moving pic

ture shows plays a part, but not much of a one.

While they serve as a sort of substitute for thea

ters, they can hardly be prejudicial to theaters,

but rather the reverse, except in so far as high

prices at theaters may make picture shows tol

erable by contrast.

+ + k,

JUST TAXATION.

Like the poor—who are always with us–so is

the question of taxation; and in the minds of

many the injustice of the latter is in a great meas:

ure responsible for the condition of the former.

•see The Public for January 11, 1908, page 963.
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That the burden invariably falls on those least

able to bear it, is evidenced by the fact that nearly

all our present methods of taxation are so ad

justed as to make it possible for the first payer

to shift the ultimate payment to some less fortu

nate individual, or evade it altogether.

The tariff tax is doubly iniquitous in that it

enables domestic manufacturers to mulet the

American people on all their output in an amount

equal to the tax on imported articles, without any

return to the government; while the American

importers add the tax to the cost of their goods

and charge it up to the wholesaler, who, in turn

shifts it to the retailer with a percentage of profit

on the amount of the tax as well as on the original

price of the goods, the retailer in his turn dupli

cating this action of the wholesaler, so that the

ultimate consumer foots the total bill.

•F

There can be only two reasons for collecting

taxes: First, in order that governmental or so

cial services may be properly administered; and,

second, that proper protection may be afforded

to life and property through governmental or so

cial agencies. For these two purposes, the dis

ciples of Henry George contend that the social or

communal values created by society as a whole

would be ample, if they were converted to public

uses. Social services should be paid for—or in

other words, taxes should be raised—from socially

created wealth. In this way this wealth would be

returned to society. Taxes would thereby be put

where they belong.

It has been conservatively estimated that it

would not take 75 per cent of the socially created

increase in the value of land to pay the present

taxes of the country. The taking of these social

values for governmental purposes would relieve

industry from all the burdens from which it is

now suffering. It would also compel speculative

owners of vacant land to put it to its best use, and

thus throw open opportunities for employment—

self-employment, hired-man employment or co

operative employment, as they wished—to count

less thousands who are at present deprived of the

chance to earn an honest livelihood. A premium

would be placed upon industry instead of idle

ness, by making it more profitable to use the

earth than to speculate in it; and not a single in

dividual would be deprived of a dollar of his own

creation.

LOUIS NASH.

…” •r + +

Truth is as impossible to be soiled by any outward

touch as the sunbeam.—Milton.

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE

PUBLIC UTILITIES IN GLASGOW.

GLASGOW's POPULATION is SHRINKING.

An Article from the Denver Times, as reprinted in the

Morning Press of Santa Barbara, Cal., for May 18, 1911.

Glasgow is the largest city in Scotland and the second

largest city in Great Britain. Its activities in municipal

Ownership exceed those of even the cities of Australia and

New Zealand. It owns and operates the street car system.

It owns and operates the water system. It has more than

six thousand acres of public parks; a proportion three

times greater than that of New York. It has free hos

pitals; a free university; free public bath houses; free

laundries; municipal lodging houses and municipal gas

supply. For a time the city attempted to own and oper

ate its telephone system, but the loss on that experiment

was so great that it had to be abandoned. The city also

undertakes to raze unfit tenement houses and build in

their place new ones, which it rents direct. And, having

indulged itself in all these collective enterprises, Glasgow

is now confronted by the fact that alone of all the cities

of Great Britain its population is declining, and declining

at a momentously rapid rate. In the last decade the

shrinkage has been considerable; there seems to be evi

dence that the loss is continuing; and the conclusion is

being reached that the socialization of public utilities and

the intervention of the municipality in fields of work that

belong properly to private enterprise are responsible for

the condition.

+

An Answer from Glasgow.

Glasgow.

Glasgow citizens are accustomed to receive from

abroad wondrous tales of the result of their activi

ties in municipal development. A year or two ago

We were told by some admirers in the United States

that the measure of success which had attended

our efforts to secure for the municipality itself the

right to conduct public services of a monopolistic

character was attested by the fact that the resulting

“profits” admitted of all taxation in Glasgow being

abolished. The “fact” was not a fact, and in reality

the statement failed to appreciate the governing

principle of the municipal public services of Glas

gow.

Each money - earning department—water, gas,

tramway, electric supply, etc.—is called upon to fur

nish the best and most efficient service of which it

is capable at the lowest possible charge to the citi

zens. If the annual budget shows that a substantial

balance of revenue is likely to remain after all

proper provisions are made, assuming that the

charges for services of the previous year are con

tinued, the practice uniformly followed has been to

make a reduction in the charge. In this respect the

Corporation* of Glasgow have not followed the

practice of some English corporations who utilize

these surplus revenues (sometimes erroneously de

scribed as “profits”—a word incorrectly applied to

*Wherever the word “corporation” appears in this let

ter, it means municipality. In Great Britain the word

“company” is used to express what is usually meant in

the United States by the word “corporation.”—Editors of

The Public.
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the balance of revenue of municipal services) to

reduce the rates” which would otherwise require to

be levied for the requirements of spending depart

ments—police, public health, statute-labor, roads,

sewage, libraries, parks, etc. The Glasgow argu

ment is that the greatest efficiency and economy of

administration are to be obtained by each commer

cial department doing its utmost to produce the

best and cheapest possible service, and by each

spending department being called upon to charge

and justify the full bill for the public duties which

it performs.

A recent attempt to depart from this principle of

administration by appropriating the surpius reve

nue of the Tramway Department to reduce the rate

levied for the upkeep of public parks has been con

demned by the majority of the Town Council and

the proposal is not likely to be repeated.

+

The news now conveyed to us from our friends in

the United States is on altogether different lines.

We are told that the population of our city is de

creasing and that responsibility for this sad condi

tion of things lies at the door of the Corporation

in respect of their having been so ill-advised as to

undertake work which they ought to have left to

private enterprise. The precise words of the in

dictment are:

“In the last decade the shrinkage has been considerable:

there seeins to be evidence that the loss is continuing:

and the conclusion is being reached that the socialization

of public utilities and the intervention of the municipality

in fields of work that belong properly to private enterprise

are responsible for the condition.’’;

The “conclusion” of this indictment collapses be

cause its foundation is rotten. Let it be said in

the first place that there is no division of opinion

at all among the citizens of Glasgow in respect of

the maintenance by the Corporation of the public

services which they at present undertake. Contro

versy on that point is altogether at rest and no

responsible citizen would venture to suggest re

version to private control of any of these services.

But the critic has evidently been ill-informed on

the question of the Glasgow population, and his

criticism is best answered by a statement of the

facts drawn from official records.

The municipal city of Glasgow as it exists to-day

is within boundaries which were fixed nearly 20

years ago. Just about that period the municipality

took over the working of the tramway system,

which it had previously owned, but which had been

worked under lease by a private company. The

system has been greatly developed, and in all di

rections the lines of the Corporation service have

been extended far beyond the municipal bounda

ries. The population has been carried outside the

municipal area with the result that the Glasgow

Corporation is now preparing a bill asking Parlia

ment to reconsider the boundaries of the city and

*** I rates’’ is the

States we would

nicipal purposes.

*The quotation is from the item reproduced at the be

-:inning of this article as appearing in the Santa Barbara

tº 'alifornia, Morning I’vess of May 18, 1911, and credited

there to the I enver Times.—Editors of The Puł lic.

British term for what in the United

call local taxation or taxes for hill

to include the surrounding populous districts identi

fied with it and practically depending upon it for

all communal wants.

This simple statement provides the explanation

of the comparatively small increase in population

within the municipal area during the last decen

nial period, but the true position is ascertained if

comparison be made of the population of the

parishes constituting the area of greater Glasgow.

Both sets of figures are given hereunder. The

parishes embraced in the table of greater Glasgow

nearly cover, but do not entirely cover the area

served by the Glasgow corporation tramway Sys

tem. Glasgow water and gas supply also run

throughout.

Census, Census,

19t) 1. 1911.

!'opulation within municipal area.. 761,709 784,453

I'opulation of greater Glasgow–

City Parish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571,615 º,7x,47x

Govan Parish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341,450 362.724

Cathcart Parish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,358 46,688

Eastwood Parish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,900 24, 15

IRutherglen Parish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.011 28.343

981,334 1,040,748

It is to be observed that the City Parish, which

may roughly be regarded as representative of the

more central part of the municipal area, shows a

trifling increase within the decennial period. The

strong movement has been to the suburbs and is

indicated by the largely increased populations of

Govan, Cathchart, Eastwood and Rutherglen par

ishes, and in some measure also by other parishes

still farther out and of which no account is here

taken. If these were included the increase of the

population of the area served by Glasgow's public

utilities would be found to be still greater than in

dicated by the table.

•r

The only public utility which Glasgow has under

taken and which it does not now control is the

telephone service of the city, but the Corporation

has no reason to regret its action in that depart

ment of public work.

The municipal service was established because

of the dear and ineffective provision made by the

National Telephone Co. The moderate charge for

the municipal service forced the National Tele

phone Co. to improve their service and to offer

within the Glasgow area much more favorable rates

than they charged in other districts. With the de

liberate intention indeed of stopping the develop

ment of the municipal service they established an

extremely cheap service without regard to its being

remunerative.

The further development of this cheap service

was terminated when the municipal service ceased

The Corporation were not only subject to this

exceptional competition, but they were unable to

make proper arrangements for the future develop

ment of the service because of the refusal of the

Government to give them assurance of control be:

yond the end of the year 1911, at which period the

general license of the National Telephone Co. would

cease and the Government contemplated undertak

ing the whole national service. Under these cir

cumstances the municipal service of Glasgow was
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transferred a

has been corn ducted since by

ment.

The telephone accounts of the Corporation ulti

mately showed a deficit of about $70,000, but that

amount has been covered many times over by the

comparatively cheap and efficient service which the

intervention of the Corporation has provided in the

city of Glasg: O vºy.

few years ago to the Government and

the Postal Depart

+

It may be C. f interest to add a few statistics bear

ing on the IP u to lic services of the Glasgow Corpora

tion, and f C 1- the convenience of readers in the

United States the equivalent figures are stated in

U. S. currenc S. -

Tramway Service:

Double track ºri i leage of whole system. . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 miles

Last year's re-º-nue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,675,000

[The greate-st part of the revenue is derived from the

Pºssenger pay i r a sº. 2 cents, who is entitled to travel 2 miles,

For 1 cent tha - traveler is at present conveyed about 12

mile, but this distance is likely to be extended at an

early date to T rrnile. }

Water Depar-tra ent: -

Last year's re-> <-nue... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.310,000

[The charg- e. for domestic purposes is 1.66 cents per

"ºr of rent == i : ror public works the charge is by meter.

**, 38 per 1 - O - ooo gallons.]

Gas Depart r-e- ent:

Lºs *** * *** * * > . , ue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,200,000

[The highest charge is 50 cents per 1,000 cubic feet,

modified to a 1. ** > t t t 44 cents in the case of the largest cus

tomers. 1

Parks Depart nº ent:

º * > f the parks is 1,257 acres, and the up-keep

* . ** ** sessment of 1.45 cents per dollar of rental.]

º: ºntº- and Washhouses:

sº:::: free. The charges are:

Private hot º * is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 to 4 cents each person

Washhouses *****s. . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 8 and 12 cents each person

facilities Y^ it h boiling, drying and wringing

- - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 cents per hour

..","." added that the public hospital system

Councils, w ł 1 S under diverse control. The Parish

DOSSessº a l'e administrators of the Poor Law,

the poor pe -s in pported hospitals for the needs of

fectious "...”. who come under their charge. In

pitals uniº raises are treated lil rate supported hos.

Public infirr, the administration of the Corporation.

by annual {ºtes maintained by endowments and
requiring sº untary contributions receive patients

The publi lous surgical or medical aid.

poration an ... - libraries are maintained by the Cor

cent per doll 1 Involve an annual assessment of 2-10

district lº. Of rental. The cost of erecting the

vided by At t “... has for the most part been pro

! l r -> - - negle.

isº. ... "Yºy is not a local institution. It
all offer sin, ; national universities of Scotland and

from many ºr facilities to Students. Bursaries

benefactionº are available, and through the

it necessary t MI r. Carnegie the students who find

ance of the ". make application receive the assist

ment of their .*.*. Trust to the extent of pay

st SS fees.

... ( ) Hi N (; , ) ſº I ( ) N.

+ + +

Trust Magn
“Yes, this certainly is glorious

do say it myself.”—Life.

site :

weather, eve 11 -

if I

INCIDENTAL SUGGESTIONS

oN “THE SAVING of Money.”

Washington, D. C., Dec. 10.

The statement is made on page 1237 of The Public

for December 8 that “it is impossible for us all to

save”: that “the abstention of any one person from

consuming all of what that person produces means

simply that some one else must have the opportunity

of enjoying less."* This view is not unusual. But

what is meant by saving? Is there any way of Sav

ing part of what one produces except by the con

sumption of what the saver or some one else has

produced 2 None occurs to the writer.

Let the man earning $1,000 a year save $200, and

what becomes of it? Let him keep it in money, and

that is so much gold consumed. But if he is wise, he

won't keep it in money. Let him pay dues in a build

ing and loan association, and the $200 is used in the

purchase of materials for building a house. Let him

deposit the $200 in a bank, and the money is loaned

to a merchant to buy stock in trade. The money

saved may pass through several hands before it is

used to purchase commodities. Part of the money

loaned by the building and loan association will be

paid in wages to the carpenters and others em

ployed in building the house, and it will be they who

use it to buy commodities. Let the man with the

$200 buy shares in a corporation. That will release

$200 to the former holder, who may wish to use it

toward the purchase of an automobile, or who, in

turn, thinks he sees another investment in which the

$200 may be more profitably employed. In the end,

the $200 saved will reach somebody who will wish to

use it for buying things for his personal use or en

joyment, or else it will go into the purchase of ma

terials to be used in industry; perhaps to a man

who, with others, wishes to buy machinery to de

velop a new mine.

And there need be no fear that too much will be

saved or that too many will save. There is unlimit

ed use for money saved. Every dollar saved tends to

reduce the rate of return on every other dollar saved.

When money demanding 5 per cent interest meets

all demands for money at that rate, an immense de

mand for money which asks only 4 per cent interest

awaits every dollar saved. Railways which cannot

be expected to pay more than 4 per cent on the in

vestment will be built if the man with money to

invest will invest at 4 per cent. So long as a new

canal remains to be built which would earn in tolls

more than the cost of maintenance, interest will be

paid for money which can be used in its construc

tion. It remains unbuilt today because capital can

find more profitable employment elsewhere.

Let every worker save 20 per cent of his income,

• In the article by E. J. Shriver on “Old Age Pensions”

in The Public of Dec. 8, 1911, pages 1236 to 1238. This

is one among several criticisms of Mr. Shriver's paradox

on saving, all of which have wrested a sentence or two

from the context and based upon these a criticism for

which there would have been no basis at all if they had

considered the context. Mr. Shriver's point was that

what is called “saving” is in truth acquiring obligations

to be repaid from the production of the future.— Editors of

The Public,
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and the money saved will be used in the purchase

of commodities; part of it directly, by the next man

to whom its use is intrusted; that part of it which is

paid out in wages, by the next man. None of the

money saved remains idle many days before it is on

its way toward the purchase of commodities.

R. S. ALBEE.

NEWS NARRATIVE

The figures in brackets at the ends of paragraphs

refer to volumes and pages of The Public for earlier

information on the same subject.

Week ending Tuesday, December 26, 1911.

Presidential Messages.

Prior to the Congressional recess taken on the

21st until January 3, 1912, President Taft sub

mitted two special messages in addition to those

already reported. [See current volume, pp. 1242,

1266.

+

In one of those messages, submitted on the 20th,

the President recommends a revision, “immediate”

and “scientific,” of the wool tariff, in conform

ity to the principle of enough protection and not

more than enough to “equalize the difference in

cost of production at home and abroad. He bases

his recommendation upon a report of the tariff

board, which he transmits, and which finds that—

it costs more to grow wool in the United States than

in any other country, the average charge against

the domestic wool clip being about 9% cents a

pound, whereas the average charge in South Amer

ica is between 4 and 5 cents, and in Australia “a

very few cents” a pound.

The duty of 33 cents a pound upon scoured Wool

is prohibitory and operates to exclude the importa

tion of clean, low priced wools of inferior grades.

It is possible for only the following articles to enter

the country in consequence of the high duties of the

Aldrich law: Raw wool, men's wearing apparel of

very fine quality, lightweight dress goods for women,

and oriental rugs.

Compensatory duty for numerous classes of

goods is much in excess of the amount needed for

strict compensation.

The cost of manufacturing woolen and worsted

yarns and cloth in the United States is much higher

than in Europe, the domestic manufacturer having

no advantage in the way of special machinery or

more efficient labor to offset higher wages.

The cost of turning wool into yarn in the United

States is about double that in England.

The cost of turning yarn into cloth in the United

States is more than double what it is in England.

The tariff does not enter as largely as is popularly

supposed into the high prices of woolen manufac

tures. While American manufacturers enjoy an

average duty of 183 per cent, competition has re

duced the actual rate to 67 per cent. -

|See current volume, page 874.]

In his other special message, submitted on the

21st, President Taft discusses naval problems,

postal administration, Federal courts, the Pan

ama Canal, the Lakes-to-Gulf waterway, Philip

pine government, civil service and monetary re

form, laying special stress upon the last, in cºn

nection with which he recommends legislation

along the lines proposed by the Aldrich “central

reserve association” plan. [See current volume,

pages 1162, 1169.]

+ +

Roosevelt and the Corrupt Election of 1904.

Further explanations of the Harriman corrup

tion fund raised for the election of 1904 were pub

lished on the 22nd. The publication was in the

form of a letter to Mr. Roosevelt, from George R.

Sheldon, dated the 15th, and Mr. Roosevelt's reply

dated the 19th. Mr. Sheldon is treasurer of the

Republican National Committee. In his letter he

thus explains his object in writing it:

Ever since the election of 1904 the story has been

continuously published and never denied, except

by you, that you asked E. H. Harriman to contribute

money to aid in your election, and that he thereupon

raised or contributed $250,000 to the national com:

mittee fund. Knowing this to be untrue, I several

times suggested to my superior officer, C. N. Bliss,

then treasurer of the national committee, that the

facts in the case be plainly stated. Mr. Bliss always

believed the books and accounts of the national com

mittee were private, and, although always carried

on by him with the highest sense of integrity and

honor, he never, like all of his contemporaries, would

consent to any publicity. This feeling has been

changed in the last few years by the laws requiring

full publicity in elections. It seems, therefore, to

me that now, in justice to you, the facts in the case

ought to be known.

Following this preliminary explanation Mr. She

don says:

Every one knew and conceded that in the election

of 1904 you would carry the State of New York

by a large plurality, but it was generally believed

that Mr. Higgins would be defeated. The Demo

crats centered their efforts on the election of their

candidate for Governor. About a week before the

election Mr. Odell, then chairman of the New York

State committee, came to Mr. Bliss and told him that

unless he had $250,000 from the national committee.

the State ticket would be defeated. Mr. Bliss told

Chairman Odell that he had no money to give, but

would see what could be done. He visited E. H.

Harriman at his office and explained to him the

urgency of the situation as told by Mr. Odell. Mr.

Harriman thereupon called up several of his friends

on the telephone and next day handed Mr. Bliss

$160,000. Mr. Bliss himself raised $80,000. This

sum of $240,000 was handed directly to Chairman

Odell and never in any way went into the treasury

of the national committee, which had charge of the

Presidential election. I have personal knowłºds"

of all the within mentioned facts,
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Mr. Roosevelt’s acknowledgment of Mr. Sheldon's

letter thanks him for it and adds:

I never directly or indirectly, in any shape, way,

or form, asked Mr. Harriman or anybody else to con

tribute a dollar to aid in my election. Moreover, on

the only occasion on which Mr. Harriman ever spoke

to me on the subject at all he did so of his own ini

tiative, and so far from there being any request from

me to him, he made to me the request that I would

aid him in getting the national committee to con

tribute some of its funds for the campaign expenses

of Mr. Higgins. He at the time stated to me that

my own election was assured, that the election of

Mr. Higgins, in which he was especially interested,

was doubtful, and that he earnestly hoped that

the national committee would divert some of its

funds from the national to the State campaign, where

the need was great, and where he believed the elec

tion of Mr. Higgins to be in jeopardy. As shown in

your letter, this was precisely what the national

committee did.

This version of the matter is in conflict with the

version of the late Mr. Harriman in a letter to

Sidney Webster, revealed in 1908. Mr. Sheldon's

explanation of the circumstances leading to his

writing the letter are as follows, as published in

the Chicago Tribune of the 23rd:

Col. Roosevelt and I were aboard a train together

some ten days ago and this matter came up in

conversation from something in the news. I said:

“Why was the truth never told about this whole

business, so that it could be shut up 2'' Col. Roose

velt said: “Why can't you tell it now?" That is all

there is to it.

+ +

Roosevelt's Presidential Candidacy.

A primary petition duly signed under the

Nebraska law was filed on the 21st with the Sec

retary of State of Nebraska, by John O. Yeiser,

making Theodore Roosevelt a primary-election

candidate in Nebraska for the Republican nomi

nation for President of the United States. The

petition was accompanied with notice of intention

to file a supplementary petition naming sixteen

Republicans as Roosevelt delegates from Nebraska

to the national Republican convention, these names

to be placed upon the official ballot at the ap

proaching primary elections in Nebraska.

+ +

Trial of the Meat Trust.

In the Federal court at Chicago before Judge

Carpenter a jury was secured on the 20th in the

criminal proceedings against the packing com

panies and their alleged confederates, and on the

same day the trial began. District Attorney Wil

kerson made the opening address to the jury, de

scribing the nature of the alleged crime and the

circumstances which the prosecution expected to

prove. Upon the basis of his statement, one of the

lawyers for the accused, Levy Mayer, made cer

tain technical motions which the Court subse

w

quently overruled; but in making them Mr. May

er explained that they were subsidiary to a con

trolling motion, to be made in behalf of the ac

cused at a later stage in the trial. “That mo

tion,” he said, “goes to the vitals of this case, and

will be that the Court instruct the jury to find

the defendants not guilty upon the ground that

the statement made by the District Attorney

makes no case under any of the five counts of

the indictment, or under the anti-trust statute as

it has been interpreted by the Supreme Court.

The meaning of this is that upon the obiter dicta

of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States, to the effect that the act of Con

gress in forbidding combinations of trade did not

mean to forbid such trade combinations as are

“reasonable,” this case cannot be prosecuted crim

inally. When Judge Carpenter had overruled the

technical motions, Geo. T. Buckingham explained

the defense to the jury. He began with admis

sions in detail of an attempt of the meat packers to

form a pool in 1902, under legal advice, and in

imitation of the Steel trust and the Harvester

trust. Pursuant to that attempt the Swift,

Armour and Morris corporations secretly bought

other concerns to merge in the pool. But

certain financiers who were their “co-adventur

ers” refused to provide the large sums they

had promised in order to perfect the pool, and

these secret purchasers were left with their

acquisitions on their hands and burdened with

debts for purchase. Therefore, and under legal

advice, they formed a new corporation, the Na

tional Packing Company, which was financed by

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., E. H. Harriman and others.

In 1905, having paid their borrowings, they di

vided the stock of that company in the agreed

proportions. Prior to 1902, therefore, Mr. Buck

ingham admitted, there had been pooling arrange

ments between different concerns, but he stated

that since then the business has been that of a

single corporation. This contention for the

accused implies that such acts as may be for

bidden by the law were done prior to 1902 and

are therefore protected by the statute of limita

tions. In support of their conduct since the stat

ute of limitations has ceased to protect them, the

accused contend that the mere size of a business

does not make it a criminal trust, that the pack

ers make only 10 per cent, that it is impossible in

the nature of the business for them to fix the

price of meats, that representatives of the three

great branches of the business (Swift, Armour

and Morris) meet only as directors of the National

Packing Company and to regulate its affairs, and

not as criminal confederates restraining trade, and

that the accused are open and active competitors

in every branch of their business. The taking of

evidence for the prosecution in the case began on

the 26th. [See current volume, pages 1268,

1294.]
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Singletax Progress in Canada.

Premier Sifton, leader of the Liberal party in

the Province of Alberta, Canada, and head of the

Provincial government, introduced a municipal

Singletax bill in the legislature on the 20th. It

is described by the Canadian dispatches as “one

of the most progressive pieces of legislation ever

brought forward by a Liberal government.” The

bill, which is intended as a complete municipal

charter, contains 377 sections. In its Singletax

sections it is reported to provide that the Single

tax principle shall be progressively adopted by all

existing municipalities so as to be in complete

operation within seven years, and that in munici

palities hereafter established it shall be in full

operation from the beginning. By “full opera

tion” is not meant that all land values shall be

appropriated to municipal use, but that all mu

nicipal revenues shall be derived from land val

ues. | See current volume, pages 876 and S92.

•F •l

Persia Forced by Russia.

In face of the entry of Russian troops into Per

sia, including the dreaded Cossacks, the gallant

little National Council (the Persian parliament)

refused to yield to the demands of Russia in the

matter of discharging the American, W. Morgan

Shuster, who has been Treasurer-General of Per

sia since last spring, and also in regard to

related matters, until, under a twenty-four hours'

ultimatum, with the last march of Russian troops

to Teheran immediately before them, the Cabinet

prevailed upon the National Council on the 21st

to appoint a commission with plenary powers to

handle the situation. Even then it was diſlit ult

to proceed, since the task of the commission was

so unpopular that no one wished to serve on it.

At last, however, the Council gave way, and on

the 22nd yielded to the ultimatum, but public an

nouncement of the fact was not made immedi

ately, so opprobrious to the populace was the

thought of surrender. Official notification of his

dismissal was given Mr. Shuster on the 25th.

A popular indignation meeting was held in the

streets when the fact became known, but the police

dispersed the crowds, opposition newspapers were

suppressed, and martial law proclaimed. In the

meantime little encounters between Russians and

Persians in the cities of Resht and Tabriz, and

elsewhere, in which each side accuses the other of

the first aggressive acts, are being followed by the

sternest reprisals by the Russians. The director

of the Persian section of the Russian foreign

office at St. Petersburg, said on the 2 th: “Russia

will take justice at Tabriz, Resht and Enzeli, into

its own hands, and will show no mercy :” and ſur

ther, “The lesson we intend to give will long be

remembered.” Official Persian telegrams received

in London on the 25th, state that in Resht on Sun

day 500 Persians were killed by the Russians,

many of then being women and children. “The

people of Persia,” says one dispatch, “are stupe

fied at the attitude of Russia, especially as these

outrages have followed inmediately on the ac

ceptance by Persia of the second Russian ulti

matum, and when Persia has shown every desire

and disposition to conciliate Russia and establish

friendly relations.” [See current volume, page

126;..]

+ +

China.

The peace conference at Shanghai is at a dead

lock. Wu Tingfang, representing the revolution

aries of the south, stands for a republican form of

government for the new China. Tang Shao Ya.

representing the Imperial Premier, Yuan Sh:

Kai, has agreed that the future looks republican:

but telegrams sent by him to the Premier bring

insistence upon the preservation of the mon

archical form of government, though in limite'

form. Great Britain and Japan are said to -ul

port the idea of a limited monarchy, and it is alsº

reported that the United States is being won over

to the same position. In the meantime the Re

publicans complain that the Imperial generals

are breaking the obligations of the peace armistice

by continuing to fight at convenient points. Dr.

Sun Yat Sen, upon whom all Republican groiſ

seem agreed for President in the event of the

establishment of a Republic, has arrived at

Shanghai. ||See current volume, page 12"3.

-- -

NEWS NOTES

—James Hamilton Lewis of Chicago announced his

candidacy on the 23rd as a Democrat for United

States Senator from Illinois.

—Oklahoma City has been chosen by the Socialist

party, by referendum vote, for the next national

convention, the time for which is set for May 12,

1912.

—In a decision made on the 21st the Supreme

Court of Illinois sustained the constitutionality of

the Illinois commission form of municipal govern

ment.

—The Fairhope Single Tax Corporation will cele

brate on New Year's day its seventeenth anniver

sary with a banquet at the Fairhope (Ala.) audiº

torium.

—The Paraguayan revolutionists are said to be

meeting with success. They have succeeded in in

vesting the capital city of Asuncion. [See current

volume, page 660.]

–President Emilio Estrada of the Republic of

Ecuador died suddenly at Guayaquill on the 22nd.

President Estrada was inaugurated September 1st.

[See current volume, page 957.1

—Three members of the Hunnewell. Kansas.

Council have resigned, Governor Stubbs having or

dered ouster proceedings against them. This leaves

the Mayor, Mrs. Ella Wilson, in control of the af.
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fairs of the little town.

1004.]

—Six hundred Moros, surrounded on the top of a

mountain in the island of Jolo, were forced to ca

pitulate through hunger to the American troops last

week. [See current volume, page 1004.]

–President Taft, on the 21st, signed the Lodge

resolution, adopted by the Senate on the 19th and

the House on the 20th, which approves his abroga

tion of the Russian treaty of 1832. [See current

volume, page 1290.]

—The California Senate passed on the 22d a Presi

dential preference primary bill, without a dissent

ing vote. It provides for the election of delegates to

national party conventions by a State-wide popular

vote, the entire group being pledged to a specified

Presidential candidate.

[See current volume, page

—Mrs. Elroy M. Avery, editor of the official organ

of the Daughters of the American Revolution, died

at Cleveland on the 22nd. She was the first woman

member of the Cleveland Hoard of Education, and

wife of Elroy M. Avery, author of Avery's American

History. [See current volume, page 497.|

—The destruction by fire of the Open Board of

Trade building in Chicago on the 19th ejected

twenty-one labor unions from their headquarters and

burned most of their records. Among them was the

Women's Trade Union League, which loses a fine

library of industrial and other publications, but is

protected with insurance on replaceable property.

—A memorial in honor of the late Catherine Helen

Spence of Australia has been established by some

of her Australian fellow citizens, with the co-opera

tion of the government of South Australia. The

memorial takes the form of associating her name

with a series of scholarships of the State University

and placing her portrait in the National Gallery at

A delaide. [See vol. xiii, p. 341.]

—The Chicago Single Tax club on the 22nd

elected the following officers for the ensuing year:

President, George W. Wells; 1st Vice President, Otto

Cullman; 2nd Vice President, A. A. Worsley ; 3rd

Vice President, E. Goedde; Treasurer, H. L. T. Tide

man; Secretary, James B. Ellery. The former Sec

retary, Mr. A. Wangemann, announced that he will

hereafter conduct the Henry George Press Bureau

of Chicago. [See current volume, page 1148.)

—San Francisco celebrated Christmas Eve, as

last year, with an open air choral program. In the

heart of the city, where Market, Kearney, Geary

and Third streets meet, a trained chorus and mem

bers of the French opera company were placed on

a low stand. The city's traffic was held in check.

Jan Kubelik played his violin to the vast audience

assembled to hear. David Hispham sang, and a

hundred thousand people joined with the chorus in

the “Adeste Fideles.”

—The efforts at revolt against the government of

President Madero have come to an end with the

capitulation of General Bernardo Reyes. General

Heyes had failed to obtain more than a handful of

followers. As he said himself of his efforts: “I

called upon the army, I called upon the people, and

no one responded.” Finally on the 25th he rode

alone into Linares and surrendered himself, and

telegraphed a formal capitulation to General Tre

vino, who had charge of suppressing the insurrec

tion. [See current volume, page 1220.]

—After spending a night in the State prison of

Tennessee to observe the condition of convicts be

sieging him for Christmas pardons, Governor Hooper

announced on the 21st that striped clothing should

come off all but the worst prisoners next Spring,

and that thereafter stripes would be used only as

a means of punishment. Schools are to be started

in the prison, and Governor Hooper indicates his in

tention of granting a number of conditional pardons.

He also wants a law giving convicts’ dependent rela

tives some benefits from work in prison.

*- -

PRESS OPINIONS

Roosevelt Redivivus.

Rockford (Ill.) Republic, Dec. 18.—It is probable

that Mr. Taft will have enough delegates to nomi

nate him on the first ballot. If he has not, then

look out for the stampede candidate, Col. Roosevelt.

The Colonel's right to “stampede” privileges in the

convention will be kept legal and regular by periodi

cal declarations of his non-candidacy. His last

positive refusal to become a candidate will natur

ally be made by some friend of his in the conven

tion just before the final stampede which forces the

nomination upon him.

+ +

The McNamara Case.

Seamen's Coast Journal (San Francisco), Dec. 13.

–As for lawless methods, does any fair-minded per

son deny that the unlawful acts claimed to have

been committed by or on behalf of organized labor

are but insignificant when compared with the long

list of "lawless deeds committed under the auspices

of that element known as Big Business? Whenever

shown to exist within the movement, organized

labor has promptly repudiated and condemned law

less methods and persons. Has Big Business done

likewise?

+ +

Competition Versus Monopoly.

Orem's (Boston and Salt Lake City) Weekly Bul

letin (mining and finance), Oct. 21.-The next great

world-wide struggle, which is showing itself at pres

ent in political unrest everywhere, will be between

Competition and Monopoly; between those who want

a free field and no favor in the production and the

distribution of goods, and those who believe in re

striction, monopoly and privilege. As between Com

petition and Socialism we are for Competition, but

we want it free and unrestricted—not jug-handled,

the kind we are getting no W.

+ +

The Political Forgettery.

The (Omaha) Chancellor, November.—How amus

ing to the onlooker is much of this “spiel” among

certain elements in the Democratic party about

“forgetting the past and allowing bygones to be

bygones”! There is even an element of tragedy in
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it which the casual observer does not see. . . . I

wish never to be resentful nor unkind, nor even

disposed to keep things in the path of the storm,

and yet I am certain that were Bryan again to be

called to lead the Democratic party in a national

campaign, many of these elements that now are

crying for “forgetfulness” would rear to their hind

legs, snort like wild steers and produce a stampede

in the other direction. While no one could wish

for peace more than I do, still I would rather have

war, and to the finish, than ever to surrender to

the Interests that have polluted government, that so

long have controlled the political parties of this

country, and now, as they behold an outraged people

rising against their infamies, cry peace. They cry

peace because they are trying to substitute a tract

able watchman in place of the intractable one—

Bryan. I regret to say that most of their pleas for

peace are too near akin to the “hush” of the night

raider and assassin.

related things
CONTRIBUTIONS AND REPRINT
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THE HAPPIEST MAN ON EARTH.

For The Public.

Away with parasites and thrones,

For Tyranny is dead!

He is a king among the drones

Who earns by toil his bread.

Life is a fight—what is it worth

If you your duty shirk?

Ah, the happiest man on earth

Is he who loves his work!

HENRY COYLE.

+ + +

THE UNITED STATES OF CHINA.

Cleveland Plain of No

vember 21.

For a clear understanding of conditions in

China it must first of all be recognized that the

“Middle Kingdom” is a federation of states or

provinces. The provinces accept the authority of

governors appointed from Peking, but they

nevertheless maintain great independence in local

affairs. The present revolution, in fact, was pre

cipitated because of the interference of the

Peking government in matters that the people of

Sze-Chuen province believed to appertain wholly

to themselves. Instead of allowing Sze-Chuen to

build its own railways, the Peking government

undertook to assume the responsibility. That the

great upheaval should have originated from so in

Editorial in Dealer

significant a cause is a good indication of the basic

democracy of Chinese society.

The provincials throughout China, who do not

even understand the language of Peking, have

borne with the Manchu rule because of the large

degree of freedom granted by the central govern

ment. Chinese, not Manchus, have been sent as

governors. The most absolute monarchy of the

world has actually stood upon a foundation of

democracy.

Yet, with all these concessions, there has always

been smoldering discontent against the Manchu

rule. The dishonesty of the governing classes.

Chinese proteges of the Manchus, as well as the

Manchus themselves, has year after year become

more unbearable. In time race hatred would have

flamed forth in rebellion. Even without the small

incident of the railway troubles in Sze-Chuen!

It is just this independence, this sense of

democracy, which is characteristic of the Chinese.

that will be the greatest difficulty in the establish

ment of a republic. Such a condition is doubt.

less paradoxical, but it none the less exists. The

Chinese sense of independence is wholly provin.

cial. Not different dialects, but actually different

languages, are spoken in the different provinces

Common hatred of the Manchus has been strong

enough to bind the Chinese together in the pres:

ent war, but with the removal of the Manchus

dissension and disorganization would be inevita:

ble. With men of great ability at the head of

affairs these difficulties may in time be overcome,

but it will be a work of years and patience. An

entirely new governmental idea and an entirely

new conception of patriotism will have to be

taught. China will have to be changed from an

agglomeration of independent and unsympathetic

provinces into a strongly united nation.

When the idea of a Chinese republic was first

suggested, Europe and America joined in a laugh.

The thing was preposterous. It was declared that

the Chinese, after their countless centuries of

despotism, could have no conception of liberty.

Exactly the opposite is true. The Chinese have

a very keen conception of liberty. It is so keen

that it carries with it a lack of conception ºf

national unity. The Chinese are not to be taught

republicanism, but merely a larger patriotism.

If a Chinese republic is to be established

Europe and America must exercise patience and

forbearance. Undoubtedly the Chinese mass

would prefer to see the empire split up into a

dozen wholly independent states, thereby alsº

doning the promise of future greatness and offer

ing a fine field for the land grabbers of Eurº

Whether or not the occidental powers will aid in

the process of coalescence and assist the Chiness

to become a great and powerful self-governing

nation depends wholly on the point of view. Sek

fishness would suggest that such a consummation

is not desirable.

+ + +

Bookworm: “Yes, I have about three thousand

volumes. These in this corner are the ones I read."

Visitor: “But what are all the others?"

Bookworm: “Oh, those are the books no librar:

is complete without.”—Life.
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BOOKS

THE PROFIT PROBLEM.

Pay Day. By C. Hanford Henderson. Published by

Houghton, Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass. 1911.

Price, $1.50 net.

Mr. Henderson thinks that society can be re

generated by the elimination of Profit in “its

three forms—rent, interest and dividends.” The

workman is asked to render “rent” and “interest”

and “dividend” inoperative by withdrawing his

own labor-power from the field of exploitation;

but one naturally wonders how the workman can

do this. The individual profit maker is told how

to help, but as he must first repent, his co-opera

tion may not go far. Then there is proposed a

campaign against rent, by means of a

“discrimination tax,” its object being “the return

of the land to the people and only incidentally the

raising of revenue.” But just as we are left in

ignorance as to how the workman is to get suffi

cient money to buy a house or a chicken or dairy

farm, or as to the best method of turning Rocke

feller into a “repentent profit-taker,” so we are

left without explanation of the “discrimination

tax.” When one comes to the end of Pay Day, one

is in a mental condition to appreciate its assur

ance that Mr. Henderson's remedy is made public

more as a suggestion than as a final pronounce

ment.

STANLEY BOWMAR.

+ + +

Citizen: “What do you want? Money?”

Outcast: “Why, if yer got a plate er hot soup in

yer pocket, it'll do as well!”—Puck.

PAMPHLETS

Elementary Politics.

The Elements of Political Truth (by Paul Kersch,

Rock Island, Ill.), a broad, clear and acute analysis

of politics as a science. Expanded into a volume,

this pamphlet would be of inestimable value. The

pamphlet itself proves its author's fitness for such

a work; indeed it is difficult to understand how the

subject could be treated so well in the narrow com

pass of a pamphlet of 20 pages except as a conden

sation of a much larger work already done.

+ + +

“I never use slang,” said the precise young woman.

“Yes,” replied the self-satisfied girl. “I noticed as

soon as I heard you honk that your conversational

model was one of those highbrow dialects.”—Wash

ington Star.

+ + +

“Mamma, the Smiths live in the town where

we–” -

“I think I should use the word “reside,’ Tommy.”

“Well, they reside in the town where we resode

before we moved here, don't they 2”—Chicago

Tribune.

+ + +

“Allow me to hand you a true story which I have

been carefully treasuring.

“One of my bright but appreciative daughters said:

“Papa, do you have to pay for having your poems

printed in the magazines?"

“‘No—not often,’” I answered, modestly.

“‘But, papa,” she cried, with an evidently outraged

sense of justice, “you use their space!’”

—Ted Robinson in the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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also Conventions – International).

61, 827.

ITALY, 302, 540, 784, 934, 957. 976.

Tripolitan war, 1001, 1028, 1952, 1078.

1101, 1121, 1145, 1172.

JAPAN, 84, 205, 418, 443, 831. S54, 901,

934.

JOURNALISM, 228, 267, 532, 1065, 1115.

LA BOR SUBJECTS, 531, 626, 628, 6.52,

933.

Crimes, actual or charged, 579, 821,

1259.

McNamara case, 36, 38.5, 394. 416,

435, 436, 461, 469, 491, -

579, 583, 584, , 661, 682. 784. S06,

831, 1031, 1056, 1076, 1102, 1233,

1240, 1258, 1263, 1264. 1268, 1281.

Industriaſ Efficiency. 507.

Judicial decisions and

11, 539, 564, 1031.

Danbury hatters' case. 351.

injunctions,

Des Moines traction injunction,

829. 943, 847, 901.

Gompers, Mitchell and Morrison

contempt case, 109, 458, 465. 491,

564, 613, 1219.

Labor Day Forecast, A, 960.

Labor legislation, 83, 109, 302, 517,

957, 980, 1056, 1245.

Eight hour laws, 315, 493.

Ten hour laws, 207, 253. 492, 531,

564

I)iaz's pronn , resignation and

flight, 276, 32.2, 442, 514, 538, 584.

IDiaz, The New Nationalism of, 126.

Madero's regime, 602, 680, 1146.

Provisional government and elec

tions, 514, 552, 680, 933, 1005, 1929,

1078, 1146.

Revolution, 108, 132, 157, 1 S1, 203,

230, 249, 2 257, 27 6, 277. 297, 32.2,

369, 397, 4 418, 442, 468, 469, 489,

490, 532, 538, 612, 1196, 1220, 1313.

United States' precautions, 230, 241,

249, 289, 396, 562.

MINING, 268. 394, 1056, 1124.

MONACO, 37.

11,

50,

17,

266, 267, 276, 290, 299. 3.21.

339, 347, 351, 370, 444, 563, 583.

, 1091.

Federation of labor. 12, 107, -

, 266, 275, 27th, 299, 539, 638, 682,

1313.

;s and societies, 12, 62, 85.

29, 130, 133, 181, 207, 2:

:01 .. 3 24, 3301, 302, 324, 330.

1, 419, 435, 441, 460,

517. 563. 564, 583, 613, 638, 66

7 S4, 806, 830, 854, 876, 934, -

1005, 1102, 1148, 1169, 1172, 1195,

1219, 1269, 1313.

Plans for civic improvement, 206,

2, 6, 1268.

Police, 27.

Traction, SC6, 1078, 1269.

Cicero, Ill., 351.

Cincinnati. 28, 314, 322, 395, 434. 953

1146, 1167.

Cleveland, 365, 953.

Elections, 202, 603, 660, 945, 953.

1146, 1161, 1167, 1196.

Taxation, 174.

Traction, 228, 444, 516, 674, 697. 747,

1092, 1114, 1196.

Clinton, Ill., 229.

Colorado Springs, Colo., 348.

Columbus, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

Conneaut, Ohio. 1167.

Crookston, Minn., 1167.

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

Danville, Ill., 181, 278.

I); a vis, Ill., 396.

I)enver, 493, 957. 970.

Des Moines, 157. S06, 829, 843,

901, 995, 1102.

Detroit, 124.

Durango, Colo., 348.

East St. Louis, Ill., 224.

Elgin, Ill., S5, 278.

Everett, Wash., 1168. 1194.

Fairhope, Ala., 1312.

Fairplay. Colo. 348.

Flint, Mich., 321.

Fort Scott, Kans., 349.

Fostoria, Ohio, 1146. 1167.

Galesburg. Ill., 157, 349,

Girard, Kans., 349.

Glen Ridge, Colo., 348.

Grafton, Ill., 396.

Grand Junction, Colo.,

Granite City, Ill., 376.

Great Falls, Mont.,

Greeley, Colo., 348.

Guthrie, Okla., 10.S.

Helena, Mont... 321.

Hoboken, N. J., 779.

Houston, Tex., 0, 242, 828.

Hunnewell, Kans... 324, 348,

957. 971, 1004, 1512.

Idaho Springs, Ida., 348.

Indianapolis, 394.

Jersey City, N. J., 779.

Joliet, Ill., 10.S.

Kansas City, Mo., 539.

Kenosha, Wis., 854.

Krebs, Okla., 349.

Las Animas. Colo. 348.

Leadville, Colo., 34S.

1167.
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Lima, Ohio., 1167.

Lorain, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

Los Angeles, 36, 60, 385, 394, 416,

#35, 435, 461, 491, 493, 513, 893.

1146, 1163, 1172, 1190, 1233, 1240,

1242, 1257, 1263.

Manitowoc, Wis., 349.

Mansfield, Ohio, 1167.

Manti, Utah, 1167.

Martin's Ferry, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

Middleboro, Ky., 181

*nºkº, 10, 75, 85, 130, 186, 300,348, -

Minneapolis, 111, 488, 876, 877, 934.

Moline, Ill., 36.

Montrose, Colo., 348.

Morgan Park, Ill., 351.

Mount Vernon, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

Murray, Utah, 1167.

Muscatine, Iowa, 349, 371, 442.

Newark, Ohio, 953.

Newcastle, Pa., 1167.

New Brunswick, N. J., 779. -

New York, 12, 37, 109. 131, 230, 302,

443, 681, 784, 957, 109s, 1230.’ 1345.

Qongestion of population, 300, 951.

Equal pay for men and women in

Schools, 350, 1191.

Municipal ownership and traction,

52, 636, 784, 806, 849, 929.

Taxation, 175, 178.

Oak Park, Ill., 351.

O'Fallon, Ill., 396.

Oklahoma City, 355.
Onaha, 934.

Oregon, Ill., 63S.

Parkersburg, W. Va., 301.

Pasadena, Cal., 349.

Passaic, N. J., 638, 779, 795, 805.

Pekin, Ill., 159.

Peºria, Ill., 229, 1056, 1123, 1138.

Philadelphia, 27, 77, it 3, 1146, 1188.

Pºtºs 79, 318, 419, 439, 515, 581.

Portland, Oreg., 539, 663, 957.

Pueblo, Colo., 348, 854, 1003, 1168.
Racine, Wis., 349.

Reading, Pa., 1146, 1167.

Hed Cloud, Neb., 349.

Ridgeway, Colo., 348.

Ridgewood... N. J., 979.

Rochelle, Ill., 62.

Rockford, Ill., 36.

§ººl. 1167.. LOuis, O., 124, 133, 4, -1283, 1292. 444, 1167

St. Mary's,... Ohio, 1146, 1167.

St. Paul, Minn., 932.

Salem, Ohio, 1146, 1167.

San Antonio, Tex., 157.

San Diego, Cal., 180, 200, 652, 953.

San Francisco, Cal., 181, 255,

1031, 1313.

Schenectady, N. Y., 1146, 1167.

§§"wº; 3.18.
Seattle, Wash., 34, 60. 111, 134, *

156, 201, 207, 243. 251, 604, 829. !.
901, 921, 930, 954. 957. 1030, 1053.

spoºe. Wash., 11, 62, 242, 251, 278,

Springfield, Ill., 11, 227, 2 -

Superior, Wis., 349. 80, 351, 979.

Tacoma, Wash., 488, 5.10.

300.

324,

Tarrytown, N. Y.

Tººl, lººg 348.Oledo, io, 82, 267, 2, 95

1167, 1196. 492, 953, 1146.

º Qº 1167.
Trenton, N. J., 638, 7 -

yºs. 779, 195, 901.
Walkerville, Mont., 321.

Washington, D. C. §43.

Westbrook, Me.,

Wighita, Kans.

Wilka, Utah, 1167.

Woonsocket. R. I. 925, 997.

Wymore, Neb., 349.

Yardley, N. J. 348.

Youngstown, Ohio, 516.

MUSIC. 580.

NEW ZEALAND, 1100, 1294.
Education, 30.

Land value taxati
1288. on, 370, 891, 1100,

NORWAY:

Land value taxation, 542.

PAMPHLETS:

City, Our Home, -1249. by Wm. Arthur,

Commission government, 380.

Danish land values, 1083.

Deinºcracy of the Kingdom, by C. D.

Williams, 259.

Fels Fund report, 283.

Free Trade and Land Values, 404.

Illinois Tax Commission report, 188.

Labor Legislation review, 861.

Land Values in the British Com

nons, 283.

Los Angeles Playgrounds, 861.

Panama Canal, Neutralization of,

Parcels Post, by Wm. Sulzer, 427.

Pºe's Power Pamphlet of Oregon,
4.

People's Rule, 307.

Physiocrats, The Modern, 1131.

Political Truth, Elements of,

Paul Kersch, 1315.

School Gardens, 283.

Smoke Nuisance, 451.

Spanish Singletax Manifesto, 1155.

Spanish “Syllabus of Progress and

POverty,’’ 1249.

Vacant Lots Cultivation report, 917.

Vegetables for the Table, The Prepa

ration of, by Maria Parloa, 67.

Virgin Mary in Art, The Life of the

Blessed, 1202.

Women's Trade Union League—

Strike committee's report, 547.

PANAMA CANAL, 61, 181, 206, 1284.

PARAGUAY, 86, 206, 660, 1312.

PATRIOTISM and HOLIDAYS, 613,

629, 661, 806, 901, 1123.

PEACE, 250, 255, 277, 444, 517.

Brother against Brother, 973.

Harmony, 1297.

Peace? Do We Really Care for, 1296.

Peace Movement and the Children,

The, 245.

Poultry and Dreadnoughts, 656.

PERIODICALS and NEWSPAPERS:

Albuquerque Tribune, 301.

by

American City, 1012, 1203.

Arnerican Conservation, 68.

American Economic League, 1068.

Ağcan Federationist, 461, 548,

American Journal of Sociology, 1012.

American Magazine, 19, 91, 212, 260,

356, 427, 498, 650, 651, 1012, 1060,

1179.

Appeal to Reason, 452.

Arden Leaves, 92.

Art and Progress, 259.

Aryan, 965.

Atlantic, 331, 476, 1060.

Bodenreſorm, 1155.

Boston Common, 997.

Budkavlen, 1061, 1083.

California. Outlook, 259.

Catholic World, 692.

Century, 652, 1203.

clºgo Examiner and American,

228.

Chicago Record-Herald, 266.

Chicago Single Taxer, 115.

Chicago Tribune, 171, 266, 291.

Chicago Union Labor Advocate, 230.

Cincinnati Enquirer, 410.

Cleveland Press, 633.

Coast Seannen's Journal, 436, 461.

Collier's, 115, 434, 629, 821, 1102, 1187.

Columbian, 539.

Commoner, 172.

Conservation, 236, 886.

Conservator, 452.

Crisis, 44, 405.

Crown, 548.

Current Literature, 965.

Denver News, 268.

Detroit Saturday Night, 482.

Everybody's, 43, 115, 331, 427, 523,

644, 1060, 1179, 1249. -

Edinborough Review, 236.

Forerunner, 988.

Fortnightly, 235.

Forum, 235, 283.

Free Trade Broadside, 1203.

French Singletax Review,

988, 1155.

Greek Examiner, 1179.

Hampton's, 307, 539, 577, 596, 789,

918, 1012.

Harper's Monthly, 356.

Harper's Weekly, 603, 626, 841.

Hibbert Journal, 259.

789, 908,

Independent, 259, 940, 1060, 1203.

Indianapolis News, 34.

Individualist, 115.

International Journal of Ethics, 1060.

International Molders' Journal, 572.

La Follette's, 1203.

Land and Labour, 1203.

Land Values, 388, 1203.

Life and Labor, 19, 165, 307, 523, 838,

957, 1060.

London Times, 532.

McClure's, 524, 620, 918.

Madrid Herald, 67, 116, 283, 1250.

Milwaukee Sentinel, Tië1.

Moody's, 1226.

Munsey's, 356.

National Democrat, 507.

Nautilus, 644.

Newark Evening News, 782.

New York Evening Post, 1209.

New York Herald, 452.

New York Nation, 235, 556, 772.

New York Record and Guide, 1012.

New York Sun, 148, 1294.

New York Times, 795, 1114.

New York Tribune, 29, 99, 818.

New York World, 34.

Nineteenth Century, 236.

Oregonian, 1093.

Outlook, 315, 331, 332, 435, 461, 523,

579, 781, 1250.

Pacific Monthly, 20, 165, 260, 549, 628,

644, 940, 1060, 1179.

Pearson's, 331.

Philadelphia Enquirer, 409.

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, 1092.

Philadelphia North American, 1187.
Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post,

p: *; i 1203Oetry Magazine, -

Progressive Woman, 498.

Pueblo, El, 283.

Quarterly Journal of Economics, 940.

Railway and Marine News, 604

Review of Reviews, 452.

Rocky Mountain News, 845.

Sacramento Bee, 996.

San Francisco Chronicle, 870.

San Francisco Star, 315.

Scribner's, 236, 332. - -

Single Tax Review, 19, 405, 770, 789,

1035, 1226. -

Spanish Journal for Foreigners, 67.

Spokane Spokesman, 386.

Success, 1012.

Sunset Magazine, 356.

Survey, 965, 1035.

Sydney Standard, 68.

Twentieth Century, 19, 92, 115, 33.

476, 596, 692, 1013, 1060, 1179, 1300.

Voter, 620.

Wilshire's, 115.

Woman's Journal, 988.

Woman, The Ontario, 988.

Woman Voter, 988.

Women Lawyers' Journal, 988.

PERSIA, 132, 255, 351, 585, 660, 779,

805, 877, 957, 1003, 1004, 1173, 1196,

1219, 1244, 1267, 1312.

*świn A, sºº, W1n A., -

Ağ Chas. Fréderick, 79, 223, 255,

334, 35i, 356, 418, 443, 453. 493. 613,

943,º; *:::: 1268, 1294.

Adams, r S., -

Aldrich, Nelson W., 443, 1162, 1169.

Allyn, Lewis B., 1187.

*º# *;Angell, James B., -

Arabi Pasha, Sayed Ahmed, 1004.

Atkinson, Cecil R., 585.

Aºi Wº: M., 1313Avery, rs. roy M., -

§§ Hºli. 1236.Bachelder, N. J., -

Bailey, Senator J. W., 530, 957.

Baker, Newton D., 603, 945, 953 (with

portrait), 962, 1161.

Baker, Robert, 386.

Baldwin, E., 1138.

Ball, Thos., 1268. -

Ballinger, Richard A., 54, 226.

Barker, Wharton, 1235.

Éº *::::;Bell, OS. M., -

#is. Edward W., 492, 517, 995.

Bengough, John W., 229. -->

Berger, Victor, 411, 470, 842, 972.

Berthelsen, Sophus (with portrait),

42.
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Bigelow, Herbert S., 126, 229, 255,

314, 615, 1146, 1162, 1186.

Bigelow, John, 1294

Blackwell, Alice Stone, 868.

Bowker, R. R., 1236.

Bourne, Jr., Jonathan, 129, 193, 659.

Bowen, George E., 278.

Bradford, Gamaliel, 876, 900.

Brinsmade, H. B., 578.

Bristow, Senator Joseph L., 930, 971.

Brown, Edward Osgood, 305.

Bryan, Grace, 563.

Bryan, William J., 25, 193, 206, 219,

220, 242, 278, 322, 338, 346, 368,

417. 505, 530, 535, 563; S30, Šii, goi.

946, 947, 957, 1044, 1089, 1114.

Buchanan, Ella, 971.

Buchholz, A. E., 27.

Burkett, Senator, 266.

Burson, David Stroud, 386, 443.

Busse, Fred A., 27.

Butler, Edward, 1009.

Butler, N. M., 601.

Cabot, Dr. Richard C., 553.

Campbell, R. J., 1269.

Cannon, Joseph G., 157, 921.

Carlin, Nellie, 979.

Carnegie Andrew, 195, 605, 973, 1172.

Carter, T. H., 979.

Chandler, Lucinda, B., 245, 345.

Chubb, S. J., 1187.

Clark, Champ, 158, 172, 485, 865, 1041,

1172, 1235.

Cleland, Judge Mackenzie, 637.

Colquitt, Governor, 194.

Cox, George B., 314, 322, 532.

Cridge, Alfred D., 844.

Croasdale, William Thomas

portrait), 893, 902.

Cronje, General Piet A., 133.

Cruce, Governor Lee, 843.

Crunden, Frederic M., 1138.

Cummins, Senator Albert B., 362.

Curie, Mme. Marie S., 1172.

Curtis, Wm. E., 1055.

Dana, Chas. A., 148.

Darrow, Clarence S., 492.

Davenport, T. W., -

Davies, Crompton Ll., 172.

Deneen, Governor Chas. S., 27.

Derthick, F. A., 773.

Dickey, L. S., 770.

Dickinson, J. M., 468.

Dilke, C. W., 108.

Dryden, J. F., 1219.

Duncan, Lewis J., 321.

Dunne, Edward F., 26, 82, 148, 171,

218, 243, 539, 563.

Dunning, Dow, 198.

Egan, John J., 315.

Eggleston, W. G., 844.

Ehrich, Louis R., 481, 1121, 1148.

Eliot, Charles W., 650.

Elkins, Davis, 36.

Elkins, Senator Stephen P., 36.

Erickson, Oliver T., 207, 242, 251,

(with portrait) 421.

Fºº, Joseph (with portrait), 281,

*) I.

Fassett, C. M., 651.

Fels, Joseph, 12, 42.

Ferrer, Francisco, 1198.

Filmer, John, 302.

Fisher, Walter L., 226, 242, 468, 1018.

Flºpatrick, John (with portrait),

(with

Fleming, Williamina P., 493.

Folk, Joseph W. 1041.

Foote, Allen Ripley, 176, 632, 772,

821, 1186.

Fort, John T., 795.

Foss, Governor, Eugene N., 52.

Foss, Sam Walter, 206.

Fowlds, George, 1100.

Franklin, S. M., 957.

Frye, Senator W. P., 854.

Galton, Frances, 85.

Gº", L. F. C. (with portrait),

1. -

Garfield, James R., 817.

Gaynor, Mayor Wm. J., 37.

George. Henry, 136, 137, 386, 388, 899,

902, 932, 957, 1126, 1139, 1151, 1173,

1198, 1236.

George, Jr., Henry, S5, 157, 207, 268,

299, 387, 561, 603, 877, 890, 979,

1005, 1032, 1118.

George, Thos. Latimer, 899.

Gibbons, Cardinal. 561, 1017.

Gilbert, W. S., 539.

Glavis, Louis R., 929.

Glenn, J. M., 1234.

Goldman, Emma, 109, 612.

Gornpers, Samuel, 267, 277.

Gordon, Read, 877.

Graham, A. J., 26, 148.

Graham, James M., 783.

Gºey, Horace, 75, 99, 129, 133, 148,

Grosscup, Judge Peter S., 997, 1101.

Haag, Charles, 292.

Haley, Margaret A., 371, 1005, 1172.

Hall, Bolton, 1119, 1151.

Hansson, Johan, 371, 544.

Harlan, Justice John M., 458, 5uo,

514, 1067, 1078.

Hºn. Governor Judson, 220, 1041,

Harriman, Job, 493.

Harrison, Carter H., 26, 97, 148, 201,

219, 243, 244, 266, 290, 291, 339, 389,

435, 441.

Harrower, David, 460.

Hart, Sir Robert, 1005.

Hearst, William Randolph, 339, 492,

795, 998, 1089, 1090, 1102, 1137, 1162,

1235.

Hebberd, John B., 484.

Heney, Francis J., 1247.

Hennessy, Chas. O'Connor

portrait), 1168.

Henry, Alice, 349.

Hetzel, Herman V., 1282.

Hichborn, Franklin, 339, 556.

Higginson. Thomas Wentworth, 444.

Hill, David J., 934.

Hill, Jas. W., 470.

Hindley, W. J.. 278.

Hoffman, William, 301.

Holman, F. V., -

Hooker, George E., 275.

Horan, William, 63.

Howe, Julia Ward, 12.

Hughes, Jr., Charles J., 62.

ingersoil, Róbert G. i056, i123, 1138.

Jarnefelt, Arvid (with portrait), 545.

Jefferson, Thomas, 1043.

Johnson, Governor Hiram, 74, 315,

339, 929.

Johnson, Lewis J., 537.

Johnson, Tom L., 174, 202, 278, 289,

322, 325, 326, 337, 345, 363, 365, 366,

367, 368, 359, 372, 373, 379, 395, 398,

399, 419, 425, 439, 459, 460, 577, 596,

602, 603, 673, 674, 675, 676, 683, 684,

685, 697, 698–768, 877, 934, 945, 1198.

Jones, Fernando. 1172.

Jones, Jenkin Lloyd, 555. -

Jones, Mrs. Jenkin Lloyd, 1123.

Jordan, David Starr, 770.

Kaufman, W. H., 124.

Keith, William, 370.

Kiefer, Daniel, 386, 453.

King. George Judson, 265, 1235.

Knapp, Martin Augustine, 1236.

La Follette, Robert M., 266, 458, 582,

625, 677, 877, 1077.

Lange, Jacob E. (with portrait), 543.

Lawrence, A., 389, 435, 441.

Leavitt, J. Brooks, 817.

Lexow, Clarence, 12.

Lincoln, Abraham, 1043, 1172.

Llºy. Ben B., 152, 169, 970, 1211,

7.

Littleton, Martin. 1235.

Loesch, F. J., 169.

London, Jack, 102.

Loomis, Charles Battell, 997.

Lorimer, Senator William, 226, 346,

441, 490, 515, 536.

Lund, Anna M., 1068.

Lynch, Mrs. James, 469.

McAuliff, Cornelius, 350.

MacGahan, J. A., 661.

McGlynn, Edward, 1129.

McGovern, Governor F. E., 98.

Mack, Julian W., 133, 195.

McKinlay, D. E., 194.

MacVeagh, Franklin, 1162, 1169.

Madison, Edmond H., 979.

Mann, Charles H., 352, 1123, 1245.

Mansfield, Belle A., 831.

Marsh, Benjamin C., 893, 1032.

Martin, Thomas S., 346.

Martine, James E., 50, 172.

Merriam, Charles E., 26, 35, 59, 148,

171, 201. 219, 244, 266, 338, 347, 397.

Miller, Elizabeth Smith, 507.

Milton, John, 532.

Mitchell, John, 134, 230.

Moody, John, 100.

(with

Moran, Robert, 604.

Morgan, J. P., 613.

Morton, Paul, 85."

Mullenbach, James, 923.

Murphy, J. J., 88.

Murphy, Mayor Charles J., 246.

Murray, John F., 948.

Myers, H. L., 270.

Nation, Carrie, 563.

Nock, Albert J., 650, 651.

Norton, Chas. D., 230.

O’Callaghan, Rev. P. J., 638.

O'Gorman, James A., 314, 324, 387.

Older, Fremont, 923.

Osborn, Governor Chase S., 435.

Owen, Narcissa. C., 682.

Pastoriza, J. J., 230, 242, 490, 828.

Paul, John, 327, 901.

Peary, R. E., 324.

Perkins, George W., 844.

Perkins, Lucy Fitch, 460.

Phelps, Editha C., 957.

Phillips, David G., 85.

Phillips, Wendell, 1245.

Pierce, Franklin, 387.

Pinchot, Gifford, 12, 153, 781, 801.

Pitavel, Archbishop, 1186.

Pittman, Benn, 12.

Polak, Samuel, 485.

Pomerene. Atlee, 26, 62.

Post, C. W., 1306.

Post, Louis F., 182, 876.

Pulitzer, Joseph, 1123.

Purdy, Lawson, 173, 1004.

Pyle, Howard, 1172.

Quick, Herbert, 797.

Quincy, Josiah, 841.

Rauschenbusch, Walter, 75.

Redfield, W. C., 626.

Reed, Thomas, B., 577. -

Reedy, Wm. Marion, 124, (with por.

trait) 1259.

Reid, Whitelaw, 148.

Richards, Ellen H., 324.

Ritchie, James, 1068.

Roberts, Chas. H., 1236.

Robins, Raymond, 1003.

Rockefeller, John D., 443.

Rogers, Samuel C., 660, (with por:

trait) 836.

Roosevelt, Theodore, 49, 109, 148

169, 206, 315, 338, 363, 435, 461, 556

560. 579, 604, 781, 819, 832, 957

1235, 1282, 1310, 1311.

Root, Elihu, 409.

Ross, Edward A., 484.

Russell, Wm. Clark, 1172.

Saddler, Sir Ralph, 532.

St. John, Wm. W., 172.

Schilling, George A., 444.

Schley, Winfield Scott, 1031.

Seidel, Emil, 1163.

Shaw, Anna Howard, 1091, 1118.

Shepard, Edward M., 51, 195, 206

804, 854.

Sherman, General W. T., 833.

Shibley, George H., 348.

Shriver, E. J., 818.

Silber, Dr. Mendel, 302.

Sims, Commissioner W. S., 62, 85.

Sinclair, Upton, 819.

Singer, Paul, 133.

Smiley, J. B., 612.

Smith, Gerrit, 507.

Smith, H. K., 845.

Somers, W. A., 173.

Southard, F. S., 585.

Spaulding, Willis J. (with portrait)

280, 351.

Spence, Catherine Helen, 1313.

Starr, Frederick, 324, 585, 876.

Steffens, Josephine Boute.com, 36.

Steffens, Lincoln, 539, 1234.

Stimson, H. D., 46S.

Sutherland, Senator George, 821.

Sweeney, Peter B., 935.

Taft, Charles P.. 102.

Taft, William Howard, 61, 62, 126

145, 156, 158, 170, 181, 193, 194, 220

241, 289, 301, 346, 409. 468, 505, 517

529, 535, 560, 578, 584, 603, 613, 637

677, 793, 795, 800, 803, 822, 853, 854

865, 866, 874, 875, 876, 901, 921, 97.2

995, 998, 1004, 1017, 1032, 1042

1044, 1055, 1066, 1067, 1078, 1101

1113, 1114, 1123, 1172, 1266, 1290

1310, 1313.

Thompson, Henry Denman, 371.

Tilden, Edward, 627, 637.

Timby, Theodore R., 158. ,

Tolstoy, Leo, 6, 38, 136, 545.
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Trowbridge, L. A., 928.

Tyler, James, 368.

Ullman, Veggo (with portrait), 544.

“Unclo Sam," 1236.

Underwood, Oscar W., 387, 419, 530.

U’ Hen, W. S., 844, 1025.

Walsh, John R., 301, 1078, 1101.

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, 109.

Ware, Eugene F., 8.

Warren, Fiske, 302.

Warren, Fred D., 99.

Waters, John R., 1282.

VVeikert, Gustav R., 877, 974.

White, Chief Justice Edward D.,

503.

White, John Z., 221, 225, 324, 795, 997.

Whitehead, Celia, B., 605.

Whitlock, Brand, 267, 337, 632, 953,

1196.

Whitney. Edward B., 37.

Wickersham, G. W., 292, 603.

Wiley, Dr. H. W., 949, 972, 979.

Williams. George Fred, 1066. 1123.

Williams, Mrs. Barney, 443.

Wilshire, Gaylord, 74.

Wilson, Ida. Lewis, 1123.

Wilson, J. Stitt, 321, 634, 657, 1163.

Wilson, Secretary James, 1004.

Wilson, Woodrow, 49. 7.4, 86, 97. 104,

22, 350, 443. 470, 517, 627, 630, 640,

S41. 977, 1041, 1114, 1123, 1185.

Winslow, Erving, 653.

Woerishoffer, Carola, 1057.

Wood, C. E. S., 627.

Wood, General Leonard, 564.

Worcester, Dean C., 320.

Works, Senator John D., 74.

Young, Ella, Flagg. 661.

Hº EHU. S30.

I’HILANTHROPY, 443, 922, 1172.

An Open Letter on Charities, 566.

H2 H II,IPPINES, 1004.

Assembly, 397.

Fighting, 1004, 1313.

Friar lands, 226, 251.

Independence, 132, 418, 604, 656, SS2.

I HILOSOPHY, 1284.

I O ETRY:

Achievement—Geo. E. Bowen, 64.

A. D. 1911—Thorwald Siegfried, 1198.

Andrew. A Word with—Jos. Dana

Miller, 5.46.

Call, The-Grace Ada Brown, 355.

Catechism, The Higher—Sam Walter

Foss, 586.

Cause and

man, 1082.

“‘Christian Brotherhood" Symbolized

by Cain and Abel 2 Is—W. W.

Catlin, 257.

Cincinnatus of the West, "The-Hen

ry Coyle, 159.

Clear the Way—A. C. Swinburne,

S57.

cºke. O Workers—Jas. H. West,

* ...)

Effect—Arthur Guiter

ID:1. Vinci's Head of Christ. On-Hert

Huffman, 353.

I head. The-Adelaide Guthrie, 692.

I ecoration Day— Gertrude Colles,

9:5

Desºrt. The-Gertrude King, 280.

Had I Been One of Those—Celia

Parker Woolley, 1296.

Haploiest Man on Earth, The

Henry Coyle, 1314.

“Heirs of All the Earth,” “The"—
T. W. Higginson, 475.

º age: A Task, A–Flora Bullock,

Heroes, Our-Anne W. Rust. 1173.

Hotel, The-Harriet Monroe, 639.

House Cleaning, L'En voi of Laura

Simmons, 497.

House, The-Sam Walter Foss, S33.

“Innocuous Insignificance"—Herbert

Quick, 234.

Johnson, Tom L.-Edmund Vance

Cooke (325), 670, (690).

ºn. Tom L.), 373, 398, 400, 425,

s:

Johnson. To the Memory of Tom L.

—Jos. Fitzpatrick, 379.

Kaufman’s “The House of Bondage,”

On Reading Reginald Wright—

W. R. B., 14.

Labor Day, A Song for—Will M.

Maupin, 960.

I,and of Heart's Content, The-Wm.

Young, 594. -

Lazarus—C. F. Adams, 808.

Leader Still, A–C. J. Huell. 398.

Liberty: Initiative, Referendum and

B.Recall, The Weapons of C.

Haker, 1200.

Lift. The Universal–Fthel Carnie,

o .

Look into the Gulf, A–Edwin Mark

ham, 642.

Man is P. A—Edmund Vance

Cooke, 325,

Newsrnongers,

ard, 813.

Out of the Darkness—Charles John

son Post, 1150.

Parliament of Man—Robert Cum

Appeal

ming, 1270.

of the G. K.

Chesterton, 836.

Peers, The

People. His–Esther T. Fox. 1008.

People Pray, Thy—G. M. P. Baird,

902

- sing,

690.

The-Langdon Ever

Pilgrimage, The-Edwin Markham,

453.

Price, The-A. Guiterman, 614.

Progressive Right and Oppressive

Wrong–Michael McGovern. 1104.

Recessional, A–J. W. Bengough, 208.

sº of Tears, The-A. G. Heecher,

111.

Silence—S. M. Wright, 87.

Slum-Cry—John Galsworthy, 1247.

Song for a Drifting Ship (Pennsyl

vania)—G. M. P. Baird, 519.

Soul to Any Body, Any—Cosmo

Monkhouse, 183.

“Strong of Heart”—H. J.

400.

Summer Resort. At a-Hrand Whit

lock, 663.

“Sun. A Little Rain,” “A Little"—

Stopford A. Brooke, 304.

Thank God, I Aint a Girl—Chas.

Johnson Post, 471.

Tolstoy. Lyof-U. S..

Unsati Animal.

Hughes,

38.

The - Bolton

“'Ustler Joe''-R. Eastwood Morri

son, 450.

Whitman. In Memoriam of Walt, 210.

Window, Hy the Open–Gertrude

Colles, 5.

Winesap Tree. The-Chas. Howard

Shinn, 1124.

44

Woman. The Pageant of S. Ger

trude Ford, 981.

World's Witenagemote. The-Ralph

W. ("rosnan. 1080.

Youth –Charles Edwin Winter, 565.

Youth–Fr; ºnces Cornford. 938.

“Zion.” “The W onlen that are at

Ease in,’’ 986.

POLITI ("S, 3:37, 348, 133, 1:05.

Campaign bribery, 11, 74, S2, 107, 369.

1: 1 tº

icDºmocratic party. 86, 194, 220, 371.

I wives of England–J. H.lack hall. 90.

1)omestic, A Song–M. B. Pulver,

984.

1)reanner, The IDead–D. H. Ingham,

6s:

Earth Hath. He Given to the Chil

dren of Men. But the - E. G. I.e.

Stourgeon. 232.

Elºh, Louis R.—Arthur L. Mayer,

Epitaph (Tom L. Johnson)–Gertrude

Colles, 373.

Faith--- lºora. Sigerson Shorter. 421.

Faith, My Heart Have- -A. G. Reech

er, 542.

Forest Greeting. The-Hº:lul

ence I unbar, 936.

Free Trade, A Hºlea for –J. K. Rud

yard. 1272.

º of God. The-Jas. Hlackhall.

57 ().

Garden Boosted,

Glºucester, SS4.

Gray Norns, The---Edwin Markhan.

I laur

3.06.

42.

ºt. A Welcome—Anne W. Rust,
3.29.

sº, 901, 978, 1041, 1090.
*.

I Memocratic Radicalism 495.

Hºolitical Climax. Approaching a .

Prohibition party, 1268.

Helºu Holi, a n party, 1268, 1311.

::1 tº,

Progressive Republicanism. 79, 129.

155, 417, 467, 468, 531, 625, 711.

778, 795, 822, 1001, 1018, 1077, 1999,

1147, 1246.

Socialist party, 231, 349, 396, 411, 852,

1312.

PORTUGAL. 62, 109, 395, 443, 516,

660. 7S4, 957, 979, 1931, 1952.

Constituent Assembly, 516, 538.

610, 855, 877.

Election of President, 900.

PRESS OPINIONS:

Adams, C. F., 87.

Advertising, 13.

Alaska, 785, S07.

Arizona, 182.

Hailey, 279.

Baker, Newton D., 1295.

Ballinger, 352.

Barry, Jas. H., 1149.

Bradford, Gamaliel, 935.

Brandeis, Louis D., 135.

Hritish Insurance bill, 1246.

Bryan, Wm. J.. 87, 135, 207, 255, 585,

663, 1103, 1313.

Business, 958.

Business and politics, 1246.

California, 107.9, 1102.

Canada, 87, 182. 279, 662, 1269.

cººleism in politics, 1102.

97.

Censorship of Mails, 1079.

Charities and Corrections. 959.

Checks on the Popular Will, 1032.

Chicago, 231, 470.

Child labor, 613.

China, 325, 352, 470, 1197.

Clark. Champ, 135.

Cleveland, 444.

Commission government, 279. 420.

Congress. 303. -

Constitutional amendment. 518.

Controller Bay, 832.

Coronation Contrasts. Sū7.

Corruption the Child of Privilege,

159.

Democracy, 13, 1032. 1056, 1149, 1173.

Democrats and Protection. 342

Direct legislation, 207, 2

444, S07. 1124.

Disemployment, 110.

Education, 959.

Elective Senate, 13.

Everett, Wash., 1247.

Farmers. 518, 614, 980.

Favorable balance of trade. 183, 5*.."

Fels, Joseph, 256, 1295.

Feudalism. 540.

First Wards, 3.25.

Fisher, W. L., S56.

Free speech, 303.

Free trade, 183, 661.

George, Henry, 37. 1221.

George, Jr.. Henry, 639, 662.

George, Lloyd, 134.

Glavis, 256.

Great Britain, 110, 397, 878, 959.

Hard times, 13.

Harmon, Judson. 807. 1149.

Honesty in politics, 541.

Hot weather clothing, 879.

Illinois, 639, 95S.

Immigration, 420.

584.

584,

1124.

It: lo-Turkish war, 1080.

Japan. 231.

Johnson. Tom L., S7.

444, 585, 69 S-75S, 959.

Journalism. S56.

... udiciary, 1006.

Juries. 303, 1:21, 1295.

Justice, 1197.

Kans: S. 109.

La Follette, 135.

Landless farmer, 3

Land reclamation, 662, - -

Land vall ins, 303, 420, 541. ºlº,

1197, 1221. -

Lorimer, 231. 352, 564, 935. -- a

McNamara case, 1216, 12%, lºº
Madison square's site value, tº

Massachusetts. 110.

Mexico, 279, 613. 662

Millºt. Elizabeth Smith, 541,

yºsion with a Purpose, ºiº.

onopoly, 564, 1313.

Natural righ

Negro. 807. 9

New Jersey, 134, 256. -

Newspaper dependence. Sº,

() hio. 785, 1246.

* --

*….
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Ontario, 1246.

Order Passeth. The Old, 397.

Oregon, 13, 63. 110, 398.

Parcels post, 208.

Pastoriza, J. J. 398.

People's Power, 134, 208. 540.

Philippines, 420, 445, 879.

Plutocracy. 352. .

Postal censorship, 1033.

Pragmatism, 541.

Presidential Breezes, 1103.

Prisons, 303.

Privilege, 1006, 1007.

Frogress, 232.

Progressivism, 1005.

Protection. 662.

Provincialism, 959.

Public Opinion and the Courts, 832.

Public ownership, 1032.

Raco Hatreds, 1007.

Railroad rates, 109.

Reasoning. 518.

Rºº, 420, 444, 494, 638, 1005, 1006,1103.

Feciprocity, 614.

Religion, 980.

Hepresentative government, 14.

Roosevelt and the Steel Trust. 856.

Hoosevelt Redivivus, 1295, 1313.

St. Louis charter, 134.

Schoolhouses as centers, 86, 158.

Scientific efficiency. 935.

Singletax. 13, 540, 856, 1006. 1220,

1221, 1247.

Slums. 325, 397.

Socialism, 13, 540. 1295.

Standard Oil, 518.

Steele, R. W., 1103.

Steel trust. 208. -

Strikes, 855.

Sugar trust, 638.

Supreme vourt, 15S, 159. 420.

Taft, President, 832. 1033. 1056.

Taxation, 110, 183, 540, 1103.

Underwood, 585.

Unearned increment. 37. 63, 901.

U’Ren, W. S., 37.

Vice commission of Chicago, 470.

Wages and cost of living, 231.

Warren case, 182.

White on H'residential

W. A... 1269.

Wilson, J. Stitt, 1246.

Wilson. Woodrow, 494.

Woman suffrage, 63. 158, 2.31, 980.

Women and the Seattle recall. 158.

Women in Norway, 303.

PROHIBITION and the L I Q U O R

Bºsrios. 555, 869. 955, 978, 1004.96.

Liquor Traffic in Ohio. The, 952.

Saloon Regulation, 953.

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP 52,

223. 649. 854, S55, 924.

1294.

Panama Canal as a lesson in public

wnership, 1284.

blic Utilities in Glasgow. 1307.

own Worth Living in, A. 1082.

'ACE SUBJECTS:

Negro organizations. 12, 62. 100, (250,

324), S76, 1056 (1245), 1294.

Race problem in United States and

Canada, 109. 206, 255, 302, 324.

493. 555, 843. 86s. 876. 1031, 1245,

1259, 1281, 1294, 1306.

* Hºº Snobbishness, 1209.

Universality of Democracy.

1214.

Hº ELIGION. 649, 1017. .

Cºlº in politics, 1017, 1115,
-)

-

Politics,

100,

1055,

197.

1956,

The

-- -
-

Christ's Social Teachings Practica

blo. 353.

False Prophet. The, 936.

Forward Movement, 1003.

General Providence, not Special, 137.

Great Unrest. The 208.

Religious organizations, 36, 53, 62, 85,

419. 876. 1064. 1055, 1245.

Reward are You After 2 What, 567.

RUSSIA. 6, 181, 205, 251. 277, 301, 1312.

Douma and Council of the Empire,

277. 299. 301. 350.

Finland. 493, 542, 901.

He lations with United States,

Terrorism, 976. 1004.

SANTO DOMINGO, 1196, 1245.

1200,

Single-tax, The 665. -

Socialist and Singletaxer, 532.

Spain. 36. 301, 323, 350, 855, 957,

976, 1001.

Sweden, 1031, 1268.

Texas, S28.

United Labor Party, The, 1126,

1151. 1173, 1198.

United States, 892.

Unjust Taxation, Our (diagrams),

1270.

Washington, 1053, 1168, 1194, 1245.

Women's Henry George League of

New York. 109.

Women's National

League, 62, 254.

Somers system for land valuation,

78, 173, 184, 224, 370, 955, 955.

Woonsocket (R. I.) taxation, 925.

THE PUBLIC, 1, 4, 329, 367, 459, 870,

8S9.

S in g let a x

TURE EY, 934, 957, 1078. -

Tripolitan war, 1001, 1028, 1052,

1121, 1145, 1172.

UNITED STATES :

1101,

Appointments, 194, 226, 242, 371, 468,

505, 771. -

Army, ***,
Census. . .” -- T.

-- ss. 61, 73. 80, S5, 108, 134, 225.

consº §§.";si. sº S74, 876,

946, 972, 1242, 1281. -

House, 157. 206, 225, 226, 251, 320,

, 36s. 359, 386, 394, 396. 397.

41s. 419, 441, 493. 538. Sø6, . Sº,

842. Sº, i. 979, 1235. 1242, 1261,

1268, 1282. 1290, 1294.

Committee on District of Colum

bia. 387.

Elective Senate, 369 (419), 51.

Reciprocity, 10s, 134, 155, 181. 225,

345, 359, 3/4, 401, 803.

statehood, 442, 515, 875. -

'ariff, 108, 387. 394, 417, 440, 44.

485, 530, 535. 551, 610, 523, SQ3.

s29, S30. S53, 854, 865, 874, 873.

Trusts, 207. 443, 661.

President's messages

46, 613, 800, 874,

1266

Senate, 36. 193. 225, 226, 346.

"... º.º. º. Sº, sº,

1004.

Elective senate, 35, 62, 123,

350, 394. 418, 560, 61.

Lorimer case, 34, 62. 225

*";11 "ºf. §§. #35. 556,
t;N

134,

and vetoes,

875, 1242,

SCIENCE. 553, 831, 1172.

SERVIA, 957.

SOCIALISM, 126, 532, 612, 844, 852,

3, 1163. 1257.

George and Socialism. Henry, 1139.

United Labor Party, The 1126, 1151.

1173, 1198.

SOCIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS. 111, 209,

654, 1082, 1236.

Child labor. 469, 637.

City's Teeming Ways, The, 471.

1 enslons for mothers, 1181, 1194.

Poverty and wealth, 1. 73, 461, 971,

1284, 1309.

Miser. "I he, 1033.

Slumni, The. 461.

Slums, How We Foster Our, 587.

Service: A Practical Ideal. 786.

Unemployment, 4S1, 922, 923.

spaß, 36, 301, 323. 350, S55, 957. 976,

Lºnd value taxation, 57. 115, 129, 283.

776. 785, 806, 891, 1155. 1249, 1250.

SPORTS. 443, 539, 901, 934, 1123.

SWEDEN. 1031, 1268.

Land value taxation, 542.

SWITZERLAND, 128, 138,

TARIFFS and SU BSIDIES :

Favºie balance of trade, 8, 361,

Free fº, 421, 481, 491, 529, 531.77, 1121.

Proºfton, 242. 275, 481, 485, 554, 946,

1061, 1083.

1123, 1294.

Protection for Wool Growers, 1000.

Unconstitutionality of Protection,

28.

Wages and the Tariff. 641.

Heciprocity between the United

States and Canada. 108, 132, 134.

146, 156, 157, 158, 170, 181. 203,

204, 220, 225, 226, 242, 256, 340.

346, 362. 369. 394, 401, 409, 529.

531, 535, 560, 582, 610, 626, 659

77. 770, 777, 803, 993. 1001, 1028.

Ship subsidy, 131.

Tariff reform, 394, 409, 530.

Progressive Tariff Revision. 76.

Wholesale Tariff Revision. 6.

TAXATION. 255, 26S, 271. 291, 658. S54.

Bad Taxes Make Bad Business, 111.

Clackamas Co. (Ore.) taxes com

gººd with land value taxation,

4

Income tax S5, 443, 682.

A Singletax Substitute for the In

conne Tax, 687.

33, 62. 137, 147, 153.Singletax, 12.

180, 181, 184. 324, 351. 485, 576.

687, 870, 893, 914, 957. 1080, 1101.

1148, 1245, 1294, 1313.

Africa, 1052, 1170.

Australia, 56, 79, 392, 534, 682, 891,

California. 1245.

Canada, 27, 54, 55, 56, 83, 108, 157.

187, 203, 233, 290. 294, 300, 349,

351, 391, 396, 511, 561, 630, 651,

770, 876, 877, 892, 955, 1068, 1143.

1267, 1288, 1312.

China. 274, 1171. 1197.

Croasdale, Wm. T.

Denmark, 10, 16, 133.

1192.

Fels Fund work. 42. 2S3, 324, 367.

437, 539, 774, 892, 898, 1293.

Fiscal Fallacies, Two. 845.

France, oil 1, 1285.

George Jr.. Henry--S in g 1 et a x

speech in Congress, 561.

Germany. S91.

Great. Hritain. 327, 7 S4, 891.

901. 956, 1030. 1101, 1170.

Information bureau, 62. 351, 1078.

Intercollegiate debate, 255, 277.

Just Taxation. 1306.

M;line. 202, 302. -

Massachusetts. 203, 469. 1102.

Milwaukee, 186.

Missouri. 1030.

New York, G35.

Nºw Zealand, 370. S91, 1100, 1288.

Norway, 542

--->

234, 584, sºi.

S97.

Oregon, 679, 824, 844, 957. 1053.

10t;s.

Singletax conferences. SS9, 903, 912.

913, 1171, 1194, 1215.

Reci 3rocity. 10N, 181,

º 226, 346, 531. 560, 582,

625, 659, 677, 777, 803.

Statehood, 225, 269, 442, 853,

971.

371,

877,

206,

346,

611,

204.

610,

875,

Subsidies. 131. - --

Tariff, 610, 803. S30, 854, 875.

Treaties. 205, S27, 831, 1290.

Trusts, S77.

Constitution:

For a Gateway Amendment,

Customs, 157, 302, 1032.

I epartments and Commissions, 100,

101. 226. 242, 7 S4, 1004. -

Interstate Commerce Commission.

206. 397. 539, 1123. -

Pure food. 205, 418, 6.81, 949, 972,

979, 1306.

Exports and imports, 182, 351, 493.

539, 831.

Federal jurisdiction and control. 34.

:* , , ,
-

Conservation. 972. 1004. 1031, 1124.

1242. 1266. 1294.

Finance, 207, 351, 352, 517, 831, 832,

877.

Why Bonds at All? 58.

Foreign relations, 108, 132. 134,

2 11, 249. 256. 369. 564. S-7.

1290. 1313. -

Illinigration : nº emigration. 389.

In perialism. 320, 442, S5 1. 900. 1148.

Indians, 10:2, 1056. 1078. 1079. -

Judiciary and Attorney General's

rulings, S5, 13%. 230, 302. 10,

44; 4. S. 532, S12, 921, 930, 949,

972. 1042, 1043, 1044. 1067, 11 tº 1.

1114, 1115. ---

Ixocisions, 34. 255, 302, 324. 458,

465. 466. 482, 505. 514. 532, 529.

513, 1123.

4x5.

230.

934,
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How to Pull the Supreme Court's

Teeth, 975, 1050, 1073, 1119,

1193, 1239.

Oregon direct legislation case, 1005,

1105, 1123, 1141, 11 2, 1220.

Restraining the Power of the Fed

eral Courts, 874.

Hule of the Dead, The, 519.

Navy. 62, 85, 158, 324, 386, 1123, 1269.

Post office, 74, 99, 124, 126, 181, 638,

806. 832, 1032, 1067. 1245.

roºms by Parcels Post,

States and Territories:

Alabama, S2, 107.

Direct legislation, 39.

Alaska, 12, 153. 218, 769, 781, 782,

783, 800, 802, 877, 1123.

Arizona:

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 265.

Statehood, 145, 155, 242, 269, 442,

515, 604. 652, 853, 866, 875, 930,

971, 1292.

Arkansas, 443, 958.

Direct legislation, 39, 265.

California, 54, 62, 298, 339, 340, 556,

929, 1071, 1118, 1147, 1246.

Lºirect legislation, 39, 7.4, 265, 278,

298, 1055, 1066, 1076, 1238, 1313.

Elections, 969, 996, 1055, 1076,

1097, 1113

Lºgº value taxation, 1147, 1190,

45.

Woman suffrage, 130, 969, 1005,

1065, 1066, 1071, 1076, 1117, 1148,

11:49, 1211, 1213, 1238.

Colorado, 62, 268, 419, 443.

Direct legislation, 39,265, 771.

Woman suffrage, 970, 981, 1211.

Connecticut, 62, 82.

Direct legislation, 39.

Delaware, 107, 819.

IDirect legislation, 39, 40.

District of Columbia, 470, 493.

Taxation, 387, 602.

Florida :

Direct legislation, 39, 442.

Georgia, 555, 681, 1268.

| )irect legislation, 39.

Idaho, 389, 1148.

IDirect legislation, 39, 265.

Illinois, 36, 62, 156, 157, 350, 469,

#, 563, 637. 1031, 1055, 1091,

i 2. -

Sandidacies, 778, 1001, 1031, 1148,

1312.

Conservation, 131, 149, 1294.

I)eep Waterway, 564, 583, 612,

636, 1045, 1121.

Direct legislation, 27. 39, 62, 105.

230, 252, 265, 275, 291, 298, 301,

394. 419, 434. 441, 484. 492, 539,

660, 778, 1002, 1055, 1312.

He t- Harrisonism, 435, 441, 638,

9 1054, 1089, 1137.

Labor, 8.2, 130, 131, 230, 253, 492,

517, 539, 564, 1004.

Lorimerism, 346, 394, 416, 441,

490, 627. 637, 676, 771, -778, 795.

Mººrs pension law."63i," 11s.
4

Progressivism, 467, 563, 612, 771,

778, 795, 804, 830, 1147.

Taxation, 59. 125. 131, 252, 275,

291. 298. 483, 492.

Vote-buying, 82, 107. 278.

Woman suffrage, 156, 206. 207,

245. 252, 275, 299, 492, 1004.

Indiana, 81. 681.

I}irect legislation, 39, 62, 137, 265.

Iowa, 81. 206, 350, 371.

IDirect legislation, 39, 265.

sº election, 107. 157, 206,

- •º i ! .

Kansas, 34, 156, 584. 979, 1172, 1294.

I)irect legislation. 39, 156, 199.

202. 265.

Woman suffrage, 156.

Pennsylvania, 59, 63, 81, 1031.

Płºt legislation, 39, 40, 265, 318,

Political reorganization, 102, 271,

581, 775, 869, 1091, 1238.

Rhode Island, 82, 1101, 1163.

Archaic Rhode Island Awakes.

How You Can Serve

The answer to the daily question,

is to help enlarge The Public's circle of readers.

You can find no surer method of service than this.

Cincinnati, December 25, 1911

“How can I do more to advance the truth?” obviously

Kentucky, 1168.

Direct legislation, 39.

Louisiana:

Direct legislation, 39.

Maine, 62, 82, 516, 854, 978, 1004.

Direct legislation, 39, 365, 470.

537, 974, 978, 1074.

Lºg value taxation, 202, 515,

516.

Liquor question, 955, 978, 1147.

Maryland, 957, 1168.

Direct legislation, 39, 265.

Massachusetts, 81, 242, 443, 1031,

1066, 1070, 1146, 1167.

Direct legislation, 39, 52, 74, 179,

203, 265, 629, 633, 1102.

Woman suffrage, 206, 300, 351.

Michigan, 33, 82, 124, 394, 435.

Direct legislation, 39, 394.

Minnesota, 34, 62, 82, 350, 389,

4.17, 582, 979.

Direct legislation, 39, 265.

Mississippi, 1167.

Direct legislation, 39.

Missouri, 81, 133, 661, 1178, 1196.

Direct legislation, 39, 265.

Land value taxation, 777, 1030.

Montana, S1, 229, 230, 270, 389, 487.

Direct legislation, 39, 265.

Nebraska, 34, 62, 82, 152, 324, 795,

799, 803, 804.

Pºſt legislation, 39, 265, 291,

Nevada, 230, 255, 265.

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 265.

New Hampshire, 434.

Direct legislation, 39, 40.

New Jersey, 49, 86, 104, 122, 350,

661, 779, 1054, 1168.

Direct 'iegislation, 39, 122, 350.

Land value taxation, 227, 300.

Senatorial election, 50, 74, 81,

Woman suffrage, 348.

New Mexico. 86, 108, 133.

Direct legislation, 39, 40.

Statehood, 225, 242. 269, 515, 853,

$66, S75, 1146, 1168, 1186.

New York. 51, 58, 81, 86, 109, 195,

206, 302, 314, 324, 492, 584, 682,

771, 806, 854.

Congestion of population and

home exemption bills, 291, 635,

679, 893.

Direct legislation, 39. 1054.

Woman suffrage, 300, 348, 681.

North Carolina:

Direct legislation, 39.

North Dakota, 82, 389.

Direct legislation. 39, 40.

Ohio. 26. 62, 85, 133, 230, 322, 536,

900, 1147.

Constitutional Convention, 130,

181, 255, 536, 537, 632, 772, 900,

1113, 1146. 1161, 1166, 1167, 1186.

Direct legislation, 39, 130, 265,

322. 434, 492, 536, 632, 900, 923.

Election bribery, 11, 74, 82, 416,

434, 444, 445, 539, 958.

Liquor Traffic in Ohio. The, 952.

Oklahoma, 34, 157, 493, 554, 1031.

Direct legislation, 39. 40, 265.

Oreº, 40, 85, 389, 782, 802, 1098,to.

Clackamas county taxation, 679,

844, 1002. 1053, 1068.

Constitutionality of direct legis

lation before United States Su

preme Court, 302, 650, 1005,

}}}} -1123, 1141, 1147, 1172,

1220.

Direct legislation. 29, 39, 40, 265,

315, 442, 650, 852, 1002, 1098.

Iny stors Fear Oregon System,

Land value taxation, 228, 679,

824, 844, 869, 1093.

870.

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 371.

Rhode Island and Taxation

(taxes in Woonsocket), 924.

South Carolina:

Direct legislation, 39.

South Dakota, 62. 389.

Direct legislation. 39, 40, 265.

Tennessee, 107, 469, 1313.

Direct legislation, 39.

Texas, 778, 957.

Dººt legislation, 39, 230, 242,

Utah, 82.

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 265.

Vermont, 85.

Direct legislation, 39.

Virginia, -

Direct legislation, 39.

Washington. 81, 389, 628, 1031.

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 242.

Land value taxation, 124, 651,

1053, 1144, 1245.

West Virginia, 36, 81, 107. 133. 578,

Direct legislation, 39, 441.

Wisconsin, S1, 98, 107. 584, 656, £57.

Direct legislation, 39, 40, 265, 58.

Woman suffrage, 324, 516.

Wyoming, 107.

firect"iegislation, 39, 40, 265.

URUGUAY, 979.

VENEZUELA, 585, 660, 784, 1219.

WOMEN, 302, 935, 979, 1101.

Suffrage, 245, 484, 868, 949, 971, 977.

979, 982, 1003, 1148. -

California, 130, 969, 996, 1005, 1055,

1065, 1073, 1076, 1117, 1148, 1143,

1172, 1211, 1238, 1257.

Colorado, 348,970. 981, 1211. ...

Declaration of Independence, Wo

man Suffrage Involved in the,

985.

Direct legislation and woman suf

frage, 1091, 1118.

Great Britain, 446, 583, 1209. 1218,

1282, 1294.

Hunnewell, Kans... 324, 348, 554,

661, 957, 971, 1004, 1312. --

Illinois, 156, 206, 207, 245, 252, 275,

, 492, 1004.

International at Stockholm, 259,

562, 584, 613.

Iowa, 206.

Kansas, 156.

Massachusetts. 206, 300, 351.

Milwaukee, 300, 348.

National at Louisville, 957, 1999.

National Council of Women Vot

ers, 60.

Nevada, 230, 255.

Nº. Ideals of Suffrage, The.

1.

New Jersey, 348. -

New York, 300, 348, 443, 681, 1245.

Ontario, 300.

Oregon, 156. -

Parker on Women in Public Af

fairs, Theodore, 983.

Persia, 1003.

Portugal. 517.

Russia, 299.

Seattle, 151, 156, 207.

South Dakota, 62.

Suffrage Questions Answered. 150.

Washington. 628.

Why Woman's Suffrage is Wrong.

981.

Wisconsin, 324, 516.

Daniel rier8R
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When You Select a Shorthand School

be sure that it teat hes

BENN PITMAN PHONOGRAPHY.

The Standard Shorthand of America. Written by more than half the

Government employees. Taught in the best schools. Briefest, most

legible, most easily mastered.

Published by the Phonographic Institute Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio

EENN Pitman, Founder, Jeroxim B. IIowaRD, President.

File The Public

A special Filing Binder for

The Public costs only 75c.

Start the New Year with

O116.

The Public, Ellsworth Bldg., Chicago

Three Subscriptions

picked up while going to the Post

Office to post a letter containing

the names of six new readers.

This was what Robert Heriot, of

Little Rock, Ark., did the other

day. It is an indication of what

can be done by all of us next year, if

we fight the “never-mind” microbe.

Stanley Bowmar, Manager

The Public

Published weekly by Louis F. Post, Ellsworth Building,

537 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Entered at the Chicago, Illinois, Postoffice as second class

matter.

Terms of Subscription.

Yearly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1.00

Half yearly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50

Quarterly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Single Copies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .05

Trial subscription-4 weeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10

Extra copies, $2.00 per 100, in lots of 50 or more.

Free of postage in the United States, Cuba and Mexico.

Elsewhere, postage extra, at the rate of one cent per

week, or 50 cents per year.

All checks, drafts and money orders should be made pay

able to the order of Louis F. Post. Money orders, or

chicago or New York Drafts, are preferred, on account

of exchange charges by the Chicago banks.

Subscribers wishing to change address must give the old

address as well as the new one, stating with what issue

the change is to take effect.

Receipt of payment is shown in about two weeks by date

on wrapper, which shows when the subscription expires.

All subscribers are requested to note this date and to

remit promptly for renewal of subscription when due

or order it discontinued if the paper is no longer desired.

Advertising rates furnished on application.

The First Shave

with Ingram's Shaving Stick makes

you forget that shaving is a

nuisance.

The lather stays thick and soft

and wet—

Ingram's Shaving
Stick

does not dry off, but stays cool and

moist until you shave it off, elim

inating the necessity of stoppingin

the middle of your shave to re

lather your face.

And when you are through your

face feels softer and fresher than

it ever has since you were a “ten

tº: just scrubbed clean

or school.”

After you use all the Stick, save

the jar top. When you have two

- jar tops send

them to us

and we will

- m a l l y o u

- FREE a full

sized 25c box

of WING’S TALCUM POWDER

(It's fine.) The Stick costs you 25c-the

Powder doesn't cost you one cent.

INGRAM'S SHAVING STICK is put up

In an opal jar with a close-fitting screw top that

keeps the Stick. In fine condition to the very

last bit. It is sold by druggists or prepaid by

mall, or send 6c in stamps and we will mall you

a small sized 8tlck-enough for a dozen shaves.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.

73 Tenth Street DETROIT, MICH.

Here are some facts to which we respectfully

invite your attention:- -

1—The Franklin Society has a long and honor

able business record, this being its 23rd year.

2—The Society is by law subject to the strict

supervision of the State Superintendent of Banks.

Its books and securities are examined in detail at

least once a year, by a Public Examiner.

3–Its funds are invested in the very best

securities—first mortgages on small dwellings in a

vicinity where the demand for homes is greater

than elsewhere in the world.

4—You can open a savings account with one

dollar or more.

Send us a remittance today and get one of

our mailing size pass books.

THE FRANKLIN SOCIETY

For HOME-BUILDING AND SAVINGS

145 Nassau St., New York City

mentiening rººm pus Lic ºriends ean bels us erectively by creering of eur advertisers wºn servenº,
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New York City

TAX LIENS

An eight per cent investment

Better than the best mortgage

Interest payable March

first and September first

*ya

THE TAX LIEN COMPANY

OF NEW YORK

68 Wiſſam Street, New York City, N.Y.

AreYou Looking for

Investments?

We have been selling securities for the last

fifteen years. No bond issue placed by us

has ever defaulted an interest payment or

failed to pay principal at maturity.

Maybe we can help you. Our financial

weekly paper will be sent gratis on request.

A. J. OREM & CO.

Devel o pers of Natural

BOSTON, MASS.

Resources

Boston Office

79 Milk Street

Western Office

Salt Lake City, Utah

To the Secretaries of Clubs and Societies:

If your meetings are of the kind that would

appeal to the readers of The Public in your city

or state, our Advertisement Department will

give your notices special attention. Write me

if you are interested.

StANLEY BOWMAR

Advertising Dept., The Public

Chicago

Joseph Fels will speak before the Boston

Chamber of Commerce on January 3rd

Trial of Jesus from

a Legal Standpoint

By MAYOR GAYNOR

Of New York, formerly Supreme Court 2

Justice

Jesus was not the victim of a mob, but was tried

and condemned in a court of law. Was the trial fair?

\\ as the arrest lawful ? What was the charge and

was it a crime in law 2 \\ as the court duly consti

tuted? Had it, jurisdiction? I lid the evidence support

thesº \\ as the sentence legal 2 WV as Jesus de

lied any law ful right? Ought the Appellate Court to

have reversed the judgment had the great Prisoner

t the Har made appeal 2 If so, why? .Judge Gaynor's

judicial review of this tragic event is one of the in

tºllectual productions of the world. Published exclu

sively in Vol. II Sellers Classics just off the press.

| aliel \\ closter's speech against a nan charged with

nun (i, r also published, and many masterpieces of

ſo ensic literature found in no other book. 321 pages.

| rice, $2.00.

Vol. I (distinct from Vol. II) contains great jury

trials and legal arguments. 1) ellinas, Prentiss, Voor

hees. Hea. h. Hrady, Ingersoll, Clarence Darrow, and

other thought :: nº language masters plead to

* s to hold in even balance God's golden scales of

i.st icº. 3 pages. Price, $2.00.

Hºth hooks h;indsonnely bound and illustrated. Sold

separately if desirei. Shipped prepaid. If either is

ºt all we claim, money refunded and ten per cent

ºdditional as interest thereon.

CLASSIC PUBLISHING CO.

30 CLASSIC BUILDING, BAXLEY, GA.

“They learn twhile they laugh."

The Unique Platform Cartoonist

J t W. B E N G [] U G H and Humorous tritertainer

available for “Chalk Talks” on the Single Tax in Southern California

Jan., Feb., Mar. 1972. Address Care 1st Nat'ſ Bank. Los Angeles. Cal.

PAUL M. CLEMENS

Architect Winnipeg, Man.

35 gets the hottest Damſtratic paper in

[. U.S. One year. The HOmēt, ºc.

A Henry George

Calendar for 1912

Printed in Brown on Antique Stock

Bound with Silk Cord, size 8x11 inches

The calendar consists of seven leaves, six of which

contain calendars for two months and a quotation

from Henry George. The seventh leaf has a portrait

of George so mounted that it shows thru an oval cut

out in each of the calendar leaves. Each calendar

acked in envelope and protected by heavy board.

§. in the single tax village of Arden, Delaware,

and sent postpaid at the following prices: 1 copy 50c,

3 for $1.00. 10 for $3.00.

The Arden Printery

Arden, Edge Moor, Del.

|

Please mention T H E PUBLIC when you write to Advertisers.
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